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ABSTRACT

This study explores the experiences of young women, growing up and coming out
as other than heterosexual in contemporary Northern Ireland as a means of
examining ways in which sexualities are 'organised through economic, religious,
political, familial and social conditions' (Plummer, 2003: 515). Informed by an
interactionist approach it considers the ‘everyday’ ways in which young women
construct non-conventional sexualities within a hostile social context, and how
their interactions with significant others, particularly through processes of coming
out, shape constructions of difference. It further explores their experiences with
key social institutions and their influence on the construction of personal identity
and sense of self in society. In seeking to hear the experiences of those regularly
overlooked within LGBT research, a feminist methodology was implemented.
Focus groups and less structured interviews were conducted with 24 young
women. In order to centralise the voices and experiences of young women
throughout the life of the project a young women's working group was established.

The research suggests a number of ways in which young women understand their
sexual selves, the categorization used to explain this to others and the range of
ways in which these identities are managed and negotiated in everyday life. It
demonstrates that age and gender are crucial in the construction of sexual
identities. Based on developmental age-related assumptions about sexuality,
young women’s same-sex attractions are often discredited and demeaned during
this period. Further, so closely tied are expectations regarding gender and
sexuality that non-heterosexual young women can experience profound feelings of
‘difference’ and ‘failure’ growing up as a 'different kind of girl’. Overall the research
demonstrates the prevalence of normative gendered heterosexuality in
contemporary Northern Ireland. Such norms conferring status on particular
presentations of selfhood were reflected, reproduced and privileged across many
institutions with which young women interact. The pervasiveness of this, and the

authority of these institutions at a time when young people are so heavily involved
in, and monitored by them, it is demonstrated, makes experiences of growing up
and 'coming out’ complex.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION, CONTEXT AND BACKGRUND

INTRODUCTION

The study of experience provides a means of examining how inceptions of selves
(of subjects and their identities) are produced’ (Scott, 1991:77). The evidence of
experience allows for a focus on how a subject perceives and :ts in the world,
drawing attention to the connections between social positiomormative structures
and agency (ibid.). An examination of young women’s experi ices of growing up
and coming out in contemporary Northern Ireland, thereforeillows for an
exploration of how the social lives of young people are organed through the
divisions of gender and sexuality, the consequences of this fothem, and how they
manage and negotiate minority sexual and gender identities ithis context.
Adopting an interactionist perspective this thesis starts fromie position that
meanings given to gender, sexuality and youth are 'socially piduced, socially
maintained ... and socially organised’ (Plummer, 2003: 515). enerated and
maintained through social processes and played out within sscific institutional
contexts, meanings are formed, shaped and reshaped througlnteraction (Vance,
1989; Plummer, 2003). Interactions with these normative soal structures and
institutions, therefore, can impact on how young women penive and present their
social position (Montgomery, 2007; Kehily, 2007). Such an aalysis is important
given the changing global and local contexts of young people ves, and increasingly
diverse presentations and understandings of gender and sexality.
Increased visibility of LGBT individuals and the attention givi to other
'progressive' identities such as pansexual, polysexual, queer,uestioning, non
heterosexual and asexual are becoming more commonplace dine and within
celebrity culture. These more ‘fluid’ identities are said to prcide a broader,
nuanced, less binary, understanding of sexuality and gender entity (Guittar,
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2014). Adopting, altering or rejecting labels in order to explain one’s gender and
sexuality has received increased consideration as young people (and others) seek
to find appropriate ways to communicate their sense of self or identity to others.
At the same time, however, at a more micro level dominant heteronormative
expectations prevail (Guittar, 2014). Legitimised through medical science and
maintained and controlled through social and cultural processes, rituals and
expectations, more binary, essentialist discourses around gender and sexuality
remain dominant within society (West & Zimmerman, 1987; Click & Fiske, 1999;
Katz, 2007). While an internal project, externally influenced and preformed, the
power of wider society in influencing the development of personal identity cannot
be underestimated (Elliot, 2014). Thus, while youth identities can be individually
fashioned, what is 'appropriate', ‘suitable’ and therefore possible is often based on
age-related competencies associated with being young, and social and cultural
norms regarding age, gender and sexuality.

It is within this context of tension and contradiction that this study is situated. On
the one hand some argue that there are fewer restrictions on youth identities, that
these can be more fluid and less determined by the influences of place, gender,
tradition, religion etc. On the other, the continued hetero-patriarchal nature of
many western societies is recognised. Further, while young people may have more
rights today, they are at the same time one of the most demonised social groups in
society (Gray et al., 2014; Devlin, 2006). Youth is paradoxically viewed as a time of
freedom, experimentation, irresponsibility, limited self-control and risk-taking
(Jones, 2009: 2). Finally, while Northern Ireland is a society transitioning from
conflict in which human rights are embedded in various institutional structures
and policy frameworks, and which affords this generation more opportunities than
previous ones, it remains a deeply divided society in which politics and schooling
are heavily influenced by religious discourse. The influence of time and place
within processes of youth identity formation are, therefore, pivotal.
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Children and young people have been the focus of much research in Northern
Ireland. Given prolonged political conflict and now its legacy, much identity
research has centred on ethno-nationality. Likewise, because of their role in and
experience of conflict-related violence, and now their supposed potential to
unbalance 'peace', young men have generated much interest (Harland & McCeady,
2015). This focus in research has been mirrored in youth provision and practice.
This study, therefore, sets out to examine the often marginalised issues, concerns
and research interests of young women, gender and sexual identities. In doing so it
aims to offer an account of the experiences of young women who identity as other
than heterosexual growing up in contemporary Northern Ireland.

The remainder of this chapter will provide further context to the study. It will
begin by outlining the key themes in local LGBT youth research, demonstrating the
problematic and male-orientated focus of much of this work. This will be followed
by a discussion of the social, cultural and political context within which the
research took place. Rather than provide a detailed background and history to
Northern Ireland, this focuses on key developments relating to LGBT issues in the
past 10-15 years, the period in which the young women in this study were growing
up. The chapter concludes by providing a rationale for the study, outlining the key
aims and objectives and a summary to the thesis chapters.

Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Youth Research

Some contemporary theorisations would suggest that there is greater opportunity
today for gender and sexual identities to be individually fashioned (McCormack,
2014). Less bounded than previously by structures of class, community, religion
etc. this enables individuals' greater freedom to creatively remake gender and
sexuality. The wealth of research on the experiences of LGBT people, however,
would suggest differently. This body of research demonstrates how
heterocentricity is embedded within the institutions and structures of Western
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societies, impacting negatively upon choices, opportunitiesioms and
consequently the outcomes for LGBT individuals. The follosection outlines, in
brief, how education, employment, integration and inclusioess to services, are
all negatively affected for young people through a dominan'ro-discourse
regarding sex, gender and sexuality. This, as noted in Chapiree, is of
particular importance to the study of youth given the extemhich their lives are
structured around institutions, policies and laws at this timath et al., 2009].
While drawing on international research, the material disci in what follows is
primarily drawn from Northern Ireland, in order to outlineocio-political
context within which this study took place. Many of the issoted here,
however, are not particular to Northern Ireland and have a;en uncovered
more widely (e.g. Somerville, 2015).

Education

Local and international research consistently points to theiositive school
experiences of young LGBT people. This is particularly thein relation to the
levels of bullying they experience, often a result of their se.y (Carolan &
Redmond, 2003; Schubotz & O’Hara, 2011; Hunt & Jensen,). Despite high
levels of homophobic bullying, it is also recognised that ovT of those who
experience it never report it (Hunt & Jensen, 2012: 4). Thbssibly because of
the real or perceived threat associated with ‘outing’ oneselear of parents
finding out (ibid.).

This lack of confidence amongst young LGBT people in repg homophobic
bullying may be, in part, due to a lack of clear anti-bullyingelines that
specifically mention bullying on the grounds of sexual oriem, or a lack of
discussion around LGBT issues more generally within the 4 setting (Quiery,
2002; Carolan & Redmond, 2003). Indeed in the same stuiHunt & Jensen
(2012), 90% of young people reported hearing homophobiarks in school,
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with 70% hearing such comments often or frequently. 'Skipping' school was
mentioned across studies as a means of dealing with homophobic bullying, and this
forced absenteeism had further repercussions regarding school engagement and
attainment (Hunt & Jensen, 2012; Schubotz & O'Hara, 2011). Locally, 69% of LGBT
young people surveyed in the ShOUT research reported leaving school earlier than
they would have liked (Carolan & Redmond, 2003) or with fewer academic
qualifications than anticipated (Breitenbach, 2004).

Employment

Recent research into the experiences of LGBT employees in Northern Ireland
revealed the extent to which negative comments were heard from colleagues in the
workplace. Within the private sector 42.5% of employees had heard negative
comments about LGB people from a colleague while 40% of those in the public
sector had experienced the same (McDermott, 2011). More than one in four
respondents across all workplace sectors have felt reason to make a complaint
relating to their sexual orientation or perceived sexual orientation. Of those who
made a complaint on these grounds, three in four were unhappy with the outcome
(ibid.). A lack of application around employment protection policies and guidelines
meant that many LGBT individuals did not feel comfortable approaching
management for support if they were the victim of homophobic bullying at work
(ibid.). Indeed, approximately one-quarter of those within the public and private
sectors in Northern Ireland reported concealing their sexual orientation in the
workplace due to concerns that it would negatively impact upon their employment
experience and relationships (ibid.).
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Exclusion, isolation and invisibility

The privileging of heterosexuality within education specifically, and in Northern
Irish society more generally (Boyd, 2011; McAlister et al., 2015; Carr et al., 2015),
means that alongside the negative physical effects that individuals can encounter as
a result of a non-heterosexual identity, there is also a potentially negative
psychological impact. The ShOUT research found that there was approximately five
years between a young person knowing they were LGBT and telling someone about
this (Carolan & Redman, 2003). This interim period has become known as 'the
isolation years’, a time when children and young people are dealing in isolation
with the confusion and anxiety associated with their concealed sexual identity
(NHS Briefing, 2007: 4). While it could be argued that all young people go through
a range of changes alone or without telling others, issues around same-sex
attraction can be particularly difficult, given the lack of focus this receives within
the school or family setting. As highlighted previously, very few young people
reported receiving information about LGBT issues in schools, this was also the case
within youth clubs and their families (Carolan & Redman, 2003). This dearth of
information can leave young LGBT people feeling both isolated and excluded
(Breitenbach, 2014).

As a consequence of the heterocentric nature of sex education within schools, a
failure to address sexualities more generally, and the dominance and prevalence of
religious attitudes towards sex and sexuality in society, many young people in
Northern Ireland have reported feeling that they must keep their minority sexuality
a ‘secret’ (Rolston et al., 2005; McAlister & Neill, 2009; Carolan & Redmond, 2003).
Indeed, 63% of young LGBT people surveyed as part of the ShOUT study felt that
they could not tell their parents when they became aware of their sexuality
(Carolan & Redmond, 2003). Withholding this information from others, especially
those closest, exacerbated feelings of segregation and exclusion (ibid.).
Additionally, research on lesbian and bisexual women in Northern Ireland,
highlighted the process of coming out to be a particularly difficult and isolating
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time (Quiery, 2007). Hesitancy, fuelled by fear, and a lack of others to talk with
about such issues meant that lesbian girls and women remained largely invisible
within Northern Ireland (Quiery, 2011). Lourdes notes that such invisibility
intensifies feelings of isolation amongst young LGB people within families, schools
and society more generally (2003).

Physical, mental and sexual health: a lack of information and services

A consequence of the heterocentric focus of social institutions like education, youth
provision and health care, and reluctance on the part of the individual to reveal
their sexual orientation for ‘fear of discrimination’ (Quiery, 2007: 3), means that
young LGBT people are less likely to receive accurate general and sexual health
information and services than their heterosexual peers (Loudes, 2003).
Furthermore, very few young LGB people report feeling confident or open with
their GP (ibid.). In relation to accessing health care services and professionals,
Breitenbach found that:

Young LGBT people encountered prejudice, abuse of human rights
(particularly breaches of privacy and confidentiality), and a lack of
responsiveness to their needs (2004: 11).

While the LGBT sector, alongside some public health bodies, have made significant
moves to address specific sexual health concerns for gay men, similar advances
have not been made for non-heterosexual women. Indeed, research by McAlister &
Neill reports that there was ‘little or no information or advice in school regarding
lesbian or gay relationships’ or sexual health information made available to young
women (2009: 125). Such focus maintains LGB women’s invisibility (Loudes,
2003) and contributes to feelings of embarrassment, fear and shame (McAlister et
al., 2007). Quiery accepts that while many of the health concerns that heterosexual
women have are similar to those of lesbian and bisexual women, that there are
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some 'concerns specific to the lesbian population’ which remain unaddressed
(2007: 2). Issues regarding cervical and breast screening, misinformation
regarding sexually transmitted infections (STIs), and higher and longer term rates
of substance abuse (including tobacco, drugs and alcohol), mean that non
heterosexual women can be at increased risk due to less frequent health checks,
screening and often limited disclosure regarding sexual orientation (Quiery, 2007;
Rooney, 2012). Quiery goes on to point out that lesbian and bisexual women are
disadvantaged and adversely suffer as a consequence of health professionals
having ‘limited available research’ (2007: 3). This can result in them being
‘misinformed or uninformed regarding lesbian health issues' (ibid.).

Aside from sexual health there are other areas of health where those identifying as
LGBT have been found to be particularly vulnerable. Homophobia, bullying,
isolation and the internalised negative societal messages directed towards LGBT
children and young people has resulted in higher rates of stress, depression, selfharm and suicide than their heterosexual peers (YLT, 2005; Youthnet, 2005;
Loudes, 2003). The mental health and well-being of LGBT children and young
people is, therefore, an area of concern given that many fear sharing their
difficulties or worries as this would necessitate them ‘outing’ themselves and
risking the real or perceived consequences of doing so.

Quiery notes that while the 'psychological and emotional distress of young gay men
appears to be reasonably well documented’, there remains a gap in identifying the
'emotional and psychological needs’ of young lesbian women (Quiery, 2011: 4).
What is known is that at the age of 16 non-heterosexual women ‘have a 1 in 2
chance of mental illness' (YLT, 2008). These young women are also ‘2 or 3 times
more likely to attempt suicide', have 'higher levels of self harm that their
heterosexual counterparts’ (Quiery, 2007: 3) and are at increased risk of
psychiatric illness and being medicated for depression (Breitenbach, 2004; Carolan
& Redman, 2003).
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Lack of information, advice, support and services.

Young LGBT people continue to be denied access to information, advice, services
and support (Loudes, 2003; Carolan & Redman, 2003; Quiery, 2007). Research
consistently highlights the lack of LGBT specific information given to students
while in school (Hunt & Jensen, 2012; Carolan & Redman, 2003). Locally, only 4%
of young LGBT people surveyed for the ShOUT Report recalled receiving any
information specifically relating to non-heterosexual identities while in school, and
only 7% had received such information through a youth club or youth organisation
(Carolan & Redmond, 2003).

This lack of information within education and youth sectors leaves young LGBT
people more vulnerable and alienated than their heterosexual peers (Quiery,
2002) . Beyond a relatively small number of dedicated local voluntary helplines and
LGBT youth groups, young people in Northern Ireland have limited avenues of
support, help and information concerning LGBT issues (Loudes, 2003; McAlister &
Neill, 2009). Furthermore, those groups that do exist tend to be available only to
older teens (16 years plus) and those living in larger towns and cities. For young
people living in rural areas, with limited transport and/or lacking the confidence to
attend or knowledge to seek out LGBT youth groups, their main source of
information is via the Internet (Haydon, 2008). Despite providing much needed
information and interaction for some, the Internet can be an unreliable source and
specific LGBT sites difficult to access (Hillier & Mitchell, 2008; Carolan & Redmond,
2003) .

Breitenbach notes that the lack of LGBT specific research in Northern Ireland may
be in part because of 'a lack of political commitment to tackling discrimination' or
the 'politically hostile climate in which LGBT people have not been afforded
equality' (2004: 7). He notes that such a political climate discourages 'openness
and limit[s] possibilities for resources being made available to conduct research'
(ibid.). Quiery also notes the need for further LGBT focused research, especially
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that which explores issues relating to lesbian and bisexual women, including young
women (2007). It is also important to note that the most comprehensive study of
LGBT youth in Northern Ireland is now over a decade old (Carolan & Redmond,
2003).

While information about the experiences of LGBT people may be limited, it is
known that they continue to face various forms of discrimination and harassment
as a result of their sexual orientation (Jarman & Tennant, 2003; Breitenbach, 2004;
Jarman, 2010; Carr et al., 2015). A homophobic and heterocentric discourse
alienates LGBT people and often depicts them as sexually deviant and perverse
(Sharpe, 2002). This discourse also questions traditional gender roles, the
masculinity and femininity of those who fall within this category, and apportions
some blame to this group for the decline of the ‘traditional family' (ibid.). Young
people growing up in such societies are caught up in this normative context,
treating it as more or less authoritative as they go about their ordinary lives. Both
historical and social research has illustrated negative public reaction to non
heterosexual identities with the consequence that many people, especially children
and young people, continue to be confused and uncomfortable with their emerging
sexual identity (Sharpe, 2002). For those children and young people who question
or are indeed sure of a non-heterosexual identity, there may be feelings of isolation,
confusion or even self-hatred (Quiery, 2002; Sharpe, 2002; Youthnet, 2005).

While there has been an increased focus on the fluidity of gender and sexuality
within some recent studies (McCormack, 2014; Guittar, 2014; Anderson &
McCormack, 2015; Morris, 2014), much LGBT research as outlined here, continues
to be dominated by the ‘problems’ associated with non-heterosexual orientations.
Furthermore, local qualitative research that does focus on coming out has been
predominately male-centred. As with the majority of research on sexualities, the
experiences of young women are subsumed within the LGBT category more
generally, rendering their specific accounts invisible. In light of the diverse claims
within current research, the invisibility of young women and the problem-centred
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focus of much of the work that does exist, an examination of the experiences of
young women who identify as other than heterosexual in contemporary Northern
Ireland is both timely and necessary. Importantly, and again in moving away from
a problematising lens, a focus on experience allows for an examination of young
women as agents, rather than simply as products of structures. Through a focus on
experience it is possible to learn something about how they negotiate normative
structures of gender and sexuality (Scott, 1991).

LGBT IN CONTEMPORARY NORTHERN IRELAND: IMPACT OF PLACE AND TIME
ON IDENTITY FORMATION

The impact of cultural forces is significant in how young women conceive and make
sense of non-heterosexual/non-gender conforming identities. As Kimmel (2007)
notes, the construction of sexual selves is inextricably linked with the social, it is
subject to 'sociocultural moulding' (Gagnon & Simon, 2005: 198). Within
religiously conservative and heteronormative societies, such as Northern Ireland,
the impact that place and time can have on individual’s development and
understanding of their sexual and gender identities should not be underestimated.
The following section provides a brief background to the social, political and
culture context of Northern Ireland, focusing on the time in which the young
women in this study were growing up.

Religious and Political Discourse

While increased visibility may have softened public attitudes towards non
heterosexual individuals in recent years (McAlister et al., 2014), prevailing
Christian attitudes towards sexuality remain influential within Northern Ireland.
The Christian church continues to confer meaning and value on specific acts,
thoughts and behaviours, deeming some appropriate, morally healthy and
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acceptable while others are considered inappropriate, immoral, perverted and
unacceptable (Weeks, 2010: 21). In turn, the nature of such acts confers status on
the individual engaged in them, considering them saved, lost, moral, immoral etc.
(ibid.).

The influence of Christian attitudes to gender and sexuality within wider society
should not be underestimated. At times, and under various leaderships, party
political positions and manifestos have clearly echoed religious discourses that
upheld ‘family values’ (heterosexually constructed) and the ‘importance of
[heterosexual] marriage’ as the bedrock of civil and stable society (Skeggs, 2002;
Weeks, 2010). Such heteronormativity, the privileging of heterosexuality, creates a
hierarchy of relationships and family types, which are upheld and enforced through
legislative means (McAlister et al., 2014; Weeks, 2010). The creation and
maintenance of family, relationship, sex and sexuality norms are not based then on
‘natural phenomenon’ but rather are the 'products of social and historical forces’
(Weeks, 2010: 7), shaped then re-imagined within society. As such, the meanings
attributed to such family and relationship norms are situationally constructed,
reflective of a particular time and place. As cultures change so too do these norms,
under-going continual reassessment and reconstruction.

Close examination reveals the ways in which the ‘social forces' of legislation,
populist discourse, LGBT visibility and religious doctrine have affected how
sexuality is conceived, understood, experienced and responded to within society.
Within the UK and Ireland over the last two decades there have been significant
changes in legislation and public attitudes (one being used to inform the other and
vice versa) (Jarman, 2010). Landmark events such as the decriminalisation of
'homosexual acts’ in Northern Ireland [Homosexual Offences Order, 1982); the
declassification of homosexuality as a mental illness (World Health Organisation,
1990); and the introduction of Civil Partnerships (throughout the UK, 2004) and
marriage equality in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, while hotly contested
undoubtedly influence public opinion (Andersen & Fetner, 2008). Likewise the
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groundswell of public interest and support for issues, such as marriage equality, at
a grass roots level, has also affected legislative change (Carr, 2015). Whether as the
result of legislation or public opinion there has been an ‘unprecedented and almost
certainly irreversible shift in values and practices' concerning non-heterosexual
individuals (Weeks, 2010: 126).

That said, however, at almost every stage of political and legislative change
concerning LGBT equality issues, Northern Ireland has lagged behind the rest of the
UK and Ireland. The introduction of LGBT equality measures within this
jurisdiction were often delayed or introduced as a result of court action rather than
political will (Carr et ah, 2015). Over the past ten years or so, for example, when
faced with calls for the introduction of LGBT equality measures, members of
Northern Ireland's largest power-sharing political party, the Democratic Unionist
Party (DUP), have sought to limit rather than extend rights and freedoms to LGBT
individuals. Ian Paisley Junior, while Justice spokesperson for the DUP in 2005,
described homosexual relationships as 'immoral, offensive and obnoxious’ (Hot
Press Magazine, 2007: 1). Iris Robinson, when Westminster MP, MLA (Member of
the Legislative Assembly) and chair of the Northern Ireland Assembly Health
Committee, commented that homosexuality was 'disgusting, loathsome, nauseating,
wicked and vile ... comparable only to child sexual abuse’ (Belfast Telegraph, 2008).
More recently, DUP MLA Tom Buchanan told pupils during a school political event
that homosexuality was ‘an abomination’, that it was ‘not right’ (Ulster Herald,
2013).

These are simply a few of the more prominent illustrations that highlight the
negative ways in which non-heterosexual relationships are publically discussed by
high profile figures within the Northern Ireland political leadership.
Unsurprisingly such comments stirred both local and regional media attention.
And while other political parties condemn such positions, the individuals involved
appear to receive little in the way of public reprimand by the parties they represent
(e.g. they remain in post without being asked to provide a public apology). Such
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public statements provide legitimacy for anti-gay positions, adding to a public
discourse that marginalises diversity while maintaining and foregrounding a
hetero-privilege.

Public Attitudes

Public debates and attitudes towards the LGBT population in Northern Ireland
remain ‘hostile’ (Schubotz & O’Hara, 2010). While there have been significant
advances for LGBT people within legal and equality frameworks, public attitudes
have been slower to change. Illustrative of this, the Northern Ireland Equality
Commission’s Equality Awareness Survey found increasing numbers of people
demonstrating prejudicial attitudes towards LGB people. Within this study
individuals were asked their views on having an LGB person as a next door
neighbour. In 2005,14% recorded not wanting an LGB person as their neighbour.
In 2008 this rose to 23% and in 2011 it increased again to 27% (Equality
Commission for Northern Ireland, 2012).

Given these increasing figures it may be unsurprising to note that LGBT people
‘continue to experience various forms of discrimination and harassment because of
their sexual orientation and/or gender’ (Breitenbach, 2004: 1). Reports of
homophobic hate incidents in Northern Ireland have increased1 over the last 10
years (PSN1, 2015). Younger people have also been identified as being at increased
risk of experiencing homophobic violence than older people (Jarman & Tenant,
2003). Such violence, harassment and assault often goes unreported, due to an
individual's fear of being ‘outed’ as part of the process of reporting (Jarman &
Tenant, 2003; NIHRC, 2001). Further, Queiry notes that there appears to be
relatively few improvements in the situation of young lesbian and bisexual women,
1 While a rise in reports of homophobic hate incidents may not necessarily reflect an increase in
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who continue to face rejection by their families, discrimination and harassment
(Quiery, 2002).

STUDY RATIONALE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

As highlighted here and further demonstrated in Chapter Two, the experiences of
young women are largely absent within LGBT discourse, which results in their
maintained invisibility within society, policy, practice, and academia. This
research, therefore, sought to locate these silenced, absent and marginalised voices
in order to make visible the previously invisible, to question the context in which
their invisibility has been maintained (e.g. within institutions, society etc.), and to
illuminate the structures that have silenced them. It further sought to explore the
social dynamics of their agency, as they navigate the shifting and contested field of
gender and sexuality.

As a youth worker, having worked with young LGBT women over the last 12 years,
I was aware of the changing ways in which they were understanding, constructing
and communicating their gender and sexual identities. 1 sought, therefore, to
explore if the changing legislative landscape, increased visibility and diversity
around sexuality and gender had potentially impacted upon their experiences of
growing up and coming out in Northern Ireland. In order to examine this the study
explores: the range of ways in which young women construct their nonconventional sexuality in a hostile social context; how interactions with significant
others, particularly through the process of coming out, shape constructions of
difference; and thirdly how non-heterosexual young women reflect on experiences
of key social institutions as they grow up and come out.

Rather than simply 'adding' the experiences of those previously ignored or
overlooked into either contemporary LGBT or gender debates, this research aimed
to examine the intersection of age, gender and sexuality (Davis, 2008; Zack, 2007).
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In order to respond to the exclusion of young, non-heterosexual wonen within
mainstream research structures and theory development on LGBTssues, the
research sought to place young women at the centre of the process Adopting a
feminist participatory approach ensured young women actively inarmed, shaped
and fed into the various aspects of the study.

It is important to note at the outset that, due to the size and focus c the study, the
specific experiences of young transgender women were not sough) since this was
not within the scope of this research. Instead, LGB experiences artthe principal
focus of attention. The abbreviation 'LGB' will, therefore, be used tiroughout the
remainder of the thesis when referencing this particular study.

THESIS STRUCTURE AND CHAPTER OUTLINE

The following section provides a synopsis of the remaining six chaiters that make
up the thesis, outlining the key themes and theories explored withn each:

Chapter Two - Theoretical Perspectives: Youth, Gender and Sexual hentities

This chapter provides a review of key debates in theorizing and anilysing the social
dynamics of age, gender and sexuality. In considering the connectans and overlaps
between these, it discusses the rationale for the adoption of a femiiist
intersectional theoretical framework, which allows for an examinaion and
application of theories both individually and collectively. This mu:i-theoretical
framework (intersectionality, youth, gender, sexuality, and identit ) allows for a
deeper understanding of various factors influential in the process >f young women
conceiving of and talking about their sexuality.
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Chapter Three - Researching Young Women's Lives: Methodology and Research
Design

Outlining the influence of a feminist intersectional approach to the research design
and process, this chapter begins by positioning the research within a qualitative
methodological framework. It goes on to highlight the steps taken in order to
capture the subjective experiences of young women, detailing why such
approaches were important to this particular study. The chapter includes a
reflexive account of the practicalities and realities of these approaches in practice.
It further discusses the implementation and role of a young women's advisory
group as part of the research process, outlining how the aims and outcomes of this
were in keeping with feminist principles of participation and action.

Chapter Four - Understanding Sexuality

Drawing on feminist literature and essentialist and constructionist theory, this
chapter explores the range of ways that the young women in this research made
sense of and talked about a non-heterosexual identity. The complexities of
negotiating a non-dominant sexual identity are considered as young women talk of
secrets, lies and double lives. The second half of the chapter explores the many
ways in which the young women feel their gender (female) identity has been
questioned (by self and others) as a result of their sexual identity, and the
meanings they attach to breaking from normative hetero-gender roles and
traditions.

Chapter Five - 'Coming Out’: Public Presentations of Self

While the previous chapter explores how young women understand their sexuality
and gender identity, this chapter analyses their interactions with significant others
in processes of coming out. As such it demonstrates how the self-understandings
presented in Chapter Four have emerged from a range of normatively inflected
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interactions with significant others. Whereas most young women had to varying
degrees, by the time of interview, accepted the 'difference' they felt (outlined in
Chapter Four), they were often compelled to go further in publically naming these
differences by 'coming out’ (Pendragon, 2010). Although their individual
experiences differed, coming out was significant within each of the young women’s
accounts, revealing the struggle for recognition of non-conventional gender and
sexual identities within normative structures. The chapter explores some of the
ways in which these normative structures could be negotiated and reconceived
through interactions with significant others. Most commonly coming out
represented the various ways in which young women understood their readiness
to tell others of their non-heterosexual identity. Participants recount their
experiences of coming out as a response to being 'ready' to tell others, needing to
tell others or feeling forced to tell others. The intense feelings of fear, anxiety,
excitement and relief surrounding corning out made these experiences momentous
within their accounts.

Chapter Six - Life in Northern Ireland: Sense of Self in Society

This final data chapter connects young women’s stories of self, gender and sexual
identity to the society in which they live and the various influential structures and
institutions within their lives. In particular it highlights the extent to which
heteronormativity and a conservative religious and moral ethos surround them
while growing up. This contextualises the difficulties that many experience when
dealing with their ‘difference’. Drawing on local research, legislative development
and identity theory, therefore, the chapter explores how young women understand
and experience the relationship between social, structural and political frameworks
and their non-heterosexual identity.
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Chapter Seven - Conclusion

This final chapter draws together the findings of the research in light of the
literature reviewed in Chapters One and Two. Returning to the themes of sexuality,
gender, identity and age (youth) it illustrates that despite evidence of increasingly
less-fixed sexualities, young women in this research continue to understand their
sexuality as inherent; biologically essential in nature. Furthermore, it illustrates
the continued prominence and importance of'traditional', heterosexually
constructed gender roles, norms and expressions. So prevalent were messages and
expectations relating to this that some young women expressed feelings of‘gender
failure' as part of their growing up experience (Spoon & Coyote, 2014). Within all
of their accounts a developmental understanding of adolescence and youth was
evident. Employed by both the young women and others, age was used to explain
and discredit non-gender conformity and/or non-heterosexual identities. The
chapter concludes by illustrating the ways in which young women continue to
manage and negotiate these identities within a heteronormative environment.
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CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES: YOUTH, GENDER AND SEXUAL IDENTITIES

INTRODUCTION

In focusing on the substantive themes of the research, youth, gender and sexual
identity, this chapter provides a review of key debates in theorizing and analysing
the social dynamics of age, gender and sexuality. In considering the connections
and overlaps between these, it discusses the rationale for the adoption of a feminist
intersectional theoretical framework, which allows for an examination and
application of theories both individually and collectively. While further social
categories impact on individual and sexual identities (e.g. class, 'race', religion) it is
not within the scope of this review to examine these in detail
This chapter therefore presents theories of intersectionality, youth (age), gender,
sexuality, and identity, and in doing so positions the study within all of these fields.
This multi-theoretical framework allows for a deeper understanding of various
factors influential in the process of young women conceiving of and talking about
their sexuality. For example the ways in which age (i.e. youth) is often used to
discredit sexuality; how gender is used to desexualise and homogenise young
women's experiences; how heterocentricity makes invisible the experiences of
young non-heterosexual women, and how all of these factors may combine to
specifically marginalise the experiences and position of young, non-heterosexual
women. Whilst adopting an intersectional approach because of the appreciation of
overlapping identities, in order to ease presentation these theories are initially
presented separately. In doing so, the chapter builds towards a discussion of the
interactionist perspective on identity as the principle approach adopted in this
study.
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INTERSECTIONALITY: A MEANS OF CONSIDERING DIFFERENCE

Most often associated with black feminist theory of the late 1980s,
‘intersectionality was intended to address the fact that the experiences and
struggles of women of colour fell between the cracks of both feminist and anti
racist discourse’ (Davis, 2008: 68). In acknowledging difference amongst women,
intersectionality moved away from the 'universalising construction of woman'
(Okolosie, 2014: 90) so often criticized within feminist movements for being
exclusionary and homogenizing (Zack, 2007: 197). In seeking to 'destabilise and
disrupt' a limited understanding of women (Okolosie, 2014: 90), intersectionality
made 'visible the multiple positioning that constitutes everyday life and the power
relations that are central to it' (Phoenix, 2006: 187). Intersectionality, therefore,
drew attention to the relation between various categories of inequality and how
with ‘the addition of each new category... the individual becomes more vulnerable,
more marginalized, and more subordinate' (Davis, 2008: 71). Intersectional
analysis, therefore, provides a ‘more complex' understanding than other
approaches that ‘reduce people to one category at a time’ (Lewis, 2009: 187) as the
‘complexity’ and 'multiplicity of axes of oppression' are considered (ibid.: 207). It is
not surprising, therefore, that in addressing those areas often overlooked or
underreported within much early feminist writing, that intersectional analysis is
considered by some as ‘ground breaking’ (Okolosie, 2014: 90).

While intersectionality was originally intended to ensure that 'women of colour'
were written into literature (Alexander-Floyd, 2012), others have called for a
broader understanding and application of intersectional thinking (e.g. Lykke, 2005)
in order that it becomes a ‘normative practice ... rather than a niche concern’
(Okolosie, 2014: 90). They warn that a sole focus on race and gender will be ‘to the
detriment of disability, class, sexuality, age and nationality’ (ibid.: 94). Other
feminist scholars, however, have voiced their concern that wider implementation
might render invisible the very group it was designed to consider (AlexanderFloyd, 2012). And while intersectional analysis undoubtedly allows for various
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categories of diversity within women’s accounts to be explored, Alexander-Floyd is
resolute in her position that ‘scholars who do not focus on women of color ...
should develop new terms, concepts, and approaches in order to illuminate other
experiences' (2012: 19). However, a growing body of literature has emerged that
explores the interaction of gender in relation to other social identities such as
‘ability’, ‘age’, ‘sexuality’, and ‘nationality’ (Okolosie, 2014), as well as 'race' and
‘social class' (Mahalingam & Trotman-Reid, 2007).

While widening the span of intersectional focus in this way may be considered as
straying from its 'theoretical, political, and methodological roots' (Alexander-Floyd,
2012), in utilizing it more broadly intersectionality becomes a reminder to ‘attend’
to those ‘who are absent' (Okolosie, 2014: 94). Just as the impact of race is often
overlooked, the same could be said of age, in that academic feminism has tended
not to focus on the specificity of childhood and youth. This can result in what
Foucault refers to as ‘subjugated knowledge development'. That is knowledge that:

[has] been disqualified as inadequate to their task or insufficiently
elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath
the required level of cognition or scientificity (Foucault, 1980 cited
Alexander-Floyd, 2012: 13).

The experiences of young people may often be overlooked within feminist
literature and more widely, due to the temporal nature of the subordinate position
of youth. Therefore ‘attending’ to or foregrounding age as a significant factor is
necessary in ensuring that the marginal voices of young people (Heath et ah, 2009)
are not subsumed within academic research and feminist interest. Thus, despite
concerns regarding the use of intersectionality beyond race, applying this
framework is useful in this instance. It ensures that gender, sexual and youth
identities are explored individually and in relation to one another, in order to
consider how ‘social inequalities are created and sustained' (Okolosie, 2014: 90).
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In the following section, theories on childhood and youth will be examined in order
to highlight some of the ways in which a minority status, based on the relative
powerlessness of this chronological period, impacts on experiences, positionality
and identity formation.

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ON CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH

Perspectives on Childhood

Within dominant Western discourse, concepts and constructions of childhood
remain biologically grounded. Through this biological lens, childhood is
understood as an 'inherently natural', 'universal' element of'human development'
(Davies & Robinson, 2010: 251). During this developmental stage, children are
positioned in opposition to adults, as not yet adult they are not yet complete
(Goldson, 1997). Developmentally, childhood is considered a time of limited
competence and capacity, whereby individuals have yet to acquire the skills to
make sound choices, decisions and judgements (Spence, 2005; Dauda, 2010;
Goldson, 1997). Within this dependant state children are treated as the
responsibility of their parents, and it is them and occasionally the state, who
complete the socialisation process; passing on information, reinforcing cultural
norms and educating children in order that they be considered functioning future
citizens (Lavalette & Cunningham, 2002; Dauda, 2010). As such, childhood is a time
to develop, a training ground where human 'becomings', 'citizens in waiting', those
'not yet complete', prepare and learn in order to take their expected place in society
(Spence, 2005; Goldson, 1997; Christenson & Prout, 2002).

Positioned in complete contrast to adult life, childhood is characterised as a time of
vulnerability, innocence and limited understanding and personal responsibility.
Viewed as 'at risk' as a result of this, children are deemed in need of adult
protection, supervision and guidance (Davis & Robinson, 2010; Goldson, 1997).
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This developmental lens of incompetence and vulnerability informs policy and
more general responses to children, rendering them dependent on adults to
'distribute power, rights and participation' (Goldson, 1997: 26].
There are, however, alternative understandings of childhood that trouble purely
biological or developmental models. Social constructionists view childhood as a
product of time, place and culture. Rather than one universal childhood, therefore,
a variety of childhoods exist that place different responsibilities, possibilities,
expectations and assumptions upon children (Robinson, 2008). 'New' discourses
replace the notion of children as 'adults in training’ (Christensen & Prout, 2002)
with the view that children are active agents, no longer to be located solely within
and as the property of the family, but as rights holders in and of themselves (ibid.).
This shift in the construction and conception of children and childhood has been
facilitated, in part, by the implementation of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UNCRC, 1989) alongside evolving academic interest and
understanding (Penn, 2008; Christensen & Prout, 2002).
Despite these advances, and as illustrated further shortly, popular conceptions of
childhood remain heavily influenced by biological rather than social models, and
this is evident in policy development and response. Likewise, despite the
recognition of children as rights holders, and again as demonstrated later, their
power to exercise such rights is impacted by their structurally unequal position in
society.

Perspectives on Youth
Like childhood, youth is also constructed as a time of risk. While children are seen
primarily as 'at risk' from others and in need of adult protection, young people are
regularly conceived 'as a risk' to themselves and others, and in need of guidance
and regulation. Framed developmentally, youth is widely understood as the
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interim period between the dependence and innocence associated with childhood
and the independence of adulthood (Jones, 2009]. Traditionally this period was
biologically understood through a lens of'adolescence’, and while such discourses
undoubtedly remain influential, alternative ways of conceiving and constructing
this period of the life course have developed (Kehily, 2007; Jones, 2009; Prout &
James, 1997, Freeman, 2007; Wyn & White, 1997). Understood sociologically,
‘youth’ is an ‘evolving concept', a 'social construction with social meaning’ (Jones,
2009: 1). Kehily warns that it is a 'loaded term that carries many connotations and
assumptions' (2007: 46) that reflect ‘contemporary moral, political and social
concerns’ (Jones, 2009: 1).

While there are numerous lenses through which to conceive this time, it is
undoubtedly G. Stanley Hall’s developmental conceptualisation of‘adolescence’ as a
period of‘storm and stress' that has been one of the most enduring and some
would argue ‘difficult to eradicate’ (Cote, 2014: 33). Griffin goes as far as to suggest
that 'no young person's life in Britain or elsewhere in the industrialised world can
have remained untouched by the dominant notions underlying the storm and stress
model of adolescence’ (2004: 12). Drawing on the psychological, emotional and
physiological changes experienced during puberty, adolescence is framed as a
specific ‘stage of development within the life course’ (Kehily, 2007: 12). It is
characterised by increased independence, greater reliance on peer over family
relations, sexual experimentation, irrationality, immaturity, identity formation, risk
taking behaviours and a lack of control (Wyn and White, 1997; Montgomery, 2007;
Kehily, 2007; Erikson, 1968). Adolescence, therefore, is conceived as a time when
young people are experimenting, creating identities and ultimately 'finding
themselves’. It has been argued that creating or locating an identity during this
‘erratic’ and tumultuous period can lead to what Erickson (1968) referred to as
'identity confusion', whereby young people appear to be ‘at war with themselves
and the society that they live in’ (Kehily, 2007: 15). In order to make what is
deemed a 'successful' transition to adulthood, the ‘physiological revolution’ of
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adolescence (Erikson, 1968: 128) must be completed through 'solving the problem
of their own identity’ (Jones, 2009: 63).

Such discourses suggest that 'young people are at the mercy of biological change
and that they are not entirely in control of it’ (Kehily, 2007:13). Illustrative of this
is the way in which sex and sexuality are understood and presented during this
time. Contrasting sharply with the assumed asexuality of childhood, adolescence is
considered a time of‘raging hormones', innate desires and uninhibited sexual
experimentation. Griffin (2004: 11) notes that Hall's analysis of adolescence
'clarified the representation of adolescence as a category which was biologically
determined, shaped and driven by physiological imperatives that were profoundly
sexual’.

While adolescence is presented as a universal biological stage that all young people
go through, it is suggested that some handle this period of'storm and stress',
physical and emotional upset and upheaval, internal and external conflict, better
than others. Left unregulated, some will make poor decisions, sexually and
otherwise. Since its inception, this understanding of'youth’ has been popular in
responding to public anxieties and in framing policy responses (France, 2007;
Griffin, 2004). If (some) young people lack maturity, if they cannot effectively
exercise self-control, if they are a risk to themselves and others, this justifies
interventions to guide them and provide them with the skills necessary to make
'correct' choices, and ultimately a 'successful' transition to adulthood (i.e. to be a
responsible citizen). O'Dell notes that such interventions based on an 'adultcentred paradigm' of youth development marginalise the voice and position of
children and young people (2010: 36).

This notion of adolescence, despite having been reworked and redefined, has
remained influential (Cote, 2014). Developmental theories, while paying greater
attention to structural factors today, continue to inform contemporary
theorisations of youth (see section below on identity). Developments in technology
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and neuroscience have also seen 'a resurgence of interest in developmental theory
and the physiology of adolescence’ (Furlong, 2012: 2) as studies of the ‘teen brain'
explain experimentation and risk-taking behaviour as part of normal development
(Turnbull and Spence, 2011: 940). Montgomery warns, however, that ‘while
biological explanations and definitions of adolescence are some of the most
powerful, they are not always adequate...’ (2007: 47). Such theories of life-stage
development are in danger of presenting universal and normative pathways
against which all else is judged and measured (Jones, 2009; White & Wyn, 1997).
According to Hall (1904), for example, those who successfully negotiate
adolescence, who deal with the confusion, settle on a stable identity, establish selfcontrol and ultimately, conform to normative expectations, are 'normal
adolescents'. In setting this normative standard, those who deviate from it are seen
as at best ‘different’. ‘Problems’ in development or identity formation are
individualised and the influence of the social context often underplayed.

Rather than focusing solely on biology as a means of understanding this period,
therefore, Montgomery notes the importance of looking outside the individual to
wider structural environments:

It is important not to overstate the role of biology... and dismiss the very
complex transitions and changes in young people’s lives as being down to
‘biology’ or ‘hormones’. It is the social significance and understanding of
these changes that is crucial to comprehend, as it is this that gives them
meaning (2007: 47).

Sociological interest in the concept of youth is, therefore, concerned with the
meaning given to age through social process and social institutions, and how this
impacts on how young people are conceived and positioned within society
(Montgomery, 2007; Kehily, 2007; Firth, 1984). There is a concern with diversity
of experience based on class, gender, ‘race’, sexuality, location etc., rather than
universally shared experiences and developmental stages (Wyn & White, 1997).
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Here the period between childhood and adulthood is not limited to a focus on the
onset and completion of puberty/adolescence but rather ‘associated with the
period between leaving school and becoming adult in socio-economic terms' (Jones,
2009: 11). Moving away from prevailing biological theories of adolescence that are
characterised by 'psychological instability’, these perspectives instead consider
youth as culturally, institutionally and biographically shaped and understood
(Kehily, 2007; Jones, 2009). Youth is a 'product of culture' (Montgomery, 2007:
53), or as Kehily notes 'a socially constituted group' (2007). Indeed Jones (2009)
suggests that which defines life stages more than anything else is policy and
legislation, as these dictate provision on the basis of age and define the boundaries
of age categories. In doing so, they legitimate the differential treatment of young
people (Heath et ah, 2009: 6). Likewise, and in further illustrating the social
construction of youth (and adulthood), Firth (1984: 4) notes the relationship
between the law and notions of adulthood, responsibility and maturity:

The law defines adulthood in terms of responsibilities - people are legally
adult when they are regarded by law as being responsible for their actions,
when they are treated as mature enough to make certain sorts of decisions
for themselves. The complication here is that different responsibilities are
associated with different ages ... to be young ... is partly a matter of legal
definitions, and when law changes (with the raising of the school leaving age
from 15 to 16 or the lowering of the voting age from 21 to 18) so does the
meaning of youth.

The youth period and youth experiences, therefore, are defined and shaped by
changing laws, social policies and institutional practices which vary across time
and place (Jones, 2002; France, 2007; Furlong, 2012). Sociological perspectives,
therefore, attempt to understand young people's lives and experiences through this
lens, placing them in the context of wider systems and structures. Despite this
more structural understanding of youth, and demonstrating the pervasiveness of
developmental perspectives, popular conceptions remain characterised by the
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many 'inferior' qualities associated with this time such as ‘inexperience, lack of
wisdom, hot-headedness, experimentation, naivety, greenness and a lack of
maturity and sense' (Jones, 2009: 2).

Youth: The Powerlessness of a Temporal Identity

As illustrated above, there have been on-going debates about how childhood and
youth have been conceived and presented; changes which call for greater
autonomy and rights, and growing recognition of children and young people as
social actors who can employ agency. At the same time, however, it is reported that
the position of young people has become 'increasingly unequal’ (Kehily, 2007).
Negative media representation of this period continues to inform populist thinking
and adversely affect representations of youth. Labels such as 'NEET' (not in
education, employment of training), 'hoods’, 'yobs’ and 'thugs' are commonplace,
individualising structural problems and inequalities while demonising young
people (Garner, 2009). Furthermore the ‘protracted’ transitional period between
'dependant' childhood and ‘independent’ adulthood is replete in ways that limit
and/or silence the voices of young people (Kehily, 2007: 3).

It is, therefore, perhaps the temporal nature of this period and the endurance of
biological models, which results in less action being taken to redress the
powerlessness and inequalities of this group over other marginalised or minority
groups. Hall notes:

no one stays forever young ... young people grow older; they leave their
youth and their younger days behind them and move to maturity, majority
and social integration (2003, cited in Montgomery, 2007: 47).

While the 'relative powerlessness of youth’ (Heath et al., 2009: 8) is recognised and
responded to through affording age-specific rights, much is required to ensure that
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rights transcend the rhetoric of legal convention, regulations and legislations, and
translate to the reality of individual lives. Further, while the minority position of
'youth' could be said to disadvantage all, particular groups of children and young
people fair worse in accessing and exercising rights. As Freeman notes 'there are
many children whose rights are currently neglected, including disabled children,
gay children, girl children and street children' (2000: 278). Illustrative of this, the
United Nations Committee in their Concluding Comments to the UK have, on a
number of occasions, specifically mentioned lesbian, gay and bisexual (LGB)
children and young people as a group who have specific difficulties in living out
their sexual identity and accessing appropriate information and services (UN
Concluding Observations 2002; 2008).

The various perspectives on ‘youth’ presented in this section demonstrate the
contrasting ways in which young people are viewed, positioned, understood and
responded to. On the one hand, they are seen as risky, irrational and immature,
and on the other as social actors and rights holders. While the latter may appear
more agentic in nature, agency is often 'bounded' (Evans, 2002) as a consequence
of an unequal structural position based on age. Indeed, young people are afforded
specific rights precisely because of this unequal structural position. From both
perspectives, then, the relative powerlessness of youth is evident.

While there are some similarities in conceptions of childhood and youth, this thesis
argues that 'youth' is distinctive and worthy of specific examination. Heath et al.
(2009: 4), in discussing the distinctiveness of youth research, identify four
‘contextual factors' that make the study of youth unique. These can be applied to
the ‘youth phase’ or youth experience more generally, and include: that young
people’s lives, more so than other social groups, are structured around age specific
institutions (which separate them from both children and adults); their lives are
framed by age specific-policies, interventions and laws; youth is constructed as a
time of transition, change, and development raising social anxieties and leading to
increased monitoring. As a consequence of the combination of these factors, young
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people are a relatively powerless group (ibid.: 4). While young people’s lives and
experiences are diverse, they note that these ‘broad factors, which determine the
contexts in which young people live their lives, are more or less universally shared’
(ibid.: 9).

While not dismissing the relevance of biological processes of development, this
thesis is primarily informed by an interactionist perspective that is concerned with
the social meanings attached to age. That is, this thesis assumes that the meaning
given to ‘youth’ is generated through social process, as they play out in specific
institutional contexts, which has an impact on the ways in which young people
conceive of their social position (Montgomery, 2007; Kehily, 2007).

SEXUALITY: CHANGING CONCEPTS AND CONTEMPORARY THEORIES

Conceptions of sexuality are diverse, ranging from innate instinct, which results
from a biological predisposition through to more fluid, socially and culturally
constructed identities and expressions. It is the more medical of these perspectives
which dominates popular thinking, often considered compelling and accurate given
the legitimacy of medical science (Weeks, 2003). Understood using this medical
lens, sexuality is considered inherent, instinctive, and most often as a direct
manifestation of one’s biological sex (Rubin, 1984). This essentialist understanding
creates a linear relationship between biological make up (female and male),
reproductive ability and sexuality (Guittar, 2014). In doing so, such arguments
create and maintain a discourse which positions heterosexuality as ‘natural’,
‘normative’ and 'correct' (Weeks, 2010). Legitimized through medical science,
heterosexuality is further maintained through social and cultural processes and
rituals (West & Zimmerman, 1987; Click & Fiske, 1999). Marriage, relationships,
family life, desire and attraction, for example, are still built upon a 'heterosexual
assumption’ (Weeks, 2010: 92), where correct presentations are rewarded with
'cultural success and status’ (Skeggs, 2002: 126). It is the ‘repetition’ of such
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processes and a ‘silencing of any alternative’ that enables heterosexuality to
become a dominant and accepted norm (ibid.: 120), which is privileged over other
expressions of sexuality (Weeks, 1995).

While purely biological approaches have been used to pathologize non
heterosexual acts and individuals, conversely they are now also being used more
generally, and by LGB activists, to 'explain' homosexuality through attempts to
locate a biological ‘cause’. The use of such medical perspectives allows a claim that
there is a causal relationship between ‘gay genes', variations in chromosomal
make-up and non-heterosexual desire and attraction (Hamer & Copeland, 1994;
LeVay, 1994). The power and influence of such medical claims can be seen in how
such arguments have filtered into popular discourse. Adults and children alike are
told that sexuality is inherent, outside of an individuals control and that they were
simply 'born that way’ (Copeland, 2015). While such explanations have, in many
ways, supported LGB and equality activists in lobbying and campaigning for the
inclusions, rights and protections of LGB people, this essentialist perspective is not
without its critics. Writers such as Gagnon and Simon (2005), for example, have
sought to denaturalise all forms of sexuality in order to query claims linking
biology and sexuality. They note that 'human sexuality - however closely it
appears to be tied to biological processes, is subject to sociocultural moulding’
(ibid.: 198).

Weeks also is critical of those biological models that attempted to ‘explain the
properties of a complex whole by reference to a supposed inner truth or essence'
(2003: 7). More generally, social constructions and feminist scholars seek to
challenge often taken for granted assumptions, ‘those things imposed upon us as
truth' (Weeks, 1995: 161). As such they trouble the assumed inherent nature of
sexuality and challenge the notion of binary, fixed and ‘natural’ sexual
categorizations. Rather than being grounded in, and reflective of biology, here
sexuality is also informed by social, cultural, historical and political contexts
(Vance, 1989). Through social interaction, meaning is formed, labels are produced
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and applied and identity shaped and reshaped. As such, sexual identities are not
'pre-given, automatic or fixed' (Weeks, 2010: 67) but are 'products ... of social
categorisation and self-identification’ (Weeks, 1995: 157). While sexual
categorisations were once tightly regulated by medical professionals and religious
leaders, increased globalisation, media attention and social networking have made
diverse sexualities visible (Guittar, 2014). Categories such as pansexual,
polysexual, queer, questioning, non-heterosexual and asexual are increasingly
commonplace, providing a broader, less binary, more nuanced understanding of
sexual identity (ibid.). Essentialism, however, prevails within popular thinking,
assuming that an individual, while supposedly having greater 'choice', still draws
their sense of identity from an internal truth (Weeks, 2010: 19).

This thesis assumes that it is within cultural contexts and social relations and
interactions that sexuality ‘attains meanings’ (Weeks, 2010: 90). Normative
expectations, based on these meanings, are created and maintained through 'formal
and informal legal' regulations that outline the parameters of acceptable sexuality
(ibid.). So despite increasingly globalised media representations of diverse
sexualities, the legacy of religious rules and social norms, legitimized, for example,
through medical essentialism, means that heterosexuality remains dominant within
contemporary society (Katz, 2007; Guittar, 2014). So deeply embedded are these
norms within cultural processes and structures that heterosexuality is privileged
over other sexual orientations and family configurations (McAlister et al., 2014;
Weeks, 2010). These norms are implicitly taught and learned within society. As
will be explored in the following section, however, norms also differ on the basis of
gender and age.
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Female and Youth fHetero) Sexualities

Implicit and explicit norms regarding sex, sexuality and gender ‘provide
permissions, prohibitions, limits and possibilities through which erotic life is
constructed’ (Weeks, 2010: 23). These norms are not universally applied however,
but rather alter depending on, amongst other things, one’s age and gender.
Sexuality in childhood, for example, mirrors those dominant developmental
theories of childhood previously outlined. Viewed in this way, children are
considered vulnerable, innocent, naive and in need of protection from the dangers
of an increasingly sexualised world (Davis & Robinson, 2010; Mellor & Epstein,
2006; Robinson, 2008). As such, issues surrounding the preservation of childhood
are fraught with tensions, morality and panic (Smith, 2010; Duada, 2010), resulting
in increasingly protectionist and paternalistic monitoring and surveillance
(Corteen & Scraton, 1997; Davis & Robinson, 2010).

Such interventions, however, fail to acknowledge the more implicit sexualised and
gendered environments in which children are socialised, such as the family and
school. Within these institutions children are taught and rewarded for the 'correct'
presentations of gender and sexuality (Mellor & Epstein; 2006; Jackson & Scott,
2010). Rather than being unaware of sexuality, children become aware through
gender roles, dynamics and norms (heterocentric in nature), even when their
knowledge of the mechanics of sexual acts remains limited (Jackson, 2006: 42).
Armed with even minimal information, children therefore 'build narrative around
sexuality and their bodies based on the fragments of knowledge available to them'
(Davis & Robinson, 2010: 255), 'piecing together a jigsaw of sexual knowledge’
(Jackson & Scott, 2010a: 115).

Contrasting sharply with the assumed asexuality of childhood, adolescence, as
noted above, is considered a time of'raging hormones’, innate desires and
uninhibited sexual experimentation. The assumption is that left to their own
devices, young people at this time will make immature, unreasoned and unsafe
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decisions that will have long-term and damaging consequences (Haydon & Scraton,
2002; Haydon, 2002). And it is for this reason that those who study youth sexuality
note the ‘fixation with keeping ... sexuality under control and [young people’s]
curiosity about sexual knowledge at a distance’ (Davis, 2010: 251).

This homogenized view presents a youth sexuality that fails to consider and reflect
the implicit ways in which sex and sexuality are presented to and expected from
young women. As Weeks notes, sexuality is inextricably 'locked into the
structuring of gender’ (2010: 42). Despite sexual liberation and more recent 'girl
power’ movements, 'gendered patterns of living continue to be of significance'
(White & Wyn, 2008: 35). As such, prevailing gender norms continue to inform and
police the ways in which desires, behaviours and interactions can be expressed by
young women (Oakley, 1972). As Kehily notes:

young women are frequently defined in terms of their sexuality, their
physical attractiveness, sexual availability and reproductive capacities
become tropes for the general appraisal of girls individually and as a social
group (2007: 35).

Furthermore research illustrates the negative impact of prevailing religious and
moral discourse surrounding female sexuality and how this is ‘legitimized and
perpetuated within schools’ (McAlister et al., 2007: 136). Such a moral focus on sex
and sexuality reduces sex education curriculums to aspects of reproduction, which
'reinforces... passive and negative views of female sexuality’ (Thomson & Scott,
1991: 7). Additionally, the focus on biological reproduction within formal settings
‘has a powerful, ideological impact’ on what young women learn about the nature
and purpose of sex (ibid.: 13). Positioned as 'guardians and guarantors of
respectable standards' (Weeks, 2010: 40), young women encounter norms of
gender and sexuality which remain underpinned by an ‘ideology of romantic love
and the discourse of femininity’ (Thompson & Scott, 1991: 14). The positioning of
sex and sexuality within a biological framework creates an institutionalised,
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compulsory heterosexuality (Jackson, 2006) that individuals are born into, similar
to being ‘born into systems of class and race’ (Skeggs, 2002: 119). As such, despite
claims of increased visibility of less binary sexualities, as a result of globalisation
(McCormack, 2014: White & Wyn, 2008), dominant heteronormative expectations
prevail (Guittar, 2014). Within this framework, heterosexuality becomes, for many,
the ‘only known way of speaking sexuality' (Skeggs, 2002: 120).

As previously highlighted, gender and sexuality are inextricably locked together,
each explaining and defining the other; heterosexuality central to femininity and
femininity based on strong heterosexual expectations. As such, non-heterosexual
young women are to greater or lesser degrees presenting non-normative
femininities. Spoon & Coyote refer to this as 'gender failure’ (2014). Furthermore,
research consistently illustrates the negative responses to non-heterosexual, non
gender conforming identities. In light of this it is unsurprising that acknowledging
or accepting a non-heterosexual identity can be confusing at best, and unbearable
at worst (Sharpe, 2002). Indeed much of the research conducted with LGB young
people tends to focus on the ‘problem’ aspects of this identity (see Chapter One).

While it was argued in the previous section that dominant constructions of
childhood and youth can place these groups in a relatively powerless position, it
has been argued here that this is particularly the case in matters of sex and
sexuality (Angelides, 2004) where adults often retain the power to decide when,
how and what children and young people will learn in this regard (Corteen &
Scraton, 2007). This learning is also highly gendered whereby young women
encounter norms about an 'acceptable female sexuality’ which are premised on
heterosexuality (Weeks, 2010: 90). In the privileging of heterosexuality, those who
do not identify as such may remain invisible or feel they must 'come out’ publically
as ‘different’/ ‘other’, in order for their sexual identity to be recognised (Guittar,
2014). This reflects the continuing power of the dualistic dominant discourse
which positions individuals as either heterosexual or ‘other’ and which, this thesis
will argue, many young people internalize.
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IDENTITIES: YOUTH, GENDER AND SEXUALITY

Having explored constructions of youth, gender and sexuality, this final section will
draw upon identity theories in order to explore some ways in which young people
may create, adopt and manage non-'conventional’ gender and sexual identities;
considering how these are internally formed and externally influenced and
preformed. Dominant discourses on the 'self and 'identity' have traditionally
focused on the 'inner realm of personal thoughts, values, strivings, emotions and
desire’ as central within identity formation (Elliott, 2014: 30]. One can see the
resurgence of such a position through the individualising nature of neo-liberalism
(Cote, 2014]. For example, Burkitt notes that in this way the self is understood as 'a
treasure locked inside’ that can be discovered through the examination of thoughts
and feelings (2008: 1). Burkitt warns, however, that such an individualised,
internal view of the self underemphasises the ‘role that others play in giving us the
pieces with which to put together an image of ourselves’ (ibid.). Sociological
perspectives have, therefore, increasingly looked beyond the individual, in order to
also consider the influence of‘wider society’, 'cultural forms’ and ‘moral norms’ on
an individual’s development of a personal identity or sense of self (Elliot, 2014: 30).

Influential in this area, Mead’s work focused on the social nature of identity
development (1934). Understood in this way, the self is not created in isolation but
rather 'fashions a sense of... selfhood' through interactions with others (Elliot,
2014: 31). The self then is both externally influenced but also internally created;
the individual both 'recipient' and ‘agent’ (ibid.). As Elliot notes:

The individual self is peopled with the attitudes of others. Across the entire
spectrum of social life, we learn to view ourselves as other people see us,
adjusting and transforming our self understanding in the light of an on
going social interaction and dialogue (ibid.: 32).
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Mead's self, therefore, is an on-going project within which ‘the individual actively
constructs and develops' in light of the meaning they give to their engagements and
interactions with others (Elliott, 2014: 50). Like Mead, Goffman also acknowledges
the significance of others in the development and production of self (Goffman,
1959). Using the metaphor of a theatre, Goffman presents self as a performance
within which individuals, through social interactions, 'create impression[s] of the
self for others’ (Elliot, 2014: 37). As such, it is through these ‘roles’ or 'coherent
identity scripts' that individuals adopt and perform impressions of self (Furlong,
2013:125). The individual is in a constant process of‘stage managing’ these
impressions and manipulating their performance of self based on their audience
and the specific social setting (Elliott, 2014). Therefore, rather than a static sense
of self, there can be multiple 'performances’ or ‘roles' that an individual employs in
order to create a public identity or self (Goffman, 1959). Drawing upon these
theoretical conceptualisations of the self, the remainder of this section will consider
the intersecting and multiple identities of youth, gender and sexuality; positioning
self as influenced by external forces rather than created or determined solely by
them. It is important therefore to consider the significance of time and place in
influencing cultural narratives in order to grasp the significance and impact of
these external forces on the development of social selves and identities (Scott,
1991).

Youth Identities

As previously highlighted, youth is considered both a universal biological stage and
a social construction, reflective of public concerns and changing policies. As both
biologically innate and socially constructed, youth identity is shaped by cultural
and institutionally defined age-related milestones (France, 2007; Furlong, 2012).
Parents, teachers, politicians and other adults all set age-related parameters and
guidelines around those things deemed permissible and acceptable for young
people. Voting, entering employment, having sex, for example, are all based on
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adult-defined age demarcations rather than competency, desire or will. As such,
youth as an identity is both prescribed and enforced through these social
conventions (Jones, 2002). One might argue, therefore, that youth as an identity is
not necessarily individually adopted, but rather 'partly ascribed by others' (Jones,
2009: 61). While an 'ascribed' age-related identity may be placed upon young
people, Jones does note that it is also ‘partly achieved' (ibid.). Therefore, within the
restrictions of age-related possibilities, young people can develop a more owned
and personal, albeit bounded, sense of self (ibid.). Building on the interactional
nature of Mead's work, Woodward notes that ‘identity is marked by difference'
(2000: 4) and it is through interaction with others that young people develop an
awareness of those groups or people they identify with (in-groups) and those they
do not (out-groups). It is the interactions and affiliations made with these in and
out-groups that is significant in the development of a ‘self-achieved’ identity (Cote,
2014; Furlong, 2012).

While youth identities can be individually fashioned, ultimately what is deemed
appropriate, suitable and often possible during this period is based on age-related
competencies, which are often informed by the social meanings attached to
biological and cognitive markers of development. For example, while menarche
and puberty are biological developments associated with adolescence, it is the
social meaning placed on these that inform views and responses to young people at
this time. As such, young people repeatedly hear messages directly and indirectly
through the enforcement of age-related capacities, concerning their abilities.
Depending on the status of the interaction partner these messages can be
influential in shaping an individual’s sense of a youth identity. Indeed as Mead
(1950) illustrated, how an agent interprets the responses they receive from others
has an impact on how they feel about themselves.

Despite an increasing focus on youth identities that are more agentic in nature, this
period of time is overwhelmingly characterised by notions of immaturity and
irrationality. As such, the desires, decisions, views and ideals of young people
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during this period are often viewed with suspicion, taken less seriously or are
considered temporal in nature (Wyn and White, 1997; Erikson, 1968). It is,
therefore, only in adulthood, a time when one is considered ‘mature, rational,
competent, social and autonomous' (Mackay, 1973: 28) that identities are
considered established and as such can be trusted (Prout & James, 1997).

Gender Identities

Gender, one’s sense of female or male identity, is considered to be one of the first
categories that a child learns and the first identity that they adopt (Jackson, 2006).
Elliott notes that from early childhood gender is ‘powerfully lodged within the
psyche [of] the child’s developing sense of self (2014: 13). So ingrained are
divisions on the basis of gender that these norms appear as ‘natural’ or ‘typical’
ways of explaining how girls and boys, women and men act (Woodward, 2000).
Gender, therefore, is reproduced through 'cultural forces, role learning and gender
stereotyping' (Elliott, 2014: 113). Given this, young girls and boys are taught
explicitly and learn implicitly what it means to be masculine or feminine and those
behaviours, actions and presentations that are acceptable and considered 'normal'
for them (Furlong, 2013; Paechter, 2007). Burkitt notes, ‘we are compelled to
perform as male and female according to the regulatory norms of our culture,
which prescribes what doing and being [female] actually is' (2008: 122). In this
respect gender is a verb, it is the active 'doing' or performance of gender, in line
with existing conventions, that demonstrates one’s femininity, rather than simply
being born biologically female that bestows this identity upon an individual.

Goffman writes on the interactive, performative aspect of gender, suggesting that
how one performs is based ‘on the scripts already written’ (Woodward, 2000: 13).
Subsequently individuals act out these gender roles, ‘based on those gendered
patterns, behaviours and routines that have been reinforced and learned since
childhood’ (ibid.). Indeed as they grow they are ‘expected to conform more strictly
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to the norms of their assigned gender’ (Burkitt, 2008: 122). Through the taking on
of roles (i.e. wife, mother, daughter etc.) individuals manage performances of self
that they hope will fall in line with regulatory, social and cultural gender
expectations (Woodward, 2000: 14).

Butler also writes extensively on the performative nature of gender. She goes
further, in fact, to note that there is no essentially innate sense of gender identity
but rather it is in the 'performance' of‘actions, behaviours and gestures that have
gendered characteristics...[where] one creates the illusion' of gender (Burkitt,
2008: 121). In this way, Burkitt considers gender 'the apparatus by which the
production and normalisation of masculine and feminine takes place' (2008: 121).
The gendering of actions and behaviours (associating or classifying them as
essentially feminine or masculine) are further reinforced through 'normative
regulation’ (ibid.). Gender is a way of'rigidly policing] ... everyday life, sanctioning
those who do not conform' (Burkitt, 2008: 114). Performing socially and culturally
acceptable and prescribed gender performances in itself creates 'right' and 'wrong'
ways of doing gender. As highlighted previously, Spoon & Coyote note the sense of
‘gender failure’ that can be felt by those 'doing' femininity and masculinity outside
of societal convention (2014).

As previously highlighted, and will be further explored in the next section, gender
(the performance or doing of gender) is ‘intimately tied to doing sexuality’ (Guittar,
2014: 141). Indeed Scott and Jackson note that ‘gender divisions sustain, and are
sustained by normative heterosexuality’ (2002: 20). In other words, the assumed
sequential alignment between sex (female), gender (feminine) and sexual
orientation (desires men) maintains heteronormative assumptions (Crawley et al.,
2008). As such, women are 'tied into' heterosexuality through their biological sex
and their normative gender presentations (Guittar, 2014). Subsequently, those
women or girls who deviate from expected gender presentations, regardless of
their sexuality, often have their sexuality questioned (ibid.).
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Sexual Identities

While gender is considered one of the first categories a child learns (Jackson,
2006), sexuality is also recognised as 'a key concept through which we search for
our true selves' (Burkitt, 2008: 85). Once ‘located’, displaying one’s sexuality
'demonstrates who and what we are’ (Mac an Ghaill & Haywood, 2007: 123).
Understood in this way, sexuality seems to be 'key to unlocking the puzzling secret
of ourselves’ (Burkitt, 2008: 85). As such, sexuality is a central factor in identity
formation. Reflecting the competing arguments, on the one hand, it is an innate
'truth', uncovered through processes of self reflection (Weeks, 2010). On the other
hand, more agentic perspectives understand the self as something to create.
Therefore, rather than searching to uncover ‘who I am?’ Burkitt suggests it is more
accurate to consider ‘who I want to be' (2008: 4). Whether a sexual self/identity
happens as a result of an inner discovery, an external shaping or a blending of inner
feelings with outward presentations, there is a contemporary fascination and focus
on sexuality as identity (Burkitt, 2008; Mac an Ghaill & Haywood, 2007).

Weeks (2010) notes that this fixation on sexuality allows for and requires the
labelling of sexuality, and in turn, the individual. As previously highlighted, once
individuals and acts are labelled they can then more easily be understood and
classified as 'normal', ‘abnormal’, ‘natural’, ‘unnatural’ (ibid.: 4). Most often
sexuality is conceived through a binary understanding; an individual is either
heterosexual or homosexual. Heteronormativity, the pervasive privileging and
visibility of heterosexuality, means that for many their assumed heterosexuality is
never questioned (Diamond, 2008). This means that adopting anything other than
a heterosexual identity requires the actor to ‘come out’ as ‘other’ (Guittar, 2014).
The 'othering' of non-heterosexual identities is tied up in and influenced by
political, religious, societal and legislative discourses, which offer variable levels of
legitimacy to these identities. And it is in drawing from such discourse that an
individual's understanding of non-heterosexual identities is shaped and partially
achieved. Mead (1934) illustrates that an individual's perceptions of how they are
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being perceived impacts on their sense of self. While all interactions involve
exchanges of judgement and individuals can withdraw from those which impact
negatively upon their sense of self, growing up surrounded by environments,
institutions, and relationships that consistently devalue non-heterosexual
relationships, is harder to escape.

While a binary understanding of sexuality has dominated, there has been
increasing reference to 'progressive' and 'fluid' sexual identities, such as pansexual,
polysexual, queer and bi-curious within western society (Guittar, 2014). Such
sexual identities are being claimed by some celebrities and as a result becoming
more visible within the media and popular culture. The destabilising of a sexual
binary in this way has raised questions regarding the necessity of labels to define
or express one’s attractions. Furthermore, the mainstreaming of these more 'fluid'
identities has opened possibilities to manipulate ways in which sexuality is
articulated, opting to remain ‘unlabelled’ rather than adopting an ill-fitting
descriptor (Guittar, 2014). In this way the individual is ‘free of commitment to a
specific identity ... operating outside the constraints of a label’ (ibid.: 71). Indeed,
in their work with young men, Anderson and McCormack note an increase
'homosocial tactility' amongst young men which makes 'softer' traditional
heteromasculinity (2015: 214). They claim that the 'expansion of esteemed
homosocial behaviours’ (ibid.) is as a result of changing constructions of
masculinity within which 'homohysteria’ (the fear of being perceived as gay) is
lessened. As a result of shifting public attitudes around the previous restrictions of
traditional gender roles and expression Anderson and McCormack (2015) claim
that there is now less stigma attached to sexual minorities. In a similar vein, in
recent work with bisexual young women Anderson, McCormack and Ripley (2016)
note that a ‘decreasing cultural stigma attached to sexual minorities' means that
non-heterosexual young women are more accepted by their heterosexual peers
within the school setting than previously. As such they contend that there is less
strain associated with sexual minority young women than previously stated and
that it is homophobia rather than homosexuality that is now stigmatised within the
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school setting (2016: 30). Anderson et al (2016) are therefore overtly critical of
research undertaken in schools by LGBT charities, such as Stonewall, which would
negate their claims by highlighting continued levels of homophobia and associated
strain for young people, questioning the methodological rigor and validity of such
studies. In claiming decreased homophobia in educational settings and the
extension of gendered behaviours Anderson et al (2016) fail to more fully explore
the impact of class, location, gender and ethnicity in the realisation of such claimed
advances.

Despite more contemporary claims, a less binary understanding of sexuality is not a
new phenomenon. It can be seen in the work of Kinsey, whose large scale research
in the 1930s highlighted the movement between the seemingly fixed categories of
exclusively heterosexual and exclusively homosexual (known as the Kinsey Scale).
The work of Foucault in The History of Sexuality also sought to ‘challenge the fixity
of sexual identity’ (Weeks, 1995: 164), and to 'overturn the concept of sexuality as
a human constant’ (McHoul & Grace, 1993: 120). That said, however, given the
centrality of sexuality to contemporary identities, the ability for those not afforded
celebrity status or growing up in close knit working class communities, to simply
'step outside' conventional gendered sexual identities is questionable. Therefore,
despite the developments claimed here, the heterosexual/ homosexual binary
remains influential as it 'clearly conveys one’s sexuality to another’ (Guittar, 2014:
73). Those less fixed, more ‘fluid’ or ‘progressive’ ways of conceiving and talking
about sexuality remain difficult to communicate to others, which is why for many
who understand their sexuality in more fluid terms, identifying as gay, while not
being entirely accurate or comfortable, is certainly more widely understood
(Guittar, 2014). Additionally, when interacting with services and state institutions
who adopt binary understandings of sex and gender, presenting beyond or outside
this may not be possible. To do so proves problematic at best and detrimental at
worst.
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Queer theory, in common with some of the aforementioned studies, usefully
focuses on the 'inconsistencies in the allegedly stable relationship between...sex,
gender and sexual desire’ (Eves, 2004: 480). It recognises that genders and
sexualities are 'open to wide, wild and wobbly transgressions' (Plummer, 2003:
525). However, the lack of focus on the structural was one reason for not
employing this post-structural analysis in this research. Indeed, Plummer notes
that ‘malleable and variable’ sexualities are most reflective of the 'sexual and
gender fringe', because to live in such 'fragmented and unstable ways’ in a society
that is organised by gender and sexuality is difficult to achieve (Plummer, 2003:
525).

While a queer deconstruction of gender and sexuality is of interest, the influence of
those social structures and institutions, which are premised on conventional
understandings of gender, are hard to ignore. It is within such a context that young
women are growing up and while the queer 'non-identity' may be esteemed and
currently even popular, the reality of how identities exist and are shaped through
relationships with these structures cannot be underestimated. A further reason for
not employing this approach is the missing discourse of gender (Hammers, 2015).
In privileging sexuality over gender some suggest it ‘threatens to erase or reduce
the gender bound experiences of lesbians as women' (Goodloe, 2014). In focusing
on sexuality the primary form of oppression is homophobia, which can sideline the
multiple other sites of oppression experienced by women (Zita, 1994). Given that
this research focuses on the intersection of age, gender and sexuality, it is
important not to assume a hierarchy of oppression. A major critique of queer
theory is that it has a masculinist bias, which can minimise gender (ibid.). Given
that this research employs a feminist methodology (see Chapter 3) that
deliberately seeks to respond to male constructions of knowledge, it is imperative
that gender remains an explicit lens through which to examine young women's
experiences of growing up and coming out in Northern Ireland.
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CONCLUSION

This chapter has provided an overview of, and rationale for, the theoretical
framework of the study. Given that intersectionality can 'attend to those who are
absent’ (Okolosie, 2014: 94), and age has often been overlooked in feminist
analysis, it argues that the adoption of an approach that allows for the examination
of the intersection of age, gender and sexuality is appropriate. Key theorisations in
childhood and youth, sexuality and identity have been reviewed, demonstrating
that dominant conceptions of youth and sexuality effectively feed into and reinforce
one another. It has been argued that dominant conceptions and concerns
regarding youth sexuality are locked into biological developmental understandings
of youth as a time of hormonal development, sexual experimentation and a lack of
self-control. Such understandings are also inherently gendered in so far as gender
and sexuality are inextricably linked. Prevailing gender norms inform the ways in
which desires, behaviours and interactions can be expressed by young women,
constructing an expected female sexuality that is essentially heterosexual and
centred around conventional norms of femininity.

The chapter has sought to trouble the inherent nature and assumed binary of
gender and sexual categorisation, demonstrating various ways in which these are
informed by social, cultural, political and historical contexts. At the same time,
however, it has noted the dominance of a biological discourse that presents linear
relationships between sex, gender and sexuality, thus maintaining a heterocentric
focus. This, it is argued, is enabled through the repetition and privileging of
heterosexual assumptions embedded in cultural practices and, for young people,
learned through the hidden and formal curriculum in schools. Such
heterocentricity effectively silences alternative sexualities.

The remainder of this thesis examines in depth how young women who identify as
other than heterosexual learn, understand, manage and negotiate gender and
sexual identities in the context of dominant discourses of youth, gender and
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sexuality. Prior to this, the next chapter demonstrates how the theoretical context
presented here informed the research design and the practice of doing research.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCHING YOUNG WOMEN’S LIVES: METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH
DESIGN

Concerned with both hearing and responding to the subjective experiences of
young women, this research adopts a qualitative approach consistent with a
feminist perspective. In centralising women's voices and experiences, feminist
theory and methodological approaches stress new ways of building knowledge and
addressing power differentials. This chapter details why such an approach is
important to the study of young women's experiences of growing up and coming
out, given their marginal position within research.

The chapter begins by positioning the research within its methodological
framework through providing an explanation of feminist methodology and the
influence of theoretical assumptions on my methodological approach. This is
followed by an overview of the research design including the rationale and
experience of adopting focus groups and less-structured interviews as methods of
data collection. This includes a reflexive account of the practicalities and realities
of these approaches in practice. It further discusses the implementation and role of
a young women’s advisory group as part of the research process, outlining how the
aims and outcomes of this were in keeping with feminist principles of participation
and action. The remainder of the chapter highlights the ethical issues involved in
researching the personal lives of young women, the strategies adopted to address
these and the impact of such research on the researcher.
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INFLUENCE OF THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS ON METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH

While working towards equality and social action at a societal level, within
academia feminism was concerned with responding to the absence of research by
women and/or about women (Ramazanoglu, 1989; Reinharz, 1992; Oakley 2000;
Harding, 1987; Maynard, 1994; Westknott, 1990; Nielsen, 1990). Until this point,
feminists argued that women were subsumed within research more generally, and
that traditional dominant philosophical frameworks used to build knowledge, were
‘masculinist’ in nature (e.g. Oakley, 2000). They posited that much of what was
studied, researched and subsequently ‘known’ in society was conceived and
processed through male, white, heterosexual filters (Holland & Ramazanglu, 1994;
Spender, 1981; Hesse-Biber, 2007). As a result, knowledge was created by men
about men, and then ‘passed off as 'human knowledge’ (Spender, 1981: 1). ‘Male’
(heterosexual, white, male), therefore, became the default position in knowledge
development, and what was true of and for men, was considered true for 'women
and other oppressed groups' (Hesse-Biber, 2007: 3).

Oakley argues that intentionally or otherwise, science was designed and delivered
in a manner that ‘privileged male experiences and standpoints’ which rendered
women invisible or 'relegated to the position of'the other” (2000: 34). As a
consequence, science focused on answering those ‘questions about social life that
appeared problematic ... to men’ (Harding, 1987: 6). Feminism sought to challenge
why, how and to what end 'understanding man became an understanding of all'
(Harding, 1987: 3). In doing so, it aimed to disrupt traditional approaches to
knowledge development and draw attention to alternative ways of knowing
(Bartowski & Kolmar, 2005; Ramazanoglu, 1989).

Drawing on interpretivism, feminism questioned the positivistic notion of a ‘social
reality’, troubling the concept of‘objective truth' and calling for 'alternative ways of
thinking’ that would contribute to knowledge building (Smith, 1990: 20). Rather
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than work within concepts of'fixed reality’ or ‘universal knowledge’, feminism was
concerned with uncovering a reality that was subjectively constructed, noting the
role of interaction in the creation of this personal meaning (Brooks & Hess-Biber,
2007: 13). As such, rather than simply seeking to ‘add’ women as a remedy to
masculinist approaches, it sought to challenge the very way in which knowledge
was developed, analysed and presented (Harding, 1987; Oakley, 1981;
Ramazanoglu, 1989; Gorelick, 1991; Gelsthorpe, 1992; Atkinson and Hammersley,
1994; DeVault, 1999). Concerned with capturing data from the ‘inside’ and
understanding the world from the viewpoint of the individual woman, feminism
focused on understanding the meanings individuals attach to social phenomena
(Bartowski & Kolmar, 2005). Key to this was hearing 'stories’ in order to explore
and understand the impact of social, cultural and religious institutions on women’s
‘situated experiences’ (Harding, 1988).

Fundamentally this ‘new’ way of thinking was concerned with affecting social
change through challenging dominant social norms and those structures and
institutions that suppressed, ignored and harmed women (Mies, 1983; Maguire,
1987). Rather than viewing themselves as ‘contaminants’ within the research
process, feminist researchers acknowledge and value ‘interpretation, subjectivity,
emotion', elements that were previously excluded from positivistic approaches
(Stanley & Wise, 1983; Brooks & Hesse-Biber, 2007). As opposed to researchers
being 'value free’ and somewhat prescribed in their interactions with participants,
feminist approaches acknowledged the place of the researcher within the research
process (Millman, 1986; Collins, 1990). Further still, they recognised the
significance of the filters used to distil the information obtained from participants
(e.g. one’s religious, socio-economic, sexual identities etc.). Instead of distancing
oneself from the process by attempting to ‘hide’ aspects of self, therefore, feminists
sought to declare them and bring them within the ‘frame’ of the research process
(Renzetti & Lee, 1993; Harding, 1987). Recognising that social research cannot be
objective or value-free, they called for the researcher to be visible as a means of
reflecting upon and acknowledging their role and influence (ibid.).
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A feminist methodological approach, as will be discussed shortly, incorporates a
range of principles. Oakley notes that 'self-labelling as a feminist means only to
declare one’s values...’ (2000: 21), and that this approach is ‘different’ to traditional
approaches does not make it less valid. Indeed, traditional approaches to research
are characterised by 'privileging the mind over the body’ and have resulted in a
hierarchy of knowledge development (Brooks & Hesse-Biber, 2007: 6). The 'mind'
has been depicted as an objective, scientific, masculine site, whereas the ‘body’ is
portrayed as a softer, more subjective, feminine site (Oakley, 2000). Those ‘harder’,
more ‘objective’ approaches, therefore, were viewed as more scientific, less
subjective, and thus more reliable. Yet, in placing value in seeking the subjective
accounts of individuals, Oakley argues that far from being a 'softer' approach, this
requires the individual to conduct research in a 'meticulous, systematic,
transparent [and] sensitive way’ (2000: 4).

Ad OP tj ng a Fetni n ist Approach: Stren gths and Limitations

What makes research feminist, is not the methods of data collection (although
there may be preferred tools used by feminists), but rather the rationale behind
and underpinning the study (Harding, 1987; Renzetti & Lee 1993). Feminist
research begins its inquiry by trying to understand the world from the perspective
of the individual (Renzetti & Lee, 1993: 8). This is not to suggest that there is a
homogenous young women’s experience or standpoint. As noted in the previous
chapter, young women may occupy multiple sites of oppression and have diverse
experience and starting points as a consequence. An understanding of this is
crucial in interpreting and making sense of their stories. Feminist research is
committed not only to uncovering and interpreting this situated understanding, but
in doing so, to design research that can affect change at an individual and/or
societal level (Oakley, 2000).
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Using a feminist approach, this research project sought to locate, understand and
highlight the stories of young women, aged 16-25 years, growing up in Northern
Ireland, who identified as other than heterosexual. Feminist approaches, in
focusing on areas/groups and individuals that have been 'missing', ‘passed over’ or
'avoided' within traditional research (Hesse-Biber & Piatelli, 2007: 149) are
relevant to this study as the goal was to ‘bring forward neglected voices’ (DeVault &
Gross, 2007: 176). As demonstrated in Chapters One and Two, the experiences of
young, non-heterosexual women are largely absent from research, policy and
practice, resulting in their maintained invisibility within society. Rather than
simply ‘adding’ their experiences into either contemporary LGB or gender debates,
and in order to respond to their exclusion within mainstream research and theory
development on LGB issues, this research sought to place young women at the
centre of the process. Adopting a feminist participatory approach ensured young
women actively informed, shaped and fed into the overall study.

While no single method can fully address the criticisms of traditional
methodological approaches, there are a number of principles that seek to speak to
the male-centric focus within traditional forms of knowledge building
(Ramazanoglu, 1989; Hesse-Biber, 2007). Central to this is a commitment to
challenging power and oppression (Oakley, 2000; Harding, 1987; Hesse-Biber &
Piatelli, 2007). This impacts not only on what becomes the focus of research, but
also the way in which research is carried out (Lather, 1991). Feminists recognise
the inherent place of power within traditional research approaches and advocate a
range of measures to address this (Renzetti & Lee, 1993; Lee, 1999). Oakley (1987)
and others feel that due to a shared structural position that power disparities are
dissolved or lessened when women interview women. Conversely others have
noted that a feminist approach, rather than creating neutrality based on a shared
‘equal’ position between women, attunes the feminist researcher and calls for them
to take measures to redress power imbalances (Renzetti & Lee, 1993; Wolf, 1996).
Within this study, therefore, this would include not only the power differentials
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between ‘the researcher’ and ‘the researched’, but also ‘the adult’/ ‘the young
person’; 'the academic'/ 'the subject’.

Rather than simply working to ‘take’ data from individuals in order to interpret and
apply meaning, some feminist approaches also emphasise the role of women in
telling stories and ‘co-creating’ meaning through the process (Holland &
Ramazanoglu, 1994). While this can happen in different ways and to different
extents (e.g. employing a peer research model, having women involved in the data
analysis phase etc.), prompting participants to explain and give meaning to their
stories during the process of data collection ensures that their interpretation
becomes part of the analysis. This does not imply that there is a balance of power;
the researcher in most cases retains primary responsibility for the analysis and
interpretation of data. It does, however, recognise the active role participants can
play in meaning-making and in the research process beyond that of passive objects.

It was feminist concerns with making visible the experiences of those previously
unheard, valuing the active role women can play in developing knowledge, and a
desire to affect social change that drew me, as a youth work practitioner, to this
approach (Lather, 1991; Hesse-Biber & Piatelli, 2007; Renzetti & Lee, 1993). That
feminist research can effect change on a micro and macro level - raising
understanding and awareness, or empowering women through the sharing of
experiences - marries with youth work principles of participation, voice and
empowerment (Department of Education, 2003). While there is increasing focus
on ‘impact’ within academia, traditionally this has not been an intended or valued
outcome of academic research. For many feminist researchers, however,
conducting research that does not seek to bring about change stops short of the
intended goal (Lather, 1991). Therefore, in order to maximise opportunities to
affect change at a macro level (influencing policy and practice), Devault & Gross
(2007) emphasise the importance of disseminating research findings outside
traditional (academic) arenas (See Chapter 7).
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Feminist research, like other approaches, is not without limitation. There have
been criticisms from within as well as outside the discipline. For example, much
early feminist work was criticised for being dominated by a white, middle class
perspective and thus for homogenising women’s experiences (Friedan, 1963; Davis,
2008). Through an almost exclusive focus on gender, it was argued that other
aspects of women’s lives such as class, ‘race’, and sexual orientation were
overlooked. This criticism has, however, begun to be addressed. Despite further
criticisms relating to the potential rhetoric of consciousness-raising and the
epistemic privilege of research participants, this approach remains the most
appropriate to this particular study given its concern with power, the centralised
position of women and the aim of effecting change (Hyams, 2004). The reminder of
this chapter illustrates how these principles have been implemented in the
research design and practice.

RESEARCH DESIGN

Young Women’s Working Group: The Central Role of Women

As previously highlighted, feminist methodological approaches acknowledge the
active role women can play throughout the life of a research project (Holland &
Ramazanoglu, 1994). Within this project, this active involvement was not
restricted to their input as participants, but included their role in feeding into the
overall process (Campbell & Wasco, 2000; Reinharz, 1992; Oakley, 1981). One way
of centralising the role of young women, grounding the research in their
experiences and drawing on their contribution throughout the life of the project,
was through establishing a young women’s working group.

The overall study was informed by my direct work with the Out & About Project (a
personal development programme for young women aged 16 - 25 years who
identify as other than heterosexual). As this Project regularly offered participants
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opportunities to take part in creative programmes that focus on: healthy
relationships; rights; coming out; equality and feminism; mental health; and sexual
health amongst others, it was felt appropriate to draw a research working group
from this membership. Grounding the research in the experiences of young
women, the working group played a role in identifying research topics, themes and
issues. They also provided direction and feedback on: the design and wording of all
research material intended for their peers (e.g. the participant information sheet,
consent form and contacts resource); the suitability of research materials and
methods; identifying potential gate-way organisations or individuals (e.g. LGB
youth groups - community and colleges based; sports groups, specific
youth/community workers who focus on LGB issues etc.). For ethical reasons
regarding role confusion, disclosure and exploitation of existing relationships,
members of Out & About were not invited to take part as research participants.

While the working group did not have direct contact with research participants or
raw data, they met regularly throughout the course of the project (fifteen times
over a three year period) to discuss emerging themes, providing their own
thoughts and analysis on the areas identified. Having an experiential
understanding of some of these themes, the working group was well placed to
make recommendations regarding how findings could be disseminated, and
suggested accessible and meaningful ways in which this could be done. For
example, they set up an online verbal archive called ‘Speak OUT!’2 in which they
and other young people recorded stories of growing up, coming out and dealing
with difference (central themes within this research). Links to these stories were
posted on various social media sites in order that other young people, as well as
interested adults, could access them. The archive was designed to speak to some of
the issues raised in the research, such as lack of role models, feelings of isolation,
feelings of difference, and lack of information. The working group felt that if young
2 The SpeakOUT! archive can be accessed at https://soundcloud.com/outnabout-l/speak-outstories-of-young
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women could hear stories that reflected some of their own feelings or experiences
that this might be of support. While this action element of the research may be
limited in reach, it is the practical involvement of young women throughout the
various stages of the project that makes the overall approach feminist in nature.

Sampling and Access

In seeking to locate the experiences of young women, aged 16 - 25 years, across
Northern Ireland who identify as other than heterosexual, purposive sampling was
utilised. This method consisted of a 'series of strategic choices ... tied to my
objectives' regarding those I sought as research participants (Palys, 2008: 697).
This method was felt most appropriate as it allowed me to deliberately target
‘certain types’ of people routinely overlooked within LGB research (Berg, 2007).
This included young people not attending LGB groups, those not in Higher
Education and those living in more rural areas. These constitute those more
‘hidden’ and ‘invisible’ voices (Liamputtong, 2007: 3) in a group that are already
generally defined as ‘hidden’ or ‘hard to reach’.

Given long-standing links to the LGB sector and contacts within Higher Education,
it would have been relatively straightforward to access participants through these
avenues. In order, however, to address the criticism highlighted above, and to
capture the experiences of a diverse population, a more arduous process of
contacting potential participants was undertaken. Consideration of the following
was also factored into targeting and sampling - geographical location, disability,
religious affiliation and socio-economic status. Due to the limited scope of the
study, and the already small research population, other sub-group categories that
may have impacted the findings, were not included in the sample (e.g. transgender,
BME, parents or carers).
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The first aim was to recruit and conduct three focus groups with approximately
eight young women each. The reality of accessing young LGB women proved more
difficult than anticipated however (Valentine et al., 2005). In part, this was as a
consequence of seeking to locate the focus groups within already established LGB
youth groups in order to maximise 'natural' interactions (Wilkinson, 1990: 225)
within ‘safe environments’ (Madriz, 2003). Taking place in centres already
accessed by young people and in groups within which they were familiar working
may mean that young people will have developed agreed (albeit unwritten) ways of
working within this peer group. As such some of the practical problems associated
with bringing together a new group (Bryman, 2012) may have been previously
addressed.

While I was aware that there were only a small number of LGB youth groups in
operation across Northern Ireland, what I did not foresee was the low number of
young women attending these. So despite the willingness of gatekeepers to
facilitate access, recruiting sufficient numbers of young women to run a focus
group became problematic. In total two, smaller semi-structured focus groups
were set up with nine young women participating. While this was less than
originally anticipated, because of the pre-existing relationships within these
groups, and their familiarity with conversations around the research themes, both
focus groups produced in-depth data (Wilkinson, 1998).

In recognition of those voices absent within focus groups, attempts were made
when recruiting for the interview phase of the research to target particular
individuals (for example, young women who did not attend LGB groups, those
living outside the geographical remit of these groups, those who might not access
LGB spaces more generally or online communities). This presented particular
recruitment difficulties, as these young women were not visibly identifiable or
geographically concentrated and may, therefore, constitute a ‘hidden population’
(Liamputtong, 2007). Given this, purposive snowballing and signposting from
organisations, research participants and the working group was found to be the
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most useful method of recruitment. To avoid one of the limitations of traditional
snowballing (e.g. recruiting clusters from within peer sub-groups), and in an
attempt to address gaps in the sample, research participants or organisations were
asked for very specific contacts, such as: gay young women not at university; those
living in rural areas; those identifying with the Protestant community (Bryman,
2012). Table 1 provides a breakdown of the interview sample, demonstrating the
diversity of those involved in this aspect of the research.

Table One: Interview Participant Profile

Age

N= 15
16 - 20 years

6

21-25 years

9

Religion
Catholic

8

Protestant

6

Other

1

Geographical location
Urban

8

Rural

7

Sexual orientation
Lesbian

7

Gay

4

Bisexual

1

Other

3

Education, training, employment
School

3

Further Education

3

Higher Education

5
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Full-time employment

3

Unemployed

1

Focus Groups: Sharing Stories

Focus groups were the first method of data collection, and were utilised for a
number of reasons, including the majority position they afford research
participants (Wilkinson, 1998). In keeping with a feminist approach, methods that
offer participants ‘more control over the interaction’ and reduce the 'power and
influence of the researcher’ were favourable (ibid.: 114). As Wilkinson notes, focus
groups can allow members to ‘determine their own agenda' as they direct the
nature of the discussion (1998: 115). They place value on, and offer opportunities
for, participants to guide discussion and attribute meaning (Heath, et al., 2009;
Kitzinger & Barbour, 1999). Rather than meaning being imposed by the researcher
alone, the interaction with peers enables meaning to be explored, explained and
challenged in situ (Tisdall et al. 2009; Wilkinson 1998). Furthermore, Kissling
highlights that the group setting might also benefit the researcher as when
discussing potentially sensitive areas, 'solidarity among friends ... decreases their
discomfort with the topic’ (1996 cited in Wilkinson, 1998). It may be the case then
that information and insight is afforded through this method that would not be
possible using a one-to-one approach.

Due to the ‘hidden’ nature of the research population, and the possibility of‘outing’
oneself in order to participate, focus groups were located within existing LGB youth
groups. A benefit of this was the positive impact of the familiar. Firstly, the setting
was accessible, familiar and safe. Secondly, locating focus groups within existing
structures meant that individuals did not have to negotiate the same level of group
dynamics inherent in the formation of newly established groups (i.e. group rules,
norms, relations and the limits of group confidentiality will have been previously
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negotiated) (Kitzinger & Barbour, 1999). Finally, in working within pre-formed
groups the structure of small group discussion facilitated by a ‘leader’ was
commonplace. In other words, the venue, the structure and the individuals present
were familiar, thus reducing power imbalances (Madriz, 2003; Kitzinger & Barbour,
1999).

Focus groups consisted of the following elements: initial introductions; an
overview of the focus group plan; a group contract (outlining agreed actions that
would make the session engaging and safe - focusing on issues of confidentiality,
disclosures, voluntary participation and withdrawal); and four participative
exercises that the working group had advised on and piloted (See Appendix 1).
These were based on the themes of coming out, identity and self in society.
Participative tasks were used as they can provide a less intimidating way of
engaging in group discussion that depersonalises individual experiences (Punch,
2002). As a starting point, and in order to ensure a shared understanding of key
concepts, a word storm3 was used to generate ideas about what it meant to ‘come
out’ and why people may or may not come out. As an introductory exercise, in
which participants were not asked to provide personal examples, this was intended
to be a non-threatening, exploratory task. However, as the young women knew
each other these discussions quickly moved on to also include their own
experiences. This was followed by an interactive exercise based on a five minute
animated film, 'Snakes and Ladders’4 produced by the working group. This
portrayed three different coming out experiences and acted as stimulus material
for further discussion (Punch, 2002). Having watched the film participants were
asked to discuss those factors that act as barriers (snakes) and enablers (ladders)
to coming out. They were then asked what some of the ‘snakes’ and 'ladders' might

3 A participative task where individuals were asked to call out responses to a particular question.
These were then recorded, by a facilitator, who used these points to develop the conversation.
4 The Snakes and Ladders animation can be access at
https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=HBXivi8LWmQ
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be in Northern Ireland, and why people 'come out’ knowing that they might risk
encountering a ‘snake’ (barrier).

The next task focused on exploring issues of identity. A life-sized drawing of a body
was placed on the floor and individuals were asked to consider a number of
questions relating to how non-heterosexual people might label or be labelled by
others. They were then invited to record as many labels as they had heard on the
body. In order to address any concerns around literacy, young women were also
told they could call out thoughts and 1 would record these. They were then asked
to explain some of the labels they had identified, indicating those that sat
comfortably with them (that they might use about themselves) and those that did
not, providing the reasons for this.

Finally, in order to explore their understanding and views of being non
heterosexual in Northern Ireland, a series of laminated A4 flash cards were placed
around the room. These depicted various images including: Pride events; young
people displaying different emotions (e.g. happy, sad, lonely); young people
‘hanging out'; gay bars; the police; anti-gay demonstrators; civil partnerships etc.
Initially participants were asked to pick cards that illustrated what they considered
life to be like for LGB people in Northern Ireland. Having selected some cards they
discussed, sometimes at length, what they felt their cards represented. The group
were then asked to consider if recent changes to the law (depicted on flash cards as
rallies, civil partnerships and same-sex couples with children) was making a
difference to the experiences of LGB people. Care was taken when deciding the
order of the tasks to ensure that more sensitive topics were flanked by more
general question (Wellings et al., 2000). An 'exit game' was also developed in order
to end the session on a more positive or lighter note. Information leaflets with
contact details of LGB and other support programmes and services were provided
to individuals.
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Kitzinger (1994) notes that data obtained within focus groups is often analysed and
presented in the same way as that obtained from one-to-one interviews. She
cautions that this fails to recognise the unique way in which group discussion and
interaction impacts on what is shared, how it is relayed within the group setting
and the meaning or value that is attributed to this by other group members (ibid.).
While the initial aim was that focus groups would be analysed in this way the
smaller than anticipated sample meant an analysis of group interaction did not take
place. As such, the focus group analysis was limited to what was said individually,
this then heavily influencing the themes included in the interview schedule, rather
than a more comprehensive exploration of how meaning and identities were
constructed in interaction with others (Raab, 1993; Punch, 2002). In order to avoid
the above criticism by Kitzinger (1994), therefore, the direct quotes used within
the remainder of the thesis have been drawn from the one-to-one interviews only.

While an analysis of group interaction is absent within this thesis, other benefits
associated with focus groups were evident. For example, as Wilkinson notes
'meeting together... sharing experiences ... realising group commonalities ...’
allowed participants to question those issues previously considered personal or
specific to them through a wider, collective, social and political lens (1998: 115).
And there were a number of examples of this within the two focus groups. For
example, in discussing LGB spaces they identified the lack of provision and services
targeting young women and talked of how they could ‘organise against' this (ibid.).
In discussing barriers to coming out they shared common experiences, recognising
that these were not specific to their individual families, schools, churches etc. In
discussing politics and laws in Northern Ireland, they recognised how these
impacted on public attitudes and that those in positions of power should be
challenged and held to account. Furthermore, some of the issues raised within the
focus group spilled into their youth group, becoming integrated into weekly
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programmes or particular projects5. Therefore, despite the limitations regarding
how the focus groups were analysed they did compliment the overall
methodological objectives of the project. The focus group data and exercises have
also been utilised in practical terms, to inform youth work training, programme
design and resource development.

Interviews: Uncovering Stories

To address the limitations of focus groups and in order to hear young women's
personal stories, less structured interviews were adopted as a second method of
data collection (See Appendix 2). Raymond (1986) notes that interviews 'maximise
discovery and description' (cited in Reinharz, 1992: 18). They allow women to
share 'ideas, thoughts and memories in their own words' (ibid.: 19) while
‘explorjmg] themes on their own terms' (Heath et al., 2009: 81). Etter-Lewis
(1991) further highlights the unique insight into 'understanding women’s lives
[from] their viewpoints’ that interviews can offer (cited in Gluck & Patai, 1991: 17).
As the research question was explorative in nature, focusing on participants'
experiences of growing up and coming out in Northern Ireland, a less structured,
qualitative interview approach was adopted. This less structured method allowed
for a more fluid, free flowing, conversational approach, where young women could
‘talk about their own lives, in their own terms’ (Heath et al., 2009: 79). Such
‘conversations with purpose’ are more 'natural' than structured interviews, while
also remaining focused (Burgess, 1984: 102). Furthermore these 'conversational
partnerships’ allow participants to alter the direction of the interview (Rubin &
Rubin, 2005), which may result in issues/topics being uncovered that the
researcher might not have previously identified (Heath et al., 2009).

5 Highlighted through subsequent (non-research related) correspondence with gate-keeper
organisations.
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Unlike unstructured or more narrative approaches, however, the entire
responsibility for the direction of the interview is not handed over to the
participant. Rather, the less-structured approach provides the participant with
some control over the conversation while the researcher ensures that it remains
focused around the research question (Anderson & Jack, 1991). While participants
were free to direct the conversation, key topics were discussed with all young
women concerning their experiences of growing up, coming out and identity in
relation to family, friends, school, community and church.

Feminist researchers favour these less structured techniques as they can limit the
hierarchical structures and manipulative dynamics that can underpin more
traditional approaches to interviewing (Oakley, 1981; Reinharz, 1992; Gluck &
Patai, 1991). Feminist interviews aim for a more natural two-way dialogue
(Reinharz, 1992). They require the researcher to limit the separation between
themselves and participants, usually created through interactions marked by, what
has been considered 'professional' or ‘ethical’ conduct (Cotterill, 1992: 594) or as
being more ‘scientific’ in nature (Stanley & Wise, 1983). Being less structured and
more conversational does not dissolve the researcher role however. Rather, it
requires 'great attentiveness' from the researcher (Reinharz, 1992: 24) who
‘reflects in action’ (Schon, 1983) in order to carefully craft and weave relevant
questions on the basis of what the participant is sharing.

A range of approaches have been suggested as a means of developing these more
conversational interviews. Cotterill notes that investing herself in the process,
through appropriate disclosure, was one way of breaking down some of the
barriers between the researcher and research participants (1992: 594). She found
that ‘reciprocity of this kind invites intimacy' within the research setting (ibid.).
Furthermore, Edwards notes that reciprocity through disclosure ‘gave women
permission to break the research ‘rules” that traditionally limited their
participation (1993: 192). While some believe this intimacy can yield rich data
(Oakley, 1981), Finch and others warn that it must be measured against the
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potential that exists for exploitation (1984). She warns he hazards of the
researcher being considered ‘one of us’ by research paroants (ibid.). This was
particularly important in this research project as I was ^re that young women
may view me as an ‘insider’ and as a result may share m intimate details than
they had intended, which could leave them feeling vulnole or embarrassed
(Rubin & Rubin, 2000).

Finch (1984) and Oakley (1992) warn that in taking step limit power
differentials (e.g. encouraging young women to be activdthin the process,
meeting at a time and location that suits them, communing on their level,
providing information/ signposting etc.), individual youwomen may respond to
you as a 'friend' rather than a researcher. There was paular potential for this,
especially amongst those young women who had limiterevious opportunities to
talk about coming out within a safe environment. Finch)84) also warns that
while women may value having someone to talk to, caremld be taken, as it is
often those most vulnerable who are drawn into intimatilk. Aware of this 1
exercised caution when asking sensitive questions and ping those more
intimate responses offered by participants. While OakleL992) notes that
intimate levels of sharing resulted in her developing friehips with research
participants, my aim was to develop a professional 'friemess', especially in light
of their age and my occupation as a youth worker.

Care should be exercised to not overstate the benefits obmen researching
women (Renzetti & Lee, 1993). Finch, for example, notae ‘great advantages to
be gained from capitalising on one's shared experiencesa woman' (1992: 78),
but that drawing on such 'similarities' can be both exploive and manipulative.
Within her research she outlines the positive impact tha'awing on shared
experiences had. In identifying commonalities, through at she refers to as
‘unmasking’, participants showed deeper levels of warnand trust (1992). Whilst
caution was exercised within my own study not to exagpte any similarities I had
with participants and to limit personal disclosure, Finch;hlights that participants
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will conduct their own inquiries to find out information that will help them 'place'
or ‘unmask’ the researcher (ibid.). So while the young women in my study may
have used various cues to ‘place’ me (e.g. my knowledge of the gay 'scene', LGBT
organisations and culture), I felt that their placing me was more favourable than me
disclosing my sexuality for a number of reasons. In self-identifying I would be
compelled to use a label (e.g. gay, lesbian etc.), and as labels and identity were
central themes within the study, 1 was concerned that any disclosure on my part
might impact upon the individual’s personal use of labels. 1 chose, therefore, not to
disclose my own sexuality unless directly asked by a participant. While positioning
myself as lesbian may have assured some young women about my interest in this
area, it also had the potential for them to assume that I had prior or ‘insider’
knowledge concerning the topics we were discussing. While my sexuality afforded
me some insights, 1 was acutely aware of the many more differences that were
present (e.g. a 20 - 25 year age gap, class, location, family support etc.).

Reflecting upon the research process, 1 feel that participants responded well to the
less-structured interview method. All those who indicated being interested in the
project turned up for interview without prompting. Interviews lasted between 35
minutes and 1 hour 50 minutes with an average duration of one hour. With the
exception of a few, young women spoke freely and with little questioning required
to keep the conversation going. They would also often comment at the end of
interviews that ‘it was good to talk’, that 'it was good to get that off their chest', or
that they had ‘never told anyone that before’, and on numerous occasions they
thanked me before leaving. During interviews a number of emotive issues were
shared including experiences of bereavement, depression, self-harm,
hospitalisation and referrals to counsellors. It was difficult not to be affected by
these accounts. And while acknowledgement of the impact of 'feelings',
'emotionality' and ‘empathy’ is often excluded from traditional research
methodologies, due to concerns that it may lessen the objectivity or rigor of the
study, highlighting these is an important aspect of the feminist approach (Stanley &
Wise, 1983). As Dickson-Swift et al. note:
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As qualitative researchers, our goal is to see the world through someone
else’s eyes, using ourselves as a research instrument; it thus follows that we
must experience our research both intellectually and emotionally (2009:
62).

Support from my supervisor and informal debriefings with colleagues were
beneficial in helping me deal with the 'emotional work’ involved in processing
these stories (James, 1989). A form of debriefing was also conducted with the
participants at the end of the interview. Thompson (1988) refers to this
'debriefing' as ‘giv[ing] a little of yourself (cited in Edwards, 1993: 193). In order
to do this I would thank the participant for sharing their story and make reference
to some specific points they had highlighted. For example, in an interview where a
young woman talked about being 'tortured' because she was yet to locate a label
that articulately reflected her sexuality, I commented on the limitations of labels
and how liberating it would be if we did not have to squeeze into existing
categories. With another young woman, who talked about the death of a parent
and a ‘mental breakdown’, I acknowledged how difficult it must have been to share
this information. While debriefing in this way does not change the difficulties and
struggles that young people were or are facing, it goes some way in both
acknowledging and valuing their input. As was the case with focus group
participants, interview participants were also provided with a leaflet containing
information on LGB and other relevant services and support points.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis involved 'classifying, comparing ... and combining material in order to
extract the meaning and implication’ (Rubin & Rubin, 2005: 201). Data was sorted
in this manner in order ‘to reveal patterns, or to stitch together descriptions of
events into a coherent narrative’ (ibid.). This involved a multi-layered, systematic
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and rigorous process of transforming raw data into nuanced accounts that
responded to the research question. Firstly, focus groups and interviews were
transcribed verbatim during the fieldwork phase of the project, in order to assess
what had 'been learned’ and to identify potential gaps (ibid.: 202). Interruptions,
laughter, silences and tears were also retained within the transcripts as it was felt
that this might help attribute meaning later. Notes were written on each interview,
highlighting the main issues raised. These interview summaries were useful in
later analysis and enabled me to compare across interviews (ibid.: 206).

Transforming the focus groups and interviews into written text made
categorisation of the data possible (Silverman, 2006: 15). Listening back to the
focus group discussions in order to transcribe, enabled identification of preliminary
themes. These were added to through the process of transcription and formed the
basis of an open coding framework (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Immersing oneself in
the data by manually sorting through the transcripts in this manner further
identified interlinking themes, 'common properties’ and subsequently additional
codes (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996: 27). Once the coding framework was complete a
further 'selective' or 'focused coding’ was undertaken (Charmaz, 2002).

Each transcript was then re-read, codes were applied and text was cut and pasted
into the relevant categories. While significant in size, this framework made the
data more manageable and enabled one to identify ‘patterns, themes and
regularities as well as contrasts, paradoxes, and irregularities' (Coffey & Atkinson,
1996: 47). Once all transcripts had been coded and input into the framework this
data was again reviewed in order to join overlapping or closely related themes or
to split those codes that encompassed too wide a range of material. This was
followed by a horizontal reading of the data, whereby crosscutting issues and
themes could be identified, the aim being to ‘discover variation, portray shades of
meaning, and examine complexity' in order to ‘reflect the complexity of human
interaction' (Rubin & Rubin, 2005: 202).
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Considering the meaning of the data was an on-going analytical process throughout
the life of the research. Rubin and Rubin note the following as ways of identifying
concepts and themes within one’s research: those concepts and themes
interviewees frequently mentioned; those indirectly revealed; and those that
emerge from comparing interviews (2005: 210). Reading and analysing the data in
this manner, therefore, allowed the themes within this study to emerge. These
themes were further developed and written up. Having a number of smaller sub
themes, the task was then in arranging these into manageable and related chapters.
Due to the size of this study it was not possible to adequately utilize all of the
themes that emerged through the data. In order not to lose this information,
however, it is anticipated that much of this will be written up and presented in
journals and practice papers, and at conferences and local practitioner seminars.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Ethical considerations were informed by the British Sociological Association's
ethical statement (BSA, 2002), Queen’s University Research Governance
Framework and my previous youth work practice and training. Prior to any data
collection the School Research Ethics Committee (SSPSW) reviewed and approved
the proposed study. Sieber notes that research 'ethics has to do with the
application of a system ... to prevent harming or wronging others’ (1999: 14).
Furthermore it involves anticipating those ethical issues that may arise,
considering the effect on the participant and being equipped to address these
(ibid.). This section will outline the strategies employed to ensure that the research
was conducted ethically, focusing on the areas of anonymity and confidentiality,
informed consent, and safety and harm.
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Informed Consent

A number of measures were taken to ensure that informed consent was obtained
from young women. A Participant Information Sheet was provided that contained:
an outline of the research aims and objectives; the expectations of participation
(e.g. time commitment, types of issues to be discussed, location of data collection);
details regarding anonymity and confidentiality; use of findings; and researcher
contact details (See Appendix 3). This was sent to potential research participants
prior to any direct involvement, and explained again upon meeting. Care was taken
to ensure that both verbal and written information pertaining to the research was
made available and in line with British Sociological Association (BSA) guidelines
(e.g. ‘in appropriate detail' and accessible to participants) (2002: 3). As such, time
was taken at the start of focus groups and interviews to remind participants why
they were being asked to take part and who would have access to their material.
They were also reminded of the voluntary nature of their involvement and that
they could decline to answer any of the questions or withdraw from the process
entirely at any stage. In reiterating the points on the Information Sheet, consent
was also sought to digitally record the interview (See Appendix 4). Written consent
was obtained, signed and dated by both the participant and myself. In addition to
consent being informed, it was also on-going through a process of‘checking in’
regularly that participants were willing to continue or comfortable to answer
certain questions (e.g. ‘can I ask you more about...’, 'are you happy to go on?’,
'would you like to stop/take a break?’) (Heath et al., 2009; Allmark et al., 2009).

Anonymity and Confidentiality

A number of measures were implemented in handling and presenting the data to
ensure anonymity and confidentiality. This involved taking ‘intentional
precautions’ (Berg, 2007: 81) to ensure that there was no ‘leakage’ of information,
either directly from the researcher or indirectly through poor administrative
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systems (Lee, 1999: 164). Audio recordings of focus groups and interviews were
securely stored on a password-protected computer that only I had access to and
were deleted once transcribed. Care was also taken during the transcription phase
to 'remove from the records any elements that might indicate the subjects' identity’
(Lee, 1999: 164). Indirect information that might also identify the participant, such
as the name of their school, hometown, youth club, employer, siblings or partners
etc. was also removed. Instead participants selected pseudonyms and these were
used on all written material. This was especially important during the writing up
and presenting of research findings given the relatively small LGB population.
While participants were not named they may still have been identified by ‘their
stories’. Care was, therefore, taken in limiting the inclusion of identifying factors,
and the detail of individual experiences and stories.

The Participant Information Sheet explained the meaning of anonymity and
conditional confidentiality and this was reiterated at the outset of all interviews
and focus groups. In particular, the limits of confidentiality were clearly explained
(e.g. disclosing information about someone under 18 years being 'at harm’ or 'at
risk of harm’). Anticipating possible sensitive issues that may arise, such as
increased levels of self harm and suicide amongst the LGB population, care was
taken to explain to participants what would happen should a disclosure of
significant harm be made. This proactive measure allowed participants to make
informed decisions regarding what they shared.

Safety and Harm

Researchers are expected to 'minimise or alleviate any distress caused to those
participating in research’ (BSA, 2002: 4). This protection is both 'with respect to
the confidences disclosed and the emotions which may have been aroused'
(Brannen, 1988: 553, cited in Lee, 1993: 102). Thus strategies should be adopted
that reduce the risks of causing 'physical, psychological and social harm’ to
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research participants (Israel & Hay, 2013: 76). As highlighted above, approaches
adopted in this research included making participants aware of the nature and
extent of their involvement, reminding them that they did not have to answer all
questions and that they could withdraw entirely without explanation. In order to
minimise 'harm’, which may have resulted from being ‘outed’, individuals were
asked to suggest where and when interviews took place. This was to ensure these
were conducted in spaces that felt safe, neutral or where they were not likely to
meet friends or family. Mindful of ‘doing no harm’ and the potential for painful
memories to be uncovered through the interview process, questions were carefully
worded (ensuring the interview concluded with a series of lighter, aspiration type
questions), sensitive issues raised by participants delicately handled, breaks
offered, and an information leaflet highlighting LGB services and information
provided at the end of the interview.

In order to keep participants informed regarding the outcome of their input, an
annual research update, outlining key themes emerging and how the findings were
being disseminated, was emailed to interested individuals. All but one young
woman asked for their details to be added to this database alongside a number of
the gate-keeper organisations. Preliminary findings have also been presented to
the youth and LGB sectors through practice magazines, seminars and conferences.
Finally, and also in regards to safety and harm, prior to the commencement of
fieldwork an AccessNI6 check was undertaken and the disclosure form made
available to gate-keepers. Without this, negotiating access via youth work
organisations may have been more difficult.

6 AccessNI undertakes basic, standard and enhanced police and criminal records checks.

Reflexivity: Attending to Researcher Bias

Qualitative feminist research approaches have traditionally valued reflexivity and sought
to embed this as fundamental to the overall research process (Hesse-Biber & Piatelli,
2007). That said there are differing, and at times, contradictory applications reflexivity.
Some note the purpose being to make oneself, as a researcher, visible within the research
process (Harding, 1987; Renzetti & Lee, 1993); ultimately making the research more
transparent (Oakley, 2000). Others consider it crucial in limiting the separation between
the researcher and the researched (Cotterill, 1992). While others still, more critically,
consider reflexivity a ‘rhetorical strategy’ used to ‘claim authority... by staking their
claim ... by acknowledging interests ... before others can point to bias’ (Finlay, 2002).

Despite the criticism noted above, many feminist researchers maintain that
reflexively 'disclosing their values, attitudes and biases’ throughout the research
process ‘can actually improve the objectivity of the research’ (Hesse-Beiber, 2007:
10). As Olesen notes 'we cannot rid ourselves of the cultural self we bring with us’
(Hesse-Biber & Piatelli, 2007: 498). Reflexivity therefore recognises researcher
‘biographies’, ‘experiences’, and ‘knowledge into the field’ (Hesse-Biber & Piatelli,
2007: 497).

As such, given my previous personal and professional interest in the fields of youth,
gender and sexuality, reflexivity was employed as a methodological tool throughout
the research process. As a researcher but also a youth work practitioner it was
important for me to consider my position, uncovering and addressing ‘unconscious
motivations’ (Finlay, 2002: 225). The application of critical reflexivity enabled me to
make conscious those things which lie unconscious, but which drive my actions and
impact on my analysis (Ecclestone, 1996; Macintosh, 1998). For example, Finlay
notes that reflexive self-questioning enables the researcher to consider their
motivation around who is included in the study and who is left out, the questions
that are asked and the questions that remain excluded (2002: 211). Employed in
this manner, reflexivity 'calls for awareness of [researcher] interests and position’
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and makes this visible within the process (ibid): promoting legitimacy and
trustworthiness of findings (Pillow, 2003).

There was a range of reflexive strategies employed throughout the research process.
These included, but were not limited to, engaging others in the research process and
fieldwork journaling. Engaging with my supervisor and the young women’s working
group at all stages of the research, from inception through to findings and writing up
allowed me to explore how such conclusions were being drawn or the motivation behind
a particular theme etc. Similarly, genuinely taking on board feedback and questions
from peers through preliminary presentations again drew attention to personal areas of
interest and how these were shaping the overall process. Keeping a reflexive journal
throughout the fieldwork phase of the research required me to record thoughts and
feelings prior to and after interviews and focus groups, noting decisions made and what
shaped these. For example, my decision to debrief with one young woman around the
limitations of labels to explain sexuality or to answer honestly when asked about my
own sexuality (other examples can be seen throughout this chapter). Monitoring my self
in this way throughout the process allowed me to ‘check out’, through professional
discussion, the conclusions I was making, my justification for particular actions and the
potential impact of these decisions.

While conscious of the criticism directed at reflexivity, highlighted above, I believe that
conducting my research in this manner was favourable. It ensured that due attention was
given to ‘the specific ways in which [my] agendas affect the research at all points of the
research process” (Hesse-Beiber, 2007: 17). Furthermore it highlighted and challenged
'assumptive knowledge’ I may have claimed based on my gender, sexuality or
familiarity of LGB young women through my practice (Pillow, 2003).

CONCLUSION

This thesis aims to examine the intersection of age, gender and sexuality by
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engaging with the lived experiences of young women growing up and coming out in
contemporary Northern Ireland. In order to capture these accounts, the research
employed a methodology, methods and principles that placed value on uncovering
the subjective experiences of women (Spender, 1981: 1). Responding to
masculinist ways of developing knowledge that routinely position 'male' as the lens
through which all knowledge is formed, this approach by contrast was concerned
with capturing the 'stories’ and Voices’ of young women. It recognises the various
roles young women can play in ‘making sense of, attributing meaning to and
constructing knowledge from the ‘inside’ (Kolmar & Bartowski, 2005). The chapter
outlines that the focus placed on understanding the subjective experiences of
oppressed/marginal groups, alongside acknowledgment of wider structural
inequalities, is what makes a feminist approach advantageous to this study. While
the study places value on uncovering the voices of those previously overlooked,
within the sexualities field specifically and research more generally, the intention
was not to compare the less studied lives of young women with that of young men.

Despite some of the criticisms levied at feminist research methods, the principles of
participation, action, and awareness-raising speak to the marginal position of this
group of young women. The idea that research into the personal lives of
individuals can be 'objective', devoid of emotion and reaction is both unrealistic
and unhelpful for studies of this nature. Rather than being a ‘softer’, less robust
approach, acknowledging researcher role and engaging in reflection, requires
investment and skill in order to make the research process transparent and open to
in-depth academic scrutiny. Furthermore, feminist reflexivity enables the
researcher to examine the process of doing fieldwork and the impact of this on data
collection, analysis and the write-up of research findings.
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CHAPTER FOUR

YOUNG WOMEN’S UNDERSTANDING OF SEXUALITY

This chapter explores the ways in which young women, in one-to-one interviews,
understood and talked about a non-heterosexual identity. Their reflections on
sexual selfhood illustrate how feelings of difference are based on their interactions
around norms of gender and sexuality. Being perceived as, and perceiving oneself
as different, it is demonstrated, was experienced variably through interactive
contexts and relationships.

The chapter begins by presenting three broad understandings of sexual identity ‘sexuality as destiny’, 'sexuality as choice’ and ‘sexuality as romantic chance’.
Focusing in depth on the notion of'sexuality as destiny', it is demonstrated that the
majority of young women believed their sexuality was innate. This pre-given
disposition was considered by some as a comfort. Understood in this way,
however, for others their sexuality was a burden they had to endure. This section
further considers the ways in which biological understandings of age and gender,
held by young women and those close to them, could intersect with a biological
understanding of sexuality to discredit or invisibilise young women's sexual
identity. Employing the notion of‘sexuality as choice’, the chapter moves on to
discuss how a small number of young women believed they had more control over
their sexuality and, albeit bounded in nature, some element of ‘choice’. The final
explanation of'sexuality as romantic chance’ was evident in the account of only one
young woman who understood her same-sex attraction to be a thing of chance, a
romantic, one-off encounter.

The second part of the chapter focuses on the prominence of the notion of
‘difference’ in the young women’s accounts. Almost all, regardless of
understanding and explaining sexuality as destiny, choice or chance, recounted
experiences of how their non-heterosexual identity had made them feel different.
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This overarching feeling, it is argued, is reflective of dominant heterocentric and
essentialist understandings of gender and sexuality, which combine to overshadow
the possibilities of contemporary conceptions of fluid and less fixed presentations
and expressions of gender and sexuality. The burden of feeling ‘doubly different',
'failing' in both gender and sexuality, and how young women come to understand
this, are examined in the final part of the chapter.

SEXUALITY AS DESTINY: BIOLOGICAL DETERMINISM

Reflecting the dominance of an essentialist understanding of sexuality, many young
women, regardless of the label they chose to attach (e.g. gay, lesbian, bisexual etc.),
believed that their sexuality was fixed and inherent. Sexuality was spoken of as
something that had been given or assigned to them before birth. For some, this
lack of'choice' offered them confidence and assurance that their feelings and
desires, while not the 'norm', were inevitable, as if inscribed within their DNA.

For others, however, this fixed, inescapable non-'normative' sexuality was
considered a burden they had to endure, a predisposition that could not be undone
regardless of their desire or will-power. The following accounts from young
women illustrate some of the frustration, anger and deep unhappiness expressed
with regards to the burden of their fixed sexuality:

Kaz: There’s some days when 1 sit down and I’m like ‘why couldn’t I just
have been straight?’

Amy:... On one hand I knew that it couldn’t be changed that was just the way
it was there was nothing you could do.

Jo: ... I remember kneeling one night in my room and praying to God, who 1
wasn’t even fully sure was there, and saying 'if I’ve got this wrong just take it
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away from me, just help me never be attracted to a girl, I’m up for that.’ And
that sort of thing happened a lot...

Yet paradoxically, and as alluded to previously, the same understanding also helped
them make sense of, explain and at times justify these non-'normative' feelings and
experiences. If sexuality was inherent, it was a result of nature rather than any
‘perverse’ personal behaviours or desires; messages that some had received
regarding non-heterosexuality within family, school and church settings. Their
same-sex desires and attractions were, therefore, not their fault because they did
not choose them, nor did they have any control over them.

Even when understanding their sexuality as beyond their control, these young
women were aware that a non-heterosexual identity lacked acceptance or even
tolerance within the society in which they were growing up. This lack of
acceptance led them to feel ‘different’ and caused variable levels of anguish,
distress and shame. Now 22 years old, Amy reflects on the confusion she felt being powerless to change her sexuality yet unable to disclose it within the
religious private school she was attending at the time. Indeed, the pervasiveness of
the heterocentric teaching she received in school led her to believe that she would
never be able to ‘come out’:

Amy:... So for me it was in-between because I knew I couldn’t do anything
about it [being gay] but on the other hand 1 knew that if it ever came out that
my life would just stop; that would be it...

In this knowledge young women, unable to control their sexuality, would often
attempt to contain, mask or hide this aspect of their identity.
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Age and Sexuality: The Role of Age and 'Phase' in Discrediting NonHeterosexualities

While almost all of the young women spoke of their sexuality as something they
were born with, for some, discerning the nature of their innate sexuality was
considered a process of discovery, a 'destination’ to arrive at, aided by time and
maturity. Despite subtle differences in this and the previous understanding, they
are both essentially biologically framed and draw upon the idea of sexuality as an
inherent ‘truth’ to be discovered (Weeks, 1995).

The search for this biological ‘truth’ is illustrated within Kate’s story. At 12 years
old she wrote in her diary that she felt different. From that point on she ‘came out’;
declared a sexuality that was initially bisexual, then lesbian, and then pansexual.
Now 19 years old and using the term ‘pansexual’ to describe her sexuality,
throughout her account were numerous examples of the discomfort and struggle
she faced in understanding her sexuality in this way. These struggles stemmed, in
part, from her understanding that her ‘true’ identity had not yet been ‘discovered’
and that her current lack of knowing or confidence was associated with her age.
While continuing to question her sexuality, she believed that a more ‘definite’
knowledge would come with time:

Kate:... it is confusing and 1 don't think 1 will fully know who 1 am until, like
I’m still a teenager, though 1 don’t feel like a teenager at all, but I suppose it’s
that teen years that are for finding yourself and your twenties are for
embracing that person that you have discovered that you are so I’m looking
forward to my twenties [laughter]. Hopefully I'll have a definite knowledge
of whatever.

Kate’s understanding and very language is reflective of popular developmental
conceptions of youth (see James & Prout, 1997; Wyn & White, 1997). Such notions
based on the idea of adolescence as a distinct period of development marked by
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conflict and turmoil (Hall, 1904), uncertainty, developing sexualities and a search
for identity (Erikson, 1968), are evident in her and others accounts. Her language
of ‘finding yourself, of coming to embrace the ‘person that you have discovered' are
illustrative of enduring stereotypes about youth produced by some of the social
sciences (Cote, 2014: 33). In line with such developmental (and essentialist)
understandings, Kate does not trust her feelings, having internalised age-related
norms regarding this as an unstable time, a time of experimentation and
uncertainty (Wyn & White, 1997). Further illustrative of this, 18-year-old Faith
believed that her sexuality was something that would be 'found' after youth, in
adulthood. Once 'found', her sexuality would then remain consistent and
unchanged; as if the sexuality of adulthood could be trusted more than that
experienced by a young person:

Faith: For me it’s who I assume I’m going to be for the rest of my life, but I’m
eighteen so really what do I know at this stage.

For some then, and in line with developmental perspectives, youth is understood as
an ‘incomplete’ time when one is 'in process’ of becoming something more trusted
and rational (Matthews, 2007: 323). It is the destination of adulthood that is
considered to bring with it an established identity. In line with this, the young
women noted that their parents, other adults and even their peers would use their
age and assumed lack of maturity as a way of denying or questioning the realness
of their same-sex feelings and attractions. They provided numerous examples of
how these would be dismissed as a ‘phase’ that was ‘typical’ during adolescence. As
such, they were told that non-heterosexuality was something they would 'grow out
of; in essence that any deviation of heterosexuality was not the norm and that
normative sexuality would likely be returned to once the ‘turmoil’ of adolescence
had passed:
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Kaz: They [her foster parents] just thought, everyone thought it was just a
phase I was going through; 'Aw, she’ll grow out of it like'. All these years
later 1 still haven’t grown out of it.

Kate:... She [mother] started off saying it's probably just a phase, you know,
you’re young or whatever ... I said I’ve been having these feelings for a long
time, so I’m pretty sure it's not a phase. I don’t, it’s definitely not a phase ...
Finding who you truly are is not simple, for some people it is but, it's not just
clean cut like that you know.

Lily suggests that the use of‘phase’ to explain non-heterosexuality by her parents
and others is a strategy to explain away or deal with the non-'traditional’
relationships of young people:

Lily:... I think when I was younger my mum probably hoped that all that
stuff was a phase but nope, here I am! Still a bit weird. I don't think it's a
phase. 1 think people use phase as a way to deal with it and hope that it will
just go away, but it's not really going to go away.

Unsurprisingly, most young women resented their sexuality being understood in
this way as they felt it detracted from the realness of their feelings, experiences and
relationships. For others, however, the notion of an age-related non-heterosexual
'phase’ was welcomed. Understanding sexuality in this way opened up the
possibility of changing one’s mind, ‘messing around’ with gay identities and 'trying
things out’. It also reassured some that a more normative orientation might
emerge, post adolescence.
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The Burden of a Non-Heterosexualitv Identity

As noted previously, the notion of difference was replete in the young women’s
accounts. Their non-heterosexual identity was typically an uncomfortable identity
to accept, exacerbating feelings of difference at a time when fitting in with peers
was important:

Kaz: I knew I was gay, everyone else did; like I was out to everyone by then
but I still wasn't happy with being a lesbian ... I hated it and I still think it’s
still like that...

Lily:... Cause I wasn’t happy with it and it didn't sit with me right, at the start
so why would you pick something that went out of the way to make you feel
a bit miserable and a bit like "oh, what the hell!’’... I don’t really know why it
wasn’t comfortable; it just wasn’t for a long time.

jo: I asked, ‘how am I ever going to get rid of this?’ or something along those
lines, this is really bad.

The influence of dominant heterosexual norms contributed to young women's
feelings of difference (‘and being seen as a lesbian is definitely being seen as
different' - Kaz). Indicative of a normative understanding of sexuality as something
that is inherent/pre-existing, many young women understood there to be a
'normal' way of being and, therefore, also an ‘abnormal’ way. Thus, a potential non
heterosexual identity was a 'problem' for many growing up. These talked about
their sexuality as something they had wanted ‘rid of or that needed ‘fixed’ in order
for them to be ‘normal’ and fit in with those around them. Kaz, for example, noted
that she did not like being gay and wanted someone to 'find the problem and
change it.’
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For other young women, the discomfort they experienced stemmed not from their
own unease but rather from the negative responses they received from significant
others. For example, while Jo acknowledged and accepted her non-heterosexual
feelings, it was the daily battles she encountered being in a relationship that was
'labelled' negatively that caused her distress:

jo: My last relationship was an important one and 1 mean, so my girlfriend’s
parents were really deeply against it. Completely, totally thought I was
leading her directly to the devil, sort of thing. So that was a battle every day
in terms of how do you have this relationship, that’s actually very good, in
the context of it being labelled really bad.

While almost all of the young women now accepted, were comfortable with or
embraced their non-heterosexuality, arriving at this point was typically complex.
Aware that their feelings or behaviour was breaking from heterosexual norms
meant that they often did not tell other people about their sexuality. In doing so
they talked about the ‘double life' they led and the 'secrets and lies' involved in
maintaining it. Alongside feelings of disbelief or discomfort surrounding their non'normative' sexuality then, many also had to contend with feelings of guilt and
shame attached to creating their 'double life’ and convincing others of it.

Gender and Sexuality: The Role of Gender Expressions and Expectations in
Understanding Sexual Identity

As noted above, young women discussed with recurring frequency how they felt
different. This difference appeared within their accounts in two distinct but
connected ways; feelings of difference due to their same-sex attraction (contrasting
against dominant heterosexual norms), and feelings of doing gender differently
(looking different or performing gender differently from dominant feminine
norms). This section therefore explores two ways in which normative
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constructions of gender and sexuality intersected in these young women's lives,
contributing to feelings of difference.

A different sort ofgirl’

As considered above, non-heterosexual attractions or experiences contributed to
feelings of difference (sexual difference), but many young women also expressed
feelings of difference, often more vividly, with regards to not attaining 'culturally
ascribed notions' of what it meant to be a girl (gender difference) (Stanley, 1990:
31). They were familiar with the many ways in which being a girl or boy
(femininity and masculinity) dictate what is ‘appropriate’ and therefore acceptable.
By playing ‘rough’, hanging out with boys, enjoying physical games and sports, or
simply by dressing in a particular way, these young women were aware that they
failed to perform their gender in line with 'existing conventions’ or within ‘known
norms' (Jackson & Scott, 2010:19). Gender norms governed many aspects of their
lives and some recounted ways in which they as 'tomboys’, behaving in ‘boyish
ways', deviated from these. It was their awareness of being 'a different sort of girl',
therefore, that was often the basis of feelings of ‘difference’ long before they had an
understanding of any sexual differences.

On reflection some young women believed their non-conforming gender
presentations were a precursor to non-'normative’ sexuality; that these gender
'clues’ presented in childhood hinted at their undiscovered, yet innate, non
heterosexual identities. Biologically essential, this understanding saw gender non
conformity as being the physical manifestation of a non-heterosexual identity.
Illustrative of this, Lynn's feelings of difference appeared in her account of
childhood, before she was aware of her same-sex attraction. This was based on the
games she played and the nature of this play (e.g. 'climbing trees’ and ‘playing
computer games with my dad’). On reflection Lynn considers these active, rough
and tumble games, and her tomboy nature, to be signs or indicators of an
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underlying non-heterosexual identity. The intertwining of gender and sexuality is
evident within Lynn’s account; one being used to explain the other and vice versa:

Lynn:... cause I was always a bit of a tomboy and now that I'm gay and I kind
of understand it a bit more, looking back at my childhood there was so many
signs, like little things ... it’s like lots of little things fall into place and you see
it. So I knew, once I had confirmed it with myself, you get all those little
hindsight bits.

In the accounts of other young women, it appeared that parents also understood
non-conforming gender presentations as both indicative, and because of, a non
heterosexual identity:

Chelsea:... I remember her [mother] saying recently that when I was wee I
was always different from everybody else; when my sisters were playing
with dolls I'd be outside playing on my roller blades.

All of the young women had a strong sense of what it meant to be a girl, how this
looked and what was expected of them as children and young women. Their
awareness of the gendering of clothes, hobbies, play and behaviours was
unmistakable and set the parameters of what was socially acceptable and/or
possible. Within these accounts, therefore, non-conforming gender identities or
expressions were symptomatic of non-'normative' sexual identities. Alternatively,
non-'normative’ sexual identities explained or provided a reason for nonconforming gender expressions. While not rejecting their sex, these young women
were aware that in doing gender differently from the norm that they were ‘a
different type of girl'. In breaking with both dominant constructions of sexuality
(heterosexuality) and dominant constructions of femininity, however, it will be
illustrated later that they regularly felt and were perceived as ‘doubly different’.
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Too pretty to be gay'

Feelings of difference were also evident among young women who presented in
more gender conforming ways. These young women believed that their physical
appearance, clothes, behaviours etc. enabled them to be ‘read’ as gender
conforming and, therefore, not have their sexuality questioned. They spoke of the
disbelief they experienced from heterosexual peers (e.g. ‘you’re too pretty to be
gay'), while at the same time having their lesbian or gay identity overlooked by
their LGB peers (e.g. 'too girly to be gay’). Both reactions denied the same-sex
desires of the young woman based on her gendered presentation of self. And while
some noted potential advantages with not being ‘read’ as gay, they also recounted
the difficulties they faced in coming out when those around them disbelieved them;
often furthering their experiences of isolation and exclusion.

Gender-based stereotypes associating a lesbian identity as ‘blokey’, ‘butch’ and
'aggressive' could make it difficult for young women to accept a non-heterosexual
identity. In identifying with something that seemingly strips away traditional
notions of femininity, some were concerned how they would present and how they
would be perceived. Others, like those who felt they were generally perceived as
heterosexual, did not want to embrace more ‘masculine’ characteristics, dress or
behaviour in order to be read as gay. At the same time, however, and as illustrated
below, some were concerned that their feminine expression would exclude them
from a world that expected non-heterosexual women to look and behave in a
particular way.

While the young women talked about the different ways in which people present
their gender (‘queer’, ‘androgynous’, ‘girly’, ‘tomboi’, ‘futch’ - femme/butch) and
express their sexuality, almost all returned to prevailing stereotypes that made
non-heterosexual women 'less than’ other women, and more like men. And this
was the basis of their concern and distaste:
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Sadie: I think like the stereotypical image of a gay woman is like really butch
and shaved head, wear Doc Martins but like that’s not accurate, that is just
what they see; it’s been pumped that way. I think if you want to wear a
dress and you are gay that that's ok, they are all different sorts of people.
Just because that is one version of things it doesn't mean that it is the same
for everyone.

Growing up in a small rural area, Carol stated that when initially questioning her
heterosexuality, the only lesbian she knew 'was like a bloke’, and that this
presentation of non-heterosexuality repelled her. This 'butch' understanding of a
lesbian identity was so far removed from how Carol saw herself, as a ‘real girly girl',
that it made it almost impossible for her to accept that she herself may not be
heterosexual. Carol explained that the lack of lesbian visibility within her small
town, or more generally, meant that she had no concept of a gay identity for women
that did not mirror the stereotype of ‘masculine’, ‘ugly’ and ‘aggressive’:

Carol:... where I am from there is one lesbian and you would think that she
is a dude. She is like a severe scary type of a gal; pretty intimidating like. It's
not that there's anything wrong with it, it’s just that where I am from that is
genuinely the case...

Regardless of her sexuality, Carol’s experience was that in presenting as ‘girly’ and
being considered by her peers and adults as ‘pretty’, heterosexuality was assumed.
There were no expectations from others, nor indeed herself when she was younger,
that she would be anything other than heterosexual. Heterosexuality was the norm
and within it Carol could excel, ticking the boxes of being popular, pretty and smart.
And while she was aware that there was ‘something’ (feelings of same-sex
attraction), the idea of this ever being more than a thought, seemed impossible:

Carol: ... because of where I am from, who I am friends with and what 1 look
like basically that meant that everyone was really shocked when it came
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about. When I was at school and down home I obviously had a lot of friends
and I didn’t know anyone who is gay... It was something I always had an
idea about but I didn’t know to what extent; so I definitely knew there was
something, but I never thought that it was something that I would actually
do.

While not being a self-confessed ‘girly girl' because of her interest in contact sports
and computer games, Lynn feels that because she has long hair and occasionally
wears dresses and make-up, she is also assumed to be heterosexual. In the
following extract she highlights her frustration when her non-heterosexual identity
is overlooked, questioned or comes as a surprise based purely on her clothes or
hairstyle:

Lynn:... people just assuming that I’m straight on appearance; because I've
got long hair or because I’m wearing make-up or because I’ve got a pair of
skinny jeans or wear high heels on a night out. It doesn’t really bother me,
but sometimes it can be really annoying. Mostly I get annoyed because ‘why
are you stereotyping people?'

Lynn goes on to note that despite changing fashion, which blurs previously
distinctive gender demarcations (e.g. shaved heads, jeans, pink, floral etc.), and
more diverse coverage of non-heterosexual women in the media, the physical
presentation of a woman continues to be used to ‘read’ her sexuality. For young
women who present with long hair or who wear make-up, their heterosexuality is
assumed. In fact, it becomes the default position for understanding all sexuality
until the point when someone breaks with gendered norms or presentation:

Lynn: It’s like ridiculous, especially in this day and age when there’s so
much coverage of gay people, like Portia Di Rossi for instance, you know if
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you are going to stereotype her she'd not be gay, but she is. But then you've
got Ellen7 who does fit the stereotype, it's just really bizarre.

Lynn is hopeful that attitudes and beliefs based on lesbian and gay stereotypes 'are
slowly changing'. Yet for many young women these powerful stereotypes remain
influential within their own narrative. So much so that for Kate, cutting her hair
short was a declaration of her non-heterosexual identity. Through this act she was
actively rejecting a stereotypical 'feminine' appearance, and using a non-normative
gender presentation to communicate her sexuality to others:

Kate: I cut my hair like really, really short and 1 think that might have been a
big sign for people in school cause I was getting lots of strange looks and
whatever. It was a really liberating feeling actually, cutting all my hair off.

While it was understood that societal norms reinforce hetero-gendered messages
of femininity, Carol feels that the LGB 'community' holds equally as tightly to their
own gender/sexuality stereotypes. In these spaces she was often rejected or not
taken seriously because of her ‘girly’ presentation. Now a year after coming out,
Carol sees herself and her relationship as important in challenging many of the
stereotypes that exist for ‘girly girls’ in gay spaces. She feels that continuing to
dress as she does will increase diversity within the gay scene. This, she hopes, will
help other, gender conforming young women to come out and consider same-sex
relationships as a possibility.

Being ‘girly’ while not being heterosexual meant that those young women who
were not ready to come out or who wanted to avoid attention could remain
inconspicuous. But it also rendered their sexuality invisible, hidden behind the
assumption of heterosexuality. Lynn and Carol both discussed the difficulties of not
entirely fitting into either the 'straight' or ‘gay’ world. As a result Lynn in particular
7 Television celebrity couple Portia Di Rossi and Ellen Degeneres
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inhabits a limbo based on what her friends joke are her ‘half boy' 'half girl’
presentations:

Lynn: My friends always joke that my brain is half boy and I’m half girl;
because 1 do enjoy boy stuff, computer games and sci-fi and all those
stereotypical things and you know I have commitment issues which is
always associated with guys as well. So yeah you get these people who
expect you to be a certain way cause you are a girl and it’s just no. I wasn’t
one of those little girls that dreamt about weddings and stuff. I played with
Action Men and Barbies were prisoners of war that needed rescued.

While this dual presentation might appear to offer greater choice with regards to
clothing, sports, hobbies etc., for Lynn this middle ground was not what Foucault
considered the 'happy limbo of a non-identity’ (1978: 111). Rather, it represented
two social arenas within which she was different and failed to fit. Her same-sex
attraction made her feel different to her heterosexual female peers, while her 'girly’
appearance made her different to many LGB people she was encountering. Lynn
and these other 'girly' young women blur the seemingly clear-cut lines between
normative gender and sexual binaries, and in doing so presented narratives that
appear disjointed from a dominant understanding of sexuality and gender. That is
an understanding where being ‘pretty’ or feminine seemingly disallows anything
other than a heterosexual orientation.

SEXUALITY AS INDIVIDUALLY CHOSEN

Less Fixed Sexualities

While the majority of young women reflected popular conceptions of sexuality (i.e.
understanding sexual identities as innate, fixed and unchanging), a small number
spoke of their sexuality in ways that were less fixed and more 'fluid' in nature.
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In becoming aware of a same-sex attraction, at what she considers a 'later stage’,
Faith was open to the possibility that these desires can come at different times for
different people and as such, rather than remaining fixed, are something that
individuals may move in and out of:

Faith:... I later shifted into this [same-sex relationship]. I kind of have the
thinking that anyone can shift in and out of it... I think realising that and
shifting towards how I identify now, so maybe there is a stage later on in
someone else’s life where they can shift into it or out of it. I don’t think it's a
matter of, 'this is me, it can’t be moved, this is concrete, this is who 1 am, this
is it now.’ I think there's always that stage where you can move ...

While these understandings might be considered more contemporary, offering
individuals a greater sense of control, option or agency [McCormack, 2014), the
lack of a definite or fixed knowledge surrounding their sexual identity often
appeared to cause tension, fuelled by confusion and uncertainty. Indeed the
apparent need for a more fixed sense of self contrasts with how frequently young
women talked about the ‘obsession’ other people had with labels, and how labels to
describe one’s sexuality should simply be 'done away with’. These inconsistencies
are perhaps reflective of the power and prevalence of a dominant sexual binary.
Sexuality presented in such black and white terms can leave young women feeling
they must fit within established and recognised categories. So while, as highlighted
above, an understanding of sexuality as an inherent identity was at times
burdensome; it equally appeared to offer young women a more definite sense of
self as they communicated their sexuality within established categories.

Twenty-five year old Jo was another young woman who spoke of sexuality in less
binary ways. She felt that sexuality, rather than being innate, was shaped by time
and place. When asked how she understood her sexuality, Jo noted:
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Ha, you'll love this. Not as simply as others might say, but I believe that
everybody is on a spectrum of sexuality and I believe that people are
socialised to take on certain labels and also certain experiences will lead
people in one direction or another....

Jo did not always conceive of sexuality in this way. She felt that the religious
teaching within her school and church alongside more general heterocentric norms
meant that for her, at a time, 'other' sexualities were not within her realm of
understanding, and therefore simply did not exist. For Jo the environment within
which she grew up was significant in how she understood sexuality and how this
understanding impacted her behaviours:

Personally through growing up right through school, until about sixth year,
it wouldn't even have been on my radar to be attracted to a girl; which some
people might find quite difficult to believe but it just wasn’t, cause I wasn’t
socialised in that type of a way. I would have had deep friendships,
meaningful friendships, that sort of thing...

Jo’s more complex construction of sexuality was not reflective of the majority of
interviewees. It was perhaps an understanding shaped by a subsequent
environment she was exposed to. Having completed school Jo went on to study for
undergraduate and masters degrees in social sciences. In this environment one
might argue that she was exposed to a range of theories, theorists and individuals
who troubled her existing understanding of sexuality, providing new ways of
thinking beyond that which she had previously been taught.

SEXUALITY AS ROMANTIC CHANCE

The final explanation of sexuality came through a discussion of romantic chance.
This was explained as if same-sex relationships were almost happened upon. Carol
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noted, for example, that throughout her life she had only ever been attracted to and
dated boys. Being in a steady relationship with a boy from the age of 16 she had, at
no time, any inclination towards same-sex relationships. On moving from a rural
area to attend university in Belfast, Carol explained that she was invited by a male
friend to attend a gay night in a local club. While there she began talking with a
young woman she knew was gay. As the night progressed Carol offered this young
woman her telephone number. She stated that:

It was one of those things that was just crazy but you didn't question it cause
it felt right.

Shortly after this Carol and the young woman started dating and at the time of
interview had been together for a couple of years. Carol found understanding and
articulating her sexuality at this time difficult. This was based on her lack of
previous feelings or experiences within same-sex relationships, but also, as
discussed previously, a perception that she did not look or present like a
'stereotypical lesbian’. She explained the impact on her understanding of her
sexuality as follows:

... all I knew was that 1 liked [name] but I didn't know if that meant that I
liked girls in general or if I still liked boys, so that was pretty crappy.

Carol explained that growing up in a conservative rural location meant that she did
not see anything other than heterosexuality. As a result of the perceived
heterosexual homogeny of that place, at that time, Carol concluded that there were
no alternatives to the heterosexual norm. A lack of visible minority sexualities
effectively denied anything but heterosexuality as a viable possibility. Time and
place therefore had a significant impact upon how Carol understood sexuality
generally and her own sexuality more specifically. Moving to a city, therefore,
offered the 'chance' of a romantic encounter that she had not previously been
presented with.
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Discussed by only one young woman, this was a less typical interpretation of
sexuality. This may be because the emphasis on chance requires less explanation.
While the other ways in which young women spoke of sexuality required more by
way of explanation as they could be seen as more deliberate or intentional, this
third way required less explanation because it simply happened.

UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING DIFFERENCE

Whether young women spoke of their sexuality as destiny, choice or chance, the
discussion so far demonstrates that a consistent theme within almost all accounts
was the feelings of difference that often accompanied accepting and/or presenting
these minority identities. These feelings stemmed from both their awareness of
their non-'normative’ sexuality, and what they considered were often alternative
presentations of gender. The following section explores in further depth young
women’s feelings of difference, and particularly the intersection of gender and
sexuality in these discussions. In understanding their ‘difference’, it considers how
the young women made sense of, dealt with and managed this.

Sexual 'Difference'

The dominance, acceptance and privileging of heterosexuality in everyday life,
alongside a lack of alternatives to challenge this, maintains and assumes
heterosexuality, creating a norm that is widely understood and adhered to. Most of
the young women, even as children, were aware that their same-sex feelings and
desires transgressed this norm. As such they interpreted their non-heterosexual
feelings or experiences as ‘bad’, ‘bold’ or ‘sinful’. Some recounted painful processes
in trying to understand, or at times justify, their non-normative feelings. Aware
they were breaking from dominant heterocentric norms many initially rejected,
denied or struggled with these feelings:
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Kaz:... it wasn’t normal... it wasn’t right so then when 1 started realising that
I was lesbian I was not happy with it, one bit! I hated it and I still think it's
still like that... all I knew about gay people was that they were bad people
and that was it.

Jo:... like the church context... homosexuality is a sin, it’s just wrong, don't
do it.

Saoirse:... definitely struggled because people were telling me that I
shouldn’t be this way. I just thought that 1 would have to turn myself
straight and that wasn't going to work.

While some young women recognised that their feelings of being ‘different’
stemmed from their non-heterosexual identity, others at that time, due to a lack of
exposure to anything outside of a heterosexual norm, lacked the vocabulary or
understanding to pinpoint the source of their ‘difference’. These young women had
a sense of feeling different to their peers but not knowing why, or how to talk about
it:

Saoirse:... [in primary school] 1 didn’t know how to say it so I said that ‘I
think I may be different’...

Lily:... Like at the start 1 don’t think 1 really knew what it was so I don’t think
1 called it anything. Think 1 probably just tried to pretend that it wasn’t
really happening.

Carol:... and I didn't know anyone like that so it wasn’t til I went to uni that
my wee inklings made sense ...

Many participants noted the importance of feeling the same as or similar to their
peer group as this provided a sense of security, belonging and normalcy. Kaz felt
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that presenting a non-heterosexual identity would mark her as 'different', 'not
normal’ at a time when 'fitting in’ was important:

... no one wants to be different, especially at that age no one wants to be
different. And being seen as a lesbian is definitely being seen as different; so
1 just wanted to be normal. So it was like '1 don't like this, 1 don’t like being
gay, find the problem, change it please.’

Overt and more subtle heterocentric presentations and norms within family,
friendship groups, the media, religion and education on a regular basis meant that
while young women had various degrees of knowledge regarding sexuality (and
the range of ways this might be expressed), they also had a clear understanding of
normative sexuality, what this looked like and how it was displayed. The power
and influence of a dominant normative heterosexuality was such that once they
located their sexual identity as the source of their ‘difference’ they often
experienced shock, disbelief and disappointment.

Lily, for example, notes that she always knew there was ‘something different’
between her and her peers. For the most part she was at ease being ‘a little bit odd’
and even appeared to draw a sense of self/identity from this. While Lily could cope
with feelings of difference based on her musical taste or her clothes (both visibly
different to her peers), once she recognised and named feelings that were in
contrast to the powerful heterosexual norm, she found this difference more difficult
to accept:

Lily: I think I probably always kinda knew that there was something... think
one day I was like ‘that means that you are like gay’ and 1 was like ‘no!’ I
think 1 didn’t really make sense of it for a long time, I wasn’t happy with it
for a really long time, probably more so than most...
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Doubly Different: The Intersect!on of Gender and Sexuality

As previously highlighted, the pervasiveness of gender roles and norms also meant
that from early childhood young women learnt what was expected from them and
what was not. These roles and norms prescribed ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways of being
female. Many are hinged upon intrinsically heterosexual expectations premised on
the sequential alignment between sex, gender and sexual orientation. In other
words, being born female equates to being feminine which in turn equates to
desiring men (Crawley et al., 2008). The inherently hetero-gendered nature of
expectations often meant that for those who deviated from expected gender
presentations, their sexuality was questioned (Guittar, 2014). As such women are
often tied into heterosexuality through their biological sex. To be a ‘proper’ girl
was underpinned by being both desired by and desirable to the opposite sex. So
intertwined are sexuality and gender that for those young women who either did
not conform to traditional feminine norms or were not attracted to the opposite
sex, feelings and experiences of‘difference’ were multiplied.

Lily vividly recounts her awareness, as a young woman, of the gender expectations
her mother and grandmother impressed upon her. She was aware that how she
was 'doing' gender, was not in keeping with what they felt a woman should be.
While this contributed towards her feelings of difference, not attaining her family's
‘ideal’ also caused familial tension that Lily felt responsible for:

... My mum was an intense woman ... we had so many fights and stuff. She
wanted this girl that she was going to dress in pink and it was going to be
awesome ... 1 was just like a tomboy or whatever you want to call it... mum
just can’t stand, like even the fact that I get tattoos and stuff it drives her
mad and my gran she's like 'you have arms like an old man now’... her and
my mum are pretty set in the ideas of what a woman should be and what a
man should be and / definitely don’t fit into their idea of what a woman
should be [emphasis added].
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Lily recounted numerous other encounters and disagreements she had with her
mother and how these contributed to the breakdown of their relationship. Even
now, in her adult life, Lily feels that both her mother and grandmother disapprove
of how she presents. She believes their disapproval is based not only upon her
sexuality but also her non-conforming gender presentation.

The internalisation of hetero-gender norms came through in many interviews. So
dominant is heterocentricity - that men are attracted to women and women are
attracted to men - that two young women questioned their biological sex, rather
than their sexual orientation. In other words, it was easier for them to understand
the ‘difference’ they were feeling as a result of same-sex attractions as being caused
by being transgender rather than non-heterosexual. Kaz explains her assumed
transgender identity as a consequence of a lack of awareness or exposure to lesbian
or bisexual women. As she understood it at the time, ‘boys fancy girls, so if I fancy
girls I must be a boy’. It was this view of sexuality and a lack of alternatives that
contributed to her questioning her biological make up as a woman:

Kaz:... Like I knew there was fellas who were gay. But all I knew about gay
people was that they were bad people and that was it. I knew what
transgender meant; you wanted to be either a boy or a girl so. When I first
started realising it [same-sex attraction] I thought that 1 wanted to be a boy,
I went through a right old stage of being a right auld tom boy... so when I
was growing up and started realising that I don’t fancy fellas, I fancy girls, 1
actually thought I must want to be a boy!

As a young woman Alex grew up in and had a strong sense of connection and
community within an evangelical church. Here she heard messages about
‘appropriate’ and ‘inappropriate’ relationships; those that were ‘sinful’ and those
that were not. Alex did not feel that she presented a normative femininity, and this
coupled with an awareness of same-sex desires, made her question her biological
make up:
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Alex: At one point I thought I was trans and then at another point 1 thought
it’s not that I want to be a boy it’s just that 1 don’t feel all that female ... It's to
do with gender, and I'm still reading a lot into stuff but at the minute that’s
what seems to sit well for me, cause you don’t have to know...

As illustrated here Alex later recognised that she did not ‘want to be a boy' but that
she did not feel female (she based this on clothes, behaviour, hobbies and
attitudes), and at the time of interview neither she nor Kaz identified as
transgender. Their recollections of attempting to understand their difference,
however, demonstrates one of the ways in which dominant hetero-gender norms
impacted on some young women’s sense of self while growing up.

The tomboy ‘phase’: interactions and implications

As discussed previously, some young women noted that the notion of'a phase’ was
used by significant others to dismiss their same-sex attractions. Linked to this,
some felt their parents also used this concept to make what was considered
'boyish' or non-normative presentations more tolerable. In constructing ‘tomboy’
as 'a phase' it explained those girls who behaved outside traditional or expected
gendered boundaries. As a phase these temporal deviations from the norm would
pass with age and maturity. As such, it was believed that ‘tomboys’ would
eventually learn how to behave like girls and return to or adopt a more normative
gendered presentation. With the benefit of hindsight, Lily talks about how labelling
non-conforming girls as tomboys restricts what is permissible for them, and
contributes to them feeling ‘less than’, like a 'different sort of girl’:

1 think everyone just likes to use the word tomboy and that makes it ok. You
are a wee bit different so they use that term. They’re like ‘it's ok she’s just a
tomboy, but she'll grow out of it.’ So I think that, you’re just like ‘right, I’m
just a tomboy then, that’s fine'... I don’t know why being that way made me
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any less of a girl. I think that's what pissed me off, I'm still a girl, just cause 1
like other things not just the stereotypical or whatever doesn’t make me a
tomboy, doesn’t make me a boy, just makes me a different sort ofgirl. But I
think I only know that now, not back then [emphasis added].

While her female identity was not being displayed in similar ways to many of her
peers, Lily had reconciled that she was not any less female because of her clothes or
tattoos. She simply presented her gender differently, and as such was a 'different
sort of girl'. She also felt that the many ‘fights’ she had with her mother concerning
her ‘failed’ presentation of gender had enabled her to challenge the gendered or
stereotypical expectations others might place on her.

For those young women growing up as 'tomboys’ the impact of not seeing other
young women similar to themselves compounded feelings of difference. Chelsea,
for example, noted that through children’s television programmes she was aware of
not meeting with the normative female presentation. Rather than changing her
appearance or hobbies to fit in, however, Chelsea would make up her own
fairytales, ones that did not always involve ‘princesses and dresses’:

1 think I made up my own stories. I like the Powder Puff girls cause they
were strong girls and that was what I wanted to be like; 1 always wanted to
be Buttercup cause she was the only like tomboy one. I was a real tomboy
kind of girl up until the age of about 9 or 10.

Chelsea talked about the pervasive and consistent nature of stereotypically heterogendered messages within children’s stories, fairytales and the media more
generally, noting how unhelpful these can be for children and young women,
regardless of their sexuality. She felt that not achieving the expectations that are
presented as the norm for all girls (e.g. 'finding your prince’ or 'being the princess')
could result in feelings of inadequacy, failure or difference:
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Chelsea: I think the whole image that women have to grow up and have kids
and live happily ever after; and wee girls should always get their prince and
that sort of shit. Even if I was straight I wouldn’t want that kind of stuff. I
don’t think that image is what people should be getting, especially [at a]
really, really young age cause that kind of stuff sticks with you for the rest of
your life. If people are growing up and hearing that that is the way it is
supposed to be and then they turn out to be lesbian or gay then they'd feel
like their life is over ... they want the image that people have been feeding
them but they can’t have it; well they can they just can't have the prince bit.
If I grew up listening to that stuff I’d probably turn out to be completely
different to what I am now; 1 probably wouldn't even have came out.

As discussed previously, a number of young women suggested that their gender
non-conforming in childhood (expressed through clothes, toys and the nature of
their play) was indicative of their future sexuality. Interactions with parents and
other important figures since childhood, reinforced conventional gender activities
and preferences, which led many participants to see themselves as ‘different’. On
coming out to her parents, for example, Lynn was told, '...well we kind of knew, you
were very tomboyish...'

Gender Failure: Significant Moments and Milestones

As illustrated throughout this chapter, dominant hetero-patriarchal norms shaping
interactions within the family, community, school, church and friendship groups
were consistent and pervasive. This meant that young women understood both
their gender presentation and/or their non-heterosexuality as making them
‘different’ from other girls or women. This difference was felt most acutely at
significant moments in their lives. Many were aware that they were breaking with
conventions and missing what might be considered gender milestones: those
moments when one is acknowledged or celebrated based on successful
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presentations and performances of gender. Events such as school formals, bringing
home or talking about your first partner, attending family weddings, having
children etc. all reinforced and reproduced a norm within which their difference
was exposed. So what might have been considered gender milestones, became
instead 'gender failure' moments, reinforcing participants' self-conceptualization as
'different'.

Many of the interactions that generated this sense of 'gender difference’ happened
within school. Amy, for example, recalls a clear distinction in how boys and girls
were treated in her school. These interactions were subtle and direct, reinforced
within the content of teaching and the daily control of pupils. They shaped the
behaviour, attitudes and even games that were possible:

Amy: From the first moment that I went to the school we were all standing
outside and the girls were on one side and the boys were on the other and
you knew that there was a clear distinction between girls and boys; girls do
some things and boys do other things. So the boys were kicking a football
up against the wall and the girls were like just sitting in a little circle
chatting.

In this environment, where Amy felt that only boys were encouraged to take part in
competitive sports, her involvement was discouraged and frowned upon. She was
aware that how she wanted to behave was not in line with what teachers were
telling her (‘the girls can look after and play with the younger pupils during break
and free time’), nor how the other girls were behaving. Amy could either conform
and be rewarded for her successful presentation of gender or risk the alienation
and exclusion that could result from gender disobedience. Amy chose to play
football with the boys while also trying to find other ways of earning the respect of
teachers. She did this through 'studying hard’ and excelling in exams: 'they didn’t
like it [football] but they couldn’t say anything cause I was doing so well
academically.’
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A sense of‘failing’ or ‘difference’ also emerged concerning the same-sex
relationships that young women were in /or desired. They noted that the
heterosexual relationships of friends and siblings were considered part of expected
teenage development and behaviour. Many felt, however, that sharing information
about their same-sex relationship with parents and family members would not be
received as positively. Some had experienced this directly. Faith for example,
while in a relationship with a boy, received much ‘banter’ and praise from family
members. On realising her same-sex feelings she quickly became aware that such a
relationship would not be so enthusiastically received:

Faith: My mum was just so happy about it [her first boyfriend] and so 'Oh 1
want to meet him.’ And my family were all like cooing over it and I was like
'would yous be like this if it was a girl?'

Heterosexuality was the norm within Faith’s household and therefore anticipated
and celebrated. Engaging in a same-sex relationship then, was breaking from the
norm, and would risk disappointing her mother and not having her relationship
celebrated or acknowledged in the same way as her siblings. It also meant
potentially missing out on other positive and affirming family interactions
associated with being in a heterosexual relationship:

Faith:... My brother had a girlfriend ... my mum loved her, and my sister had
been with her boyfriend for a while and 'I should be in one of those
relationships'. Those are the models that I should go towards and 1 was. I
worried that 1 was going to disappoint my mum and my family by not being
in one of those relationships; and when 1 was they were all so happy about it
and my aunts and uncles all knew and my cousins knew and slegged
[teased] me and all the rest of it. But in my head I just wasn't happy in it,
and no matter how much they supported it, I just wasn’t happy in where 1
was.
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In effect, the ‘correct’ presentation of sexuality was rewarded through the positive
affirmation of family members. Many young women, like Faith, were aware of the
gender based aspirations their parents had for them. Aspirations for daughters
typically centred around getting married and having children. Kaz's parents, for
example, were deeply disappointed when they found out she was lesbian. Their
disappointment centred on those gender milestones (e.g. first boyfriend, formals,
marriage and children) they considered would not be achieved outside of a
heterosexual relationship:

Kaz: She [my mother] found out I was a lesbian then, my sister told her and
all that she ever went on about was that I’d never get married, never have
kids and all she wanted was grandkids and I was like 'you have 14 other
kids, you’ll have grandkids’. Ah yeah so she wasn't impressed.

The impact of this was that young women often internalised this gender failure not simply ‘failing’ at gender (being different to ‘all’ the other girls), but also failing
their parents, denying them those things which society had told them they could
expect from their daughters. For some ‘destroying’ the fairy-tale parents had
created for their daughters caused considerably emotional pain:

Kate: They want you to be their little girl, getting married, in the white dress,
to the man and doing the whole fairy tale ending. But you can’t help it you
know.

While Kate recognised reproductive and marriage options available to same-sex
couples, it was the internalised heterocentric hopes and ideals of her family that
made getting married or having a child with a woman feel ‘less than’. The ‘fairytale’
aspirations of 'finding love’, 'getting married’ and ‘having a family' were felt to lose
their significance if they were not heterosexual in nature. Heterocentric ideals
relating to family structure and the assumed best interests of the child have created
a hierarchy of family types in which same-sex couples (married or not), are deemed
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a less suitable family than either a heterosexual married couple or a heterosexual
single parent (McAlister et al., 2014).

CONCLUSION

This chapter has demonstrated that age and gender were crucial in the
construction of sexual identities. Based on developmental age-related assumptions
about sexuality, young women's same-sex attractions were often discredited and
demeaned during this period. So established was a biological discourse that young
women themselves, at times, appeared not to trust their own feelings based on the
supposed impulsiveness ofyouth. While the normative expectations of gender
(being heterosexual) were not being achieved by these young women, many also
Tailed’ at 'successful' presentations of gender (femininity). In fact it was often
'failing' at those presentations, through less feminine appearance and behaviour,
that was felt more acutely and earlier on within the young women’s accounts.
Performing gender in less traditional ways meant that the rewards, praise,
recognition and status afforded to traditional forms of femininity were often not
realised. Unsurprisingly, feeling that they were perceived as ‘a different kind of
girl’ was powerful within their accounts.

The chapter discussed three ways in which the young women experienced and
understood their sexual identity, as it emerged through interaction. Most mirrored
dominant and populist notions of sexuality as innate, biologically essential. The
power of such biological discourses, for some, was a comfort as it provided a
‘natural’ justification for their feelings. It meant their sexuality was something
they did not choose, could not undo and was, therefore, not their fault. For others,
however, the inevitable nature of this sexuality as ‘destiny’ was viewed as a burden.
In an effort to distance themselves from likely stigma, participants claimed that
their sexuality was something innate, beyond their control, to be endured rather
than chosen.
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Only a small number of young women perceived their sexuality as shaped by time
and place, and particularly exposure (and lack thereof) to other women who
identified as non-heterosexual. Constructing sexuality, in this way, as a thing of
'choice' may be viewed as according undue agency and autonomy. These less fixed
understandings were often problematic. So dominant was a binary understanding
of sexuality within society that attempting to operate outside of this proved
difficult. Not having a label that was readily understood (e.g. gay, lesbian etc.)
could make telling others, an already difficult task in a heterocentric environment,
more challenging. So while ‘labels’ to describe one’s sexuality could be viewed as
reductionist, they appeared important within the young women’s accounts as they
allowed for a different set of norms to be authorized, offering a more definite sense
of self; a self that others could understand.

Even with a label, central to all accounts was the notion of difference. Combining
sexual and gender difference, a form of‘double difference’ was expressed and
experienced. The feeling of being 'doubly different’ appeared to manifest in a
number of ways: being non-gender conforming and non-heterosexual (so being
different from other girls and from the heterosexual majority); not meeting
gendered and heterosexual social milestones (gender and heterosexuality are
inherently linked); not being like female heterosexual peers (being non
heterosexual) and not being like lesbian and gay peers (in presentation). Being ‘a
different kind of girl' could lead to emotional turmoil, stress and shame. Added to
this, a significant number of young women discussed the sense of failing more
generally in achieving what society deemed to be a successful woman, and in doing
so also failing their parents by not making their dreams and expectations for them
come true. The burden of failing their religion, their parents, and their peers was
palpable in the accounts of some and will be further demonstrated in the
forthcoming chapters.
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CHAPTER FIVE

COMING OUT’: PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS OF SELF

Guittar (2014) notes that living in a heteronormative society requires individuals
to embark upon the unending process of coming out in order to avoid being
assumed heterosexual. While the previous chapter explored young women’s
conceptualisations of sexual selfhood, this chapter examines more closely their
experiences of coming out to significant others (reference groups such as family,
friends, acquaintances and more generally), and the meaning and effect of this.

In order to come out to others, young women were required to firstly name or
categorise their sexuality. The chapter will, therefore, explore the labels adopted,
altered or rejected by young women in naming their sexuality. It highlights that
articulating sexual identities within existing, often binary sexual narratives and
categorisations (Cass, 1996), can be problematic. As a result, many young women
rejected or were uncomfortable with labels such as 'lesbian' or 'bisexual', which
they felt were laden with negative meanings or which failed to accurately reflect
the nuances of their experiences. Further, not all of those interviewed explained
their sexual identity within established sexual categories, and the chapter
highlights the difficulties faced in not ascribing to populist discourses around
sexuality (Pendragon, 2010).

While their individual experiences often differed (in terms of when and to whom
they came out, and the reaction they received) the process was significant across all
of the young women’s accounts. Most commonly, it represented their readiness or
willingness to tell others of their non-heterosexual identity. For some this
stemmed from a personal resolution to accept and embrace this identity, while for
others, it was a result of no longer being able to maintain the 'secrets and lies'
necessary to conceal it. For yet other young women, coming out was not about
readiness or the desire to live a congruent life but was fuelled by a fear that if they
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did not disclose their sexuality then someone else would. As such, coming out was
often associated with intense feelings of fear, anxiety, excitement and relief, which
made these experiences momentous within their accounts.

LABELLING SEXUALITY: LIMITED EXPOSURE, TEACHING AND LANGUAGE

Heterosexual privileging (e.g. at home, school and in youth provision) meant that
young women consistently reported a lack of teaching around sex and sexuality
generally (McAlister et al., 2007), and non-heterosexuality specifically (Carolan &
Redmond, 2004). They also noted that often the only ‘role models' or visibly ‘out’
women they knew, growing up, were limited to the popular cultural domains of
television and music. A lack of teaching and information beyond heterosexuality,
alongside limited exposure to 'real' non-heterosexual individuals, meant that
celebrities were often the only exposure they had to sexuality beyond what they
had been taught. As such these arenas were significant in providing a vocabulary
around non-heterosexuality from which young women could draw.

Responding to normative conflicts around gender and sexuality some reported that
it was through interactions with popular gay, lesbian or non-heterosexual cultural
characters that they were able to identify with same-sex feelings (Gomillion &
Giuliano, 2011). Not surprisingly, therefore, the impact of the media within their
accounts of coming out was significant. Seeing celebrities break with traditional
sexual or gender norms provided some with their only alternative to dominant
heterosexual narratives. Almost all of the young women made reference to
American television show, The L Word. Based on the lives of lesbian, bisexual and
transgender women, this conveys LGBT lifestyle as stylish, highly sexualised and
high in cultural and symbolic capital. Twenty-four year old Lynn said that it was
upon watching this show that she recognised and then had the confidence to name
the feelings she had for female friends as similar to that of the television characters.
Indeed, research by Gomillion & Giuliano highlights the influence of gay media role
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models for 'self realisation’ of non-heterosexual identities (2011: 339). For Lynn
this show provided an alternative to heterosexuality and an explanation for the
feelings that, until this point, she had not shared with others:

Lynn:... 1 didn’t know anything about gay people or lesbians or anything. I
was really a very sheltered child ... I was very innocent... it was actually The
L Word, I saw it advertised on TV and 1 thought, ‘Oh, that looks very
interesting, all about girls’ not really clicking that it was ALL about girls. So
then 1 started watching it and 1 was like 'hang on, I’ve felt that way
sometimes towards my friends but that can't mean, hang on.’... It was just an
explanation of what I was feeling cause there was no one else that I could
talk to ... I didn't know anyone so I kind of just wanted clarification or you
know 'can people feel this way? Do these people exist? They are not just like
a myth?’... but it was really just to prove that it existed, that I wasn’t just
making stuff up in my head ...

At this time, in her late teens, Lynn had no (known) gay friends and was unable to
fathom a relationship that was outside the heterosexual norm. This television
show provided her with a new narrative that helped her make sense of her samesex feelings and presented this in a way that both normalised and made attractive,
same-sex relationships.

Unlike Lynn, both Lily and Sadie had an awareness of non-heterosexual
relationships, yet seeing other people albeit celebrities, with whom they could
identify was also important. Both talked about Canadian indie rock musicians
Tegan and Sara, identical twin sisters who were openly gay. How these musicians
dressed, identified and presented was significant in helping them comprehend
their own sense of self, at a time when they felt different from their peers.
Gomillion & Giuliano found that positive LGBT media role models could offer
people 'a sense of pride’, ‘a source of comfort', ‘a source of strength’ as well as
examples of what non-heterosexual people looked and behaved like (beyond
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stereotypes) (2011: 344). This is evident in Sadie's account as she notes how
reassuring it was to know that other 'normal' people were out there doing similar
things and presenting in similar ways. While living in a rural area meant that she
had limited contact with other non-heterosexual women (lack of a gay 'scene' or
gay 'friendly' spaces), following a band with a large gay fan base opened up a
virtual world where Sadie’s feelings, presentation and identity was not only
accepted but, for once, considered the norm. Seeing others she and Lily considered
similar was a comfort and enabled a different set of norms to be authorised. It also
offered a sense of pride based on the credibility of celebrities who identified as
non-heterosexual:

Lily:... Because they are out and they were dressing like us and doing things
that we do and having weird hair like we do, so it made sense of you, cause
you could see other people were doing it and it wasn’t just us being little
creeps.

Sadie:... Have you ever heard of Tegan and Sara (researcher nods) and like
all their fan base is like practically all gay women. 1 think that helped me
realise that I was just like all these people; so maybe like it was ok cause it
wasn’t just me. And there’s like messages boards online and stuff to talk
about it.

Sixteen-year-old Scarlett also had limited gay friends or acquaintances and talked
about the confidence she drew from seeing gay female singers and celebrities.
Kivel and Kleiber (2000) note the ways in which young people use media sources
to learn about non-heterosexual identities and find people with whom they can
relate. Having come out as bisexual to some friends and family members six
months prior to interview, 'role-taking' in this way (Turner, 1956: 316) enabled
Scarlett to feel that 'things would be okay... if they [celebrities] could do it
[publically come out] then so could she’:
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Scarlett: It [visible gay celebrities] is important cause it gives them [LGB
young people] the confidence to come out and be secure even if the people
closest to them don't accept it, that there are people out there who will
support you and will accept you for whoever you are. It is really important
to see that kind of stuff ...

While many of the young women spoke of the personal significance of seeing non
heterosexual characters and celebrities, Chelsea felt that increased inclusion of
non-heterosexual characters within popular television programmes could also
positively affect attitudes towards such identities:

Chelsea: Because it's becoming a lot more visible I think it’s helping the
attitudes and stuff because people are watching all these things like The New
Normal and Glee and it’s more out there. And I think things like the storyline

where Kirk was getting bullied and the boy that was bullying him ended up
being gay himself; and I think that was a big eye opener for people that
watched it that didn’t think it was going on. 1 think that was really good; I
love Glee. One of my favourite actors was in a programme called Six Feet
Under and he played a gay man and he was just such the average kind of

man and you’re like 'that’s the kind of shit that we need on TV.’ And his
character played a massive part and you would always see him with his
partners and stuff; it would just be so normal.

Despite the potential personal and social value of increased visibility, the nature of
popular depictions was also noted as a concern. Some, for example, pointed to
sensationalised, highly sexualised portrayals of gay and lesbian people that they
felt reinforced rather than challenged stereotypes. Chelsea explained this with
reference to the stereotypical and gendered portrayals of two male characters in
the television programme The New Normal:
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The one that is camp is the campest person on this earth, no one is as camp
as that and the one that is supposed to be manly is still camp.

Likewise, while beneficial and reassuring to see lesbian women and relationships
on television, the young women recognised that many characters and storylines
were far from ‘normal’ life. Shows like ‘The L l/Kord'present highly sexualised,
powerful, wealthy, beautiful women, moving in and out of unstable, short-term
relationships and as such bore little resemblance to the everyday life and
experiences of these young women. As these portrayals where the only reference
point for some, they could contribute to false or unrealistic expectations regarding
gay or lesbian lifestyle/experiences. Amy also notes how this show (as one of the
only mainstream depictions of lesbian women at this time) led many young women
to try and emulate the characters. As such, it could establish expectations around
ways of behaving and living within same-sex relationships that were unrealistic
and undesirable:

Amy: 1 suppose when I was younger and was watching TV shows like the L
Word; Shane was the big pin up so I guess 1 thought that that was how you
would attract girls, by looking like Shane.

Chelsea and Kaz both talked about the importance, therefore, of television shows
presenting more ‘normal’ portrayals of lesbian and gay characters instead of
sensationalising these roles and storylines. For Chelsea, more mundane references
to lesbian and gay people within storylines would help contribute to a more
accurate understanding of LGB people. Kaz also felt that the exaggeration and
shock factor associated with many of these stories could further alienated lesbian
and gay young people:

Kaz: Cause you think you are different. You think it's not normal
whatsoever. So I think that’s the main thing. And because it’s not shown,
even when it is shown people make such a deal out of it that it’s like ‘calm
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down people it's not that big of a deal, get over it please'. Like I remember
when they had your young one in Coronation Street playing, and that was a
big massive, ‘Oh my God they have a lesbian in Coronation Street!’ Can they
not have it so much, so that it’s just normal? Not a big who-ha there’s a
lesbian in this show. It's so hyped up that this is so abnormal but we have
one here! So that doesn’t really help either!

While the young women welcomed the inclusion and portrayal of non
heterosexual women within the media, therefore, finding it both supportive and
reassuring, concerns about the nature of the depiction and the lack of‘real’ women
(realistic or achievable role models) with whom they could relate was also evident
in their accounts. In the words of Sadie:

I still think it's like media focused. You don’t see gay people in the local
community that you can look up to, it’s mostly like musicians or people in
the media. It's mostly just at a distance, not like the way people would look
up to teachers or religious leaders, there’s nothing like that, there’s no one
really in the local community for people to look up to.

Television and other media sources, therefore, presented young women with the
main stories from which they could understand and conceive sexuality beyond
heterosexuality. These sources also presented some glimpses of sexuality beyond
the binary confines of lesbian and gay. The forthcoming sections highlight the
various ways that young women conceived and presented their sexuality to others,
the labels they adopted alongside those they rejected, and some of the factors that
influenced these decisions.
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EMERGENCE OF STRATEGIC SEXUAL IDENTITIES

While the majority of young women used the widely understood labels of lesbian or
gay to articulate their sexuality, others adopted and adapted different labels and
discourses (e.g. ‘pansexual’; or 'on a spectrum of sexuality’). It was also evident
that young women would alter how they framed and spoke about their sexuality
depending on their audience (e.g. 'I'm a lesbian but sometimes if I'm talking to a
particular group of fellas I’ll just say gay..."). At the time of interview six young
women identified as lesbian, five as gay and one within each of the following
categories - bi, queer, pansexual and non-heterosexual. In examining strategic
sexual identities, this section will focus on young women’s understanding of
bisexuality as a stepping-stone, towards what they considered to be a ‘full’ gay
identity.

Strategic Bisexuality - ‘Stepping Stones' to ‘Coming Out'

Although only one young woman identified as bisexual at the time of interview,
bisexuality was mentioned within almost all accounts. While a number of young
women felt that at one time they may have been bisexual (a descriptor that they
personally accepted), the majority opted to identify as bisexual in a more strategic
way, despite their sense that it did not accurately reflect their feelings and/or
experiences. Such strategic identity narratives were used because many young
women felt that once they came out as lesbian or gay, two labels they considered to
be understood as more definite and/or permanent, there would be no way to
retract such claims:

Kaz:... Cause once you come out [as lesbian or gay] there’s definitely no
going back either...
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Greater visibility of'straight' girls and women (both celebrities and peers)
behaving in more fluid ways with their sexuality, combined with an understanding
of the ‘fun’, 'experimental' or ‘temporary’ aspect of this behaviour, meant that many
considered bisexuality less stigmatizing than lesbian or gay identities. Strategic
identity narratives, therefore, allowed young women to experiment with same-sex
feelings and relationships without claiming what they considered 'full' or fixed gay
identities:

Chelsea: No, 1 came out as bisexual first time [laughs]... I think looking back
on it at the time 1 thought I was, but at the same time I knew 1 wasn’t if you
know what I mean. It was just a wee stepping stone; cause at this point
everyone everybody was bisexual, like everybody I know. It turned out that
half of them were just straight. So for me it was like a wee stepping stone til I
was ready to say 'no lads I'm gay’... I was 13 or 14 when I said that I was
bisexual and then I came out completely when I was 16 [italics added]

Despite being aware that she was not attracted to men, Kaz also came out as
bisexual to friends and family. She developed a narrative that appeared less
permanent than a lesbian identity and one that reflected populist beliefs about
teenage 'experimentation' and development. Given this understanding she felt that
coming out as bisexual would be more easily accepted by family and friends:

Researcher: How would you identify?

Kaz: That 1 am a lesbian.

Researcher: And has that been how you always would have identified?

Kaz: When I came out I was bi at first [laughs]... I thought it would just be
easier, so I came out as bi and that didn't last very long. That was like when
I was about 15 and that only last a few months.
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Scarlett also noted using a strategic bisexual narrative as a means of lessening te
possible negative impact of her exclusively same-sex attraction:

Scarlett: I think when I was younger I maybe thought that I was bisexualut
1 think that might have been that you are actually afraid to say that you s
gay so you kind of half say it; and then that makes it ok.

In these instances developing a strategic bisexual narrative offered more room»
negotiate sexuality to 'test the waters' (Amy) before owning what some consided
were less accepted lesbian or gay identities. Faith explained that presenting as
bisexual was her way of observing the reactions to a non-heterosexual identity,
before revealing what she felt others would consider a more permanent lesbian
identity:

Faith:... If they have been ok with bi then they’ll be ok with gay, so just gcor
it.

Creating strategic bisexual identities, therefore, allowed young women both the
flexibility to change their minds, and the chance to gauge reactions from others.
Some also spoke of how it continued to offer 'hope' to them and their families ol
returning to a heterosexual norm - ‘gives your mummy a glimmer of hope that yu
could still get married and have children’ (Faith). Chloe, like Kaz, chose to devep
a strategic bisexual narrative because she felt it offered her family and friends hoe
that normative heterosexual and gender milestones, highlighted in the previous
chapter, might still be achieved:

Researcher: So did you think you were bi?

Chloe: No. I just said that there so it was easier... I think it is easier to sapi
... it's easier to tell your parents, your family cause then they think ‘oh yo
can still have a boyfriend or a child and stuff. That’s what I think most ot's
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about, getting married and having kids, well for lesbians anyway. But yeah, 1
think that’s why I came out as bi.

A bisexual narrative appeared, therefore, to offer hope, both to parents, and the
young women themselves that they might still be considered ‘normal’ and that
'normal' milestones, such as getting married and having a family remained a
possibility. This is further evidenced in Faith’s response when asked why she came
out as bisexual:

Faith: This is strange, and it might offend a lot of people, but it's just that
there was this glimmer of hope that you could be, not normal cause that’s a
really awful term to use but could be seen by other people as being in a
normal relationship. 1 think I was holding on to that and holding on to that...
and then coming out as bi wasn’t as hard as coming out as gay, cause that
just completely messed with my head cause I was 'no, I’ve no glimmer of
hope anymore!’

So while only one young woman currently identified as bisexual, almost all had at
some stage used bisexual as a means of describing or talking about their sexuality
with others. This was done both as an owned identity narrative (personally
believed) and a strategic identity narrative (used to manage the reaction of others).
Those who used rather than owned this narrative were acutely aware of the
disconnection between how they felt and what they were telling people, and it was
interesting to note how often laughter accompanied many of their reflections. It
appeared that young women knew that claiming bisexuality (when in fact they
were not attracted to men) was a commonly used strategy for those in the process
of coming out:

Faith:... and then came out as bi and then just went through that stage to go
to gay [laughs].
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Kaz: When I came out I was bi at first [laughs].

Chelsea: No, 1 came out as bisexual first time [laughs].

Bees: 1 used to go through a stage when; I think I always knew 1 was lesbian,
1 always knew but 1 was really scared so I was. Not that 1 was scared how
people would judge me, cause I don't really care; they can take me or leave
me, but it’s just like friends and family and what way they would take it. So I
always just said that I was bi [laughter] so I did.

It is important to note here that this focus on the use of bisexuality as a strategic
identity is in no way denying that bisexuality can be an ‘owned’ identity. Indeed
many of the young women themselves also noted this. What was of interest,
however, and what this section has sought to highlight was the frequency in which
bisexuality was used strategically by young women who were entirely or partially
aware of the inaccuracy of this claim.

OWNED SEXUAL IDENTITIES

Lesbian: The Seriousness of the 'L' Word

As highlighted in the previous section most young women initially came out as
bisexual. For some this was a strategic decision that made the process easier, while
for others, at the time, this was how they felt. At the time of interview, however,
the majority used the term ‘lesbian’ to describe their sexuality (n=6). Some gave
little explanation for their adoption of this descriptor; others used it pragmatically,
while a few explained its significance in ensuring the inclusion of women within
wider gay discussions. While most young women used ‘lesbian’ to talk about their
sexuality there were others who did not like it. These young women were more
vocal on the descriptors they did not like rather than those they identified with.
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Pragmatic Identities

Eighteen-year-old Faith only recently came out and has since started using 'lesbian'
to describe her sexuality. Her use of this label was pragmatic, as she felt it
described her same-sex-only attractions:

Emm, 1 would just say that I’m lesbian. It's one [label] I’m more new with
more than anything else. I've only been out a year, maybe a year and a half.

Amy, whilst initially rejecting all descriptors, now also uses 'lesbian' to describe her
sexual identity. Like Faith, she believes this clearly conveys her orientation to
others.

Political Identities

While some used 'lesbian' as a deliberate identifier, others used it more politically.
In these instances, 'lesbian' was used to claim an identity that is distinctive from
that of gay men. Kaz, who attended an almost exclusively all-male LGB youth
project, felt that if all same-sex attracted people were referred to as 'gay', women
would get overlooked or pushed to the side:

Kaz: 1 don’t mind being called gay. Most people would assume I was just gay
like, it doesn't bother me but I prefer to be called a lesbian because gay is
normally used for a gay man. That just throws us all into the same box,
where 1 think gay men get more publicity over it and more support and you
are just thrown in, just leave the lesbians to the side line. So 1 think you
should use two different terms. Because they are two completely different
things.
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She went on to note that often in LGB spaces, it is the issues of interest or concern
to men that become the focus of that group and around which the group rallies.
Issues of concern to young women, then, become sidelined. It is perhaps based on
this that Kaz feels the need to differentiate female and male sexual identifiers,
through the use of the term ‘lesbian’.

Problem Identities

While most young women were at ease using ‘lesbian’ to describe their sexuality,
the level of discomfort that some expressed concerning this label was noteworthy.
Their discomfort or, at times, repulsion was founded on the many negative
stereotypes and sexual connotations they felt were associated with this descriptor.
For example, Saoirse, while happy to refer to herself as ‘lesbian’, noted some of the
stereotypes associated with this identity that could contribute towards women
rejecting the label. She felt that lesbian, as highlighted by Carol (‘too pretty to be
gay’) in the previous chapter, often depicts a certain kind of dress, presentation and
behaviour that young women may not associate with:

Saoirse: Naturally people think of butch lesbians, shirts, Converse, short
hair, very sort of masculine in the way they present themselves or masculine
in their life in general, which isn’t really the case.

Twenty-two year old Amy while happy referring to herself as ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’, is
also aware of the stereotypes associated with the word as reason for some to reject
it. She feels that while ‘gay’ is a universally accepted and acknowledged way of
referring to those with same-sex attractions, ‘lesbian’ feels overly focused on the
sexual aspect of such relationships. She, along with others, felt that these
assumptions were based on sexualised and/or pornographic representations of
same-sex relationships and their appeal to men. Amy feels that this overly
sexualised focus could be off-putting for many young women:
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I think because ‘lesbian’ in the general sense, I almost think that it is tainted
by all these assumptions by straight men, unfortunately, as soon as you say
‘lesbian’ they seem to spark off [ideas about] lesbian porn, lesbian whatever.
Whereas if you say ‘gay’ it seems like more of a political identity rather than
simply something to do with your sex life. I also think that ‘lesbian’ is
associated with a sexual activity rather than a full lifestyle.

While most young women used ‘lesbian’ to talk about their sexuality, it was those
not comfortable with it who were most vocal in discussing its usage. The following
comments from Sadie and Lily illustrate not only their rejection of‘lesbian’ to
describe their sexuality, but their repulsion of it, again due in part to the sexualised
and sensationalised connotations outlined above:

Sadie:... I hate it [term lesbian], it just makes me cringe. Like if you see it in
newspapers it's like ‘lesbian lovers kill a baby!' it’s not just like ‘couple goes
out for dinner’. It’s always like sexualised or made into a really big thing it’s
not just like 'girl makes cup of tea’ its 'lesbian girls make gay cup of tea’. It's
always just so focused on that; they take the normality out of it and just
make it into a big deal. 1 really think that it’s a horrible word ... just lesbian.
You know when something just makes you cringe, it's awful.

Like Sadie, when Lily was asked how she identified she said ‘gay’. Interestingly
though, she quickly followed this by stating, in much more detail, what she was not
- a lesbian:

Lily: [I’m] just gay. I don’t like the word lesbian ... It's a bit gross. 1 don’t
know, probably just because if anyone is ever using it, it's always negatively,
like ‘lezzy’ and stuff and that pisses me off so. I think 'gay' just sounds nicer.
Lesbian is just creepy... when she [mother] says lesbian or she bes rude she
calls them ‘lezzies’ and stuff, and I think that’s what annoys me the most. 1
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don’t know... I know loads of people that don’t like the word ‘lesbians’. Just
gay, sounds nicer...

The routine usage of‘gay’ as an identifier perhaps demonstrates the wider gender
dynamics of politics in this field, it was a more widely understood and less
sexualised label. In contrast ‘lesbian’ was considered sexualised and laden with
stereotypes about ‘men-hating’, ‘butch’ women. Given this understanding, the
adoption of‘gay’, alongside an active rejection of'lesbian' was unsurprising for
some.

‘New’ and Emerging Identities

In contrast with some literature on youth culture that highlights the more active
role that young people can play in creating/shaping/consuming identities - within
this study only three young women opted for non-mainstreamed descriptors to
reflect their sexuality (e.g. pansexual, queer and non-defined). The following
highlights why they chose to align with these less recognised identities and the
problems they faced in presenting as such. Kate, for example, identified as
pansexual and chose this descriptor (having identifying previously as both bisexual
and lesbian) as she felt it allowed movement and freedom to engage in
relationships with both men and women. Throughout the interview, nineteenyear-old, Kate's struggle with labels was evident. She wanted to find a way of
articulating her experiences and feelings without limiting herself or giving others
reason to doubt or criticise her claims. She, therefore, felt that pansexual was a
‘safe’ term as it allowed for the possibility of relationships based on an attraction to
a person regardless of their sex:

Kate: I like that term pansexual cause there’s freedom to, I don’t know, see
when people say they are a lesbian and then they might randomly start
feeling something for a guy and they’ll call them like a ‘hasbian’ or whatever,
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but I just really don’t like guys that much but I just use that for a safe term, if
I ever did fall for a guy that it would be acceptable for me to whatever. Like I
wish it was as simply as just saying you’re a lesbian and that's grand but like
I have felt things before for guys. I don’t know if that was maybe false
feelings that I was putting up cause I was scared of people knowing I like
girls but 1 don’t, it's just so confusing, I don't know [laughter].

Like Kate, other young women sought descriptors that offer more fluidity and
rejected some of the more fixed and stereotype-laden descriptors they had grown
up with. Alex was actively using, and Saoirse was happy to use 'queer' in reference
to their sexuality. Growing up within an evangelical Protestant church
environment, Alex was aware of those ‘behaviours’ and ‘acts’ that were condemned
by that religion (e.g. homosexual, gay and lesbian). Unsurprisingly, then, many of
the descriptors she previously used to talk about her same-sex relationships were
uncomfortable. She opted to use a descriptor outside of these:

Well I am a Christian so 1 tried for a long time to be straight even though I
knew 1 wasn’t, so I’ve identified as straight, identified as lesbian, bisexual.
Pretty much every label you can think of. Just with my faith and stuff and
the church I tried to cling to those labels, especially being straight. But I
couldn't be arsed with that anymore so just queer does me, suits me down to
the ground.

While Saoirse has been using ‘gay’ and ‘lesbian’ to describe her sexuality she is
increasingly drawn to ‘queer’ as a means of stepping away from the presumptions,
stereotypes and stigma that are often attracted to these descriptors:

Saoirse: 1 find that if you say lesbian or gay then there are certain
presumptions or stereotypes that people have, and to look at me, I always
think that I don't look straight; with the short hair, plugs and just even my
stance, my body. I find that queer is a better way of terming myself because
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it’s an overarching umbrella so you don’t have the stigma that's associated
with say lesbian, gay, bi... I don't mind using it as a label as long as I know
that people won’t jump to those stereotypes, if that makes sense ...

Queer was also referenced within the focus groups and while these young women
had an understanding of the meanings attached to it, they knew few people who
identified in this way. One young woman noted that it was only on coming to
university that she started to hear queer being used to describe sexuality and
identity. She felt that the rejection of more fixed labels and deconstructing of
identities in this way was perhaps a privilege of those within higher education
rather than something that might be possible for all young women.

The need for labels

While a number of the young women talked about the need to have more fluid
understandings of sexuality and/or to move away from restricting oneself with
descriptors, this liberation or fluidity was rarely evident in their interviews. Living
within an environment where such descriptors are required (Pendragon, 2010)
young women felt compelled to adopt a recognised way of talking about their
sexuality; failure to do so causing them frustration, stress and discomfort. This
discomfort was evident in Kate's interview, in relation to her continual struggle
naming and presenting her sexuality to others. While Kate consistently spoke of a
same-sex desire, she struggles to accept that this might only ever be the case. As
such she has adopted and presented a number of descriptors as a means of relaying
her attractions to others. While Kate recognised that there are probably
'thousands’ of sexuality variations and that ‘labels’ to define these should be
rejected, throughout her interview she expresses her desire for a widely
understood descriptor that would accurately reflect her sexuality to others:
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Yeah, it’s really quite confusing to totally grasp who you are cause there are
so many ideas thrown at ye and there’s probably thousands of different
sexualities, 1 don't know. I don’t want to have to define myself as a certain
sexuality, but if 1 had to I would probably say 'pansexual', but with a very
strong preference to women.

Faith also highlights the limits of both binary and fixed constructions of sexuality.
She, like Kate, notes the need for more fluid understanding of sexualities:

... but 1 do think that there should be more of an ease within society to
recognise that our identities are not concrete. I think that if more people
accepted that you can be anything, that it's just a part of who you are, then it
would be a whole lot easier for an awful lot of people to come out.

But while the idea of a broadening of sexual categories was welcomed by some,
paradoxically it also caused them concern or uncertainty. Kate, for example, found
her increased awareness of sexualities, rather than being freeing or liberating, only
added to her confusion:

It’s not fun not being 100% sure ... I don’t like it, 1 wish I just knew but, I
don’t know. I'm not going to force a label on myself that I'm not sure of. I’m
just, if people ask me, most people assume I'm a lesbian because 1 come in
here [LGBT youth project], and that’s grand, like I’m not going to, and I'm
not going to explain it, cause I hate having to explain ‘yes, I'm a lesbian or
whatever'. It’s not as simple as that, 1 don’t know.

Kate’s confusion may stem, in part, from her understanding that there is an innate
sense of self and a ‘true’ (essentialist) sexuality that has to be discovered (Weeks,
2010). She feels that others have found this process of discovery straightforward
while she has struggled to be assured of the accuracy of any of the descriptors she
has chosen to use:
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Finding who you truly are is not simple, for some people it is but it’s not just
clean cut like that you know. Even someone who kind of identified as a
lesbian like you can’t assure yourself that you will always only be interested
in women, it can change, you might meet someone. So I just think that there
shouldn’t be as much focus on labelling yourself, you know it's just who you
are...

Kate recognises the limits of descriptors in 'fixing' those things that are possibly not
fixed (e.g. one’s sexuality). Yet in the final extract from her interview she shares
her frustration around not having a way of communicating the messiness of
sexuality. As previously highlighted, based on a developmental understanding of
youth, she believes that a more definite knowledge and confidence concerning her
sexuality may come with time, and excuses her current lack of certainty on being a
teenager rather than the limitations of sexual categorisations:

Kate: 1 told different people different things. I was always on a different
page with a different person. Cause 1 did come out as bisexual a couple of
years ago to very limited people, very limited, it was maybe a handful of
people but then, they probably think I’m a nut case being all 'aw I’m a
lesbian, aww bisexual, aww pansexual' [laughter] they probably think I don't
know nothing ... it is confusing and I don’t think I will fully know who I am
until, like I'm still a teenager, though I don’t feel like a teenager at all, but 1
suppose it’s that teen years that are for finding yourself and your twenties
are for embracing that person that you have discovered that you are, so I’m
looking forward to my twenties [laughter]. Hopefully I'll have a definite
knowledge of whatever.

As highlighted in Chapter Two, ‘new’ and emerging sexual identities are
increasingly visible through social media and celebrity culture, creating the
impression of choice or less fixed sexual categorisations. Claiming and living
everyday life using such descriptors, however, did not appear straightforward for
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these young women. So prevalent is a dualistic understanding of sexuality that
presenting anything beyond this proved difficult.

SIGNIFICANT MOMENT: MEANINGS YOUNG WOMEN ATTRIBUTE TO ‘COMING
OUT’

When asked to share their stories of coming out, highlighting what this looked like
and meant to them, all of the young women spoke at length. Some considered this a
relatively new experience (e.g. within the last few months), others had 'been out for
years', while others still were 'only out to a few people’. Regardless of how often or
with whom they were to ‘come out’; the process of telling other people about their
non-heterosexual identity was a significant one. The power of the heterocentric
environment they were growing up in meant that the prospect of telling others
filled them with excitement, hope, anxiety, fear and uncertainty (Floyd & Stein,
2002). Coming out was considered the ultimate way of accepting their sense of
'authentic' selfhood and presenting this to others, despite the consequences. It also
opened up the possibility of having visible same-sex relationships, which would
also allow them the freedom to express themselves authentically. The following
section explores some of the ways in which young women talked about coming out,
the barriers that inhibited this and the meanings they attach to it.

Coming Out as a Process

Troiden’s ‘Homosexual Identity Development Model' (1989) outlines a series of
stages an individual passes through in their development of a homosexual identity.
While the accounts of those interviewed reflect many of these stages e.g.
sensitization (feelings of difference), identity confusion, identity assumption and
commitment, the 'process’ of coming out does not consistently follow this agerelated model. Rather, young women jumped in and out of the various stages,
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sometimes, depending on the support or lack of, moved backwards, paused or
withdrew altogether. The young women had, however, despite their own
experiences, adopted a discourse around coming out as a process or a journey.

For Kate, coming out was supported by her attendance at an LGB youth group,
which became a significant reference group for her. Here, surrounded by other
LGB young people (all at various stages of coming out), Kate felt encouraged and
also compelled to begin the ‘process’ of telling others of her non-heterosexual
identity (Floyd & Stein, 2002). While Kate has come out to many people she still
considers herself to be ‘in the process’ due to not everyone yet knowing:

I started coming to [names youth group] last year, which was really the start
of my coming out process, which I’m still going through, 1 haven't come out
to everyone yet... I’m still in the process, it takes everyone different times,
you know... I’m still on the coming out journey, I’ve started it so [emphasis
added].

Kate goes on to discuss the nature of the coming out journey and factors that
enable and obstruct it. She highlights both the nature of the relationship as well as
imagined receptiveness as key factors in deciding when and to whom she comes
out:

Emm, it’s a journey, it depends on the person, it depends on your
relationship with them, their personality, their acceptance of gay people, it’s
so many factors.

While the value in being ‘out’ was most commonly understood in terms of being
authentic and honest about one's sexuality, and almost all were working towards
this, it also put increased pressure on young women. This pressure was often
experienced as a result of not coming out at the same time or to the same extent as
their peers, not coming out sooner or to more people. At times young women
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spoke of being ‘out’ as a destination that would be arrived at. Yet valuing or finding
worth in being 'totally out' seems destined to fail within a society that assumes
heterosexuality and would, therefore, require them to continuously come out. And
as a result it was often those young women who had been ‘out’ for a longer period
of time who spoke of the on-going nature of this rather than being ‘out’ as an
ultimate state or destination.

Highlighted within many of the interviews was the time between becoming aware
of or questioning one’s sexuality and sharing that information with others. This
period of between three and four years was consistent with other local research
(Carolan & Redmond, 2003). These could be isolating and confusing years when
young women were aware of feeling different to their peers while also knowing
these feelings may not necessarily be accepted by their friends or family.
Consequently, the majority of young women concealed these feelings and/or
relationships in order to make sense of them themselves while also assessing the
possible reactions from others before sharing this information:

Sadie: Maybe when I was around 14 or 15. I think I sort of repressed it til 1
was about 17 and that’s when I realised that it was something that wasn't
just going to go away...

Coming Out: A ‘Weight off your Shoulders'

Due to heterocentric privileging within society, young women were often fearful of
revealing their non-heterosexual identity to their family and peers. Non
heterosexual identities were rarely spoken about or celebrated in those
environments in which young women spent so much of their time (e.g. family,
education etc.). As such, they often anticipated hostile, non-accepting responses to
their disclosures. While fearful of how this information may be viewed by others,
they were also aware of the benefits that could potentially come from telling other
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people. This included 'feeling normal', 'telling the truth', ‘feeling accepted’ and
being able to celebrate that and other related aspects of their lives (such as finding
a partner, going on a date, etc.). The metaphor of a ‘weight being lifted' was used
by a number of participants to describe how it felt when they eventually told their
peers or family about their non-heterosexual identity. Keeping secrets, living
incongruent lives, covering up was the burden that weighed them down. While for
some the fear of coming out felt unbearable, for others, telling people offered them
a sense of release and unburdening. Coming out allowed these young women to tell
the truth, regardless of the reaction of the recipient, and therefore lifted the
‘weight’ of lies and deception they had created in order to conceal their sexuality:

Kate:... So coming out is like taking a bit of weight off your shoulders, letting
it out, telling people. It's good and then you can sort of meet new people I
guess...

Based on their experiences to date or their observations of how other non
heterosexual people were treated within society, many young women feared and
expected that 'coming out’ would be a negative experience. They felt that they
were opening themselves up to possible rejection and ridicule and prepared
themselves for this kind of reaction. Again the ‘weight’ that lifted for some was
when these expectations around coming out were not realised.

Reflective of the point made previously concerning young women doubting their
sexuality or feelings based on their young age, when they ‘came out’ and this was
not viewed as a surprise by others it had a consolidating effect on their identity.
Often such unsurprised reactions appeared to reassure them, addressing some of
the doubts they themselves might have had about their sexuality:

Bees:... I just said it to her. And after that there it was just such a weight
lifted off me, cause I was always confused, but then when 1 was talking to
her about it everything just straightened out for me so it did. 1 came more
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comfortable within myself so 1 did ... And it wasn't even like when I said to
people that I was a lesbian they were never like 'ah [gasp] really?' They were
like ‘bout time!’

While the 'weight' was often lifted by coming out there were other non-verbal ways
that this information could be shared, with the result being equally liberating. A
couple of young women mentioned the importance of Pride Parades in allowing
them to present a minority sexuality and have this welcomed and celebrated both
by those attending the event and by onlookers. Simply by being at a parade,
without speaking, enabled them to be 'out' to everyone in that moment:

Kate:... it was just a nice feeling, cause there was a lot of people looking up
at me from the crowd probably thinking look at her, she’s out and proud.
But it was just for that day that 1 felt really good you know. Like there was
loads of people smiling ...

Coming out, for these young women, was explained as both something they did (e.g.
telling people) and something they were (e.g. ‘out'/openly gay or lesbian) (Guittar,
2014). There was often a status attached to being out, that signalled a commitment
and willingness to be open with others regarding a non-heterosexual identity. Yet
young women were aware of the possible rejection by friends and family as a result
of this. As such some noted that bravery or a preparedness to fight your own
corner or to stand up for yourself was required when coming out:

Faith: It just felt like I had been fighting this one on my own

Kate:... I wish 1 could say that I was brave and I came out in school but 1 just,
1 wasn’t ready, everyone is different.

While coming out could lift the 'weight' of concealing one’s sexual identity, many
carried this weight for some time. The following from Amy demonstrates how
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‘unhealthy’ she now considers growing up in an environment where she was
unable to talk about her sexuality freely, without fear of negative repercussions:

... 1 think it was just a bit of an unhealthy atmosphere to grow into your
sexuality but knowing that you can't talk about it cause it has serious
consequences if you do.

Barriers to Coming Out

While almost all of the young women spoke of the value of being ‘out’ and the
benefits this offered, coming out or being out with their friends, family or more
widely within society was not without problem. Young women noted the many
hurdles and barriers they faced, both internally and externally, in coming out and
'being out'. The following section highlights some of these obstacles and the
mechanisms they employed to deal with them.

Anticipated familial tension and breakdown

By far the greatest concern or barrier that young women faced with regards to
coming out was the envisaged negative effect this would have on familial
relationships. While many young women wanted to be ‘open and honest’ with their
parents and family members, they anticipated that the disclosure of their non
heterosexual identity would be rejected or frowned upon. While highlighting
seemingly healthy relationships with their parents, for instance, some recounted
their fear that coming out might result in them being ‘kicked out’ of the family
home. While a significant number of young women mentioned this perceived
threat, it was only the experience of two young women:
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Faith: It was just sheer panic and with my mum it was just 'where am I
going to live if she kicks me out?'

Sadie:... I knew that he [Dad] wouldn’t be ok with it but I didn’t know how
or in what way he would react; would he kick me out of the house or
whether he would just do what he did [ignore her].

Others were deeply concerned that coming out might negatively impact the
relationships they had with parents and other family members (Carolan & Redman,
2003). Kate, like others, wanted to come out to her mum and wider family, but was
aware of how other departures from Catholic conventions had been negatively
received within the family. For example she noted the shame that had been placed
on her mother for having children outside marriage. Similarly Faith felt that
coming out would reflect poorly upon her mother, and therefore believed that she
was protecting her by not coming out.

The young women also shared experiences of how familial relationships could be
affected by the stress their coming out created. In some cases they internalised the
negative reactions of their parents and blamed themselves for the upset caused
within the family home. Faith explained how, six months after coming out to her
mother, this continues to affect not only their relationship but also the overall
atmosphere at home:

... I think it all just took her by surprise and now she is struggling with it and
now she says that she is worried about what the family will think, I am too,
but I think this just made it real for her. It is just this wee process that she is
going through on her own now and I don’t think that she really wants to talk
to me about it, in case it hurts me. She is struggling and she's talking to my
sister a good bit and then that's putting a lot of pressure on my sister, oh my
household is fun at the minute [laughs].
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So while sharing one’s sexuality with parents can be extremely liberating, when
this is not received positively or when parents struggle to accept it, this adds to the
pressure some young women already feel as a consequence of their minority
sexuality. In seeing her mother struggle to accept her non-heterosexual identity
and the burden this was placing on other family members, Faith found herself
revisiting the questions and insecurities she had previously dealt with upon
becoming aware of her sexuality:

... 1 think her struggling with it is just bringing back my own struggles, it’s
just becoming a lot to deal with, just because it is just a sore topic in my
house where if I need to talk about it I need to go outside my family circle, it
just makes it feel that this isn’t something normal ...

For Lynn, it was her awareness of how her LGB peers were treated that hindered
her coming out. She recounted stories, both from friends and the media, of young
people being 'kicked out’ of home and disowned. Lynn commented that she had no
reason to believe her parents would react in such a negative way, but the power of
these stories made her wait until she was financially in a position to support herself
should that scenario become a reality:

... I was worried about all these awful stories that I had heard, some from
friends that their parents had just cut them off and that they didn’t want to
talk to them ever again. So 1 think 1 was preparing for that, because of my
dad and his faith. 1 had just got myself into a financially ok position, 1 was
renting a house with friends and I was managing ok without really any of
their support, and 1 think that’s what triggered it [coming out]; that if the
worst came to the worst that I was at least able to support myself. Maybe
not emotionally cope but financially I could cope ...

Like Lynn, other young women said that how their gay and lesbian peers were
treated on coming out impacted on their own willingness to come out to others.
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The experiences of others, therefore, became a metaphorical litmus test that
enabled young women to envisage how it might go for them. If LGB peers
experienced negative reactions then young women felt that not coming out was
self-preservation, while positive reactions to peers offered them hope that ‘it will
be ok’. Watching others come out, therefore, helped young women in deciding
when and with whom to share their own experiences:

Lily:... he was gay and he just decided to come out to like everybody and
everybody should know and he had such a rough time of it so 1 was just like,
1 don't think you necessarily need to come out to everyone cause you are
just going to make things harder for yourself.

Even in those instances where young women experienced a less negative reaction
from their parents, many highlighted the more subtle ways in which this
information affected family relationships. Sadie, for example, considered changes
in how her dad cleaned the house to be a sign that he was not comfortable with the
information she had recently shared with him. She, like other young women,
interpreted these everyday interactions as indicative of how their parents’
awareness of their sexuality was being received:

But I just noticed for a while that he sort of avoided me and didn’t really talk
to me. This might seem silly but he would hoover the whole house but if I
was in my room he wouldn’t hoover my room; 1 noticed things like that but
no one else really did.

While little was said between Sadie and her father about her non-heterosexual
identity, she interpreted these subtle changes in their relationship as evidence of
his disapproval:

It didn’t feel good obviously cause it’s my dad and you want to, like any of
your family, you want them to like you as a person.
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Sharing information about their sexuality with their parents while difficult in and of
itself, also left many young women feeling exposed, unsure of how this information
might be shared within the wider family. Prior to coming out to their parents many
felt in control regarding who had access to this information. After telling them,
however, they often felt no longer in control and that this ‘personal’ information
could be shared with or without their knowledge:

Sadie:... I think it was something that I was confident in myself that I knew;
maybe I wasn't ready to tell other people like my mum cause that was
something then that I had to deal with everyday, the fact that she knew.
Before that it seemed safe, she didn't need to know and then because she
knew she could tell other people that I hadn't selected out myself.

Amy: My mum always tells me now that she knew and that she had no
problem with it, but at that stage I was worried that even if I told my mum
that 1 had no idea if someone else might find out. And then if that happened
suddenly everything is spiralling out of control and you can't take it back; so
I just kept it to myself and didn’t really talk about it... In hindsight I can see
all the support that 1 had but at the time it was very lonely, it felt like 1 was
on my own and closed off from everyone else.

Finally, in some cases, not coming out was not as the result of fear, apprehension or
shame but rather at the request of parents. Lynn, for example, explained that while
her parents were 'fine' with her being gay, they requested that she did not tell other
family members. Stating that it was easy to respect her parents’ wishes, the
discomfort she feels at maintaining these deceptions, was evident elsewhere within
her account:

... And now I'm not out to all my family, I haven’t told my grandparents but
I'm pretty sure that my aunts know. Like I don’t keep it a secret, my mum
asked me not to tell anyone else, so I'm being respectful of her wishes cause
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it doesn’t really bother me that much, cause I’d be quite private anyway. So
it is easier to separate those things, so I don't tell them.

CONCLUSION

Growing up within a heteronormative environment requires individuals to come
out in order to not be assumed heterosexual (Guittar, 2014). While coming out is
individually fashioned, having different meanings to individuals (e.g. as a
realisation of a non-heterosexual identity, or when they first shared this
information, or the process of continuously disclosing one’s sexuality), coming out
as a social process remains significant. Labels to categorise one’s sexuality may be
considered, as highlighted in the previous chapter, reductionist and unnecessary,
yet in these young women’s accounts having a way of communicating one’s
sexuality is important. This is based on a normative expectation that sexuality tells
us the truth about a person (See Foucault, 1978), and that this consequently should
be communicated, in the interests of living an ‘authentic’ life. Not having a way of
communicating one’s sexuality was often problematic generating concern, anguish
and anxiety. Categorising one’s sexuality in ways that others would understand
and recognise was, therefore, essential. While a few opted for what Guittar (2014)
refers to as ‘contemporary’ categorisations most opted for lesbian and gay, as these
were widely used and clearly understood.

Heterosexual prevalence within home, school and youth provision limited young
women’s exposure to sexuality generally and non-heterosexuality more
specifically. The lack of information received and the negative status attached to
non-heterosexualities (evident in the absence of information concerning this)
meant that it was only through media and celebrity culture that some were
exposed to identities beyond heterosexuality. For many, this was the first time they
witnessed girls and women breaking from more conventional gender and sexuality
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scripts. This was foundational in the development of a sexual and gender
vocabulary that extended beyond heterosexuality.

Whether these non-heterosexual individuals were merely created LGB characters
did not seem to matter. They embodied the feelings and/or experiences of the
young women and as such provided them with a visualisation of what their life
could be like (a version seldom represented in other areas of the young women's
life). As such these characters, storylines and celebrities offered young women
hope that one day they too might feel as confident, 'out' and accepted.
Furthermore, LGB celebrities at times validated non-heterosexual identities,
allowing young women to feel a sense of pride in an identity that so often was
concealed, the source of embarrassment or cause of conflict. Paradoxically,
however, many of these portrayals were unrealistic or unachievable. Often based
on stereotypes these exaggerated and 'hyped' storylines could further contribute to
feelings of difference.

Of note within the chapter were the strategies that young women would use in
order to come out. Most often they knowingly used bisexuality strategically. While
only one young woman currently identified as bisexual almost all noted how they
had used this label in order to come out. The strategic use of bisexuality was
favourable as it was felt to represent a more acceptable 'partial' rather than ‘full’
gay identity. As such it allowed them to ‘test the waters', and to gauge the
responses of others. Claiming bisexuality, therefore, provided young women with
greater flexibility to modify their identity should they receive negative responses
from others. This was significant because, reflective of developmental notions of
youth, young women were concerned that they might change their mind or that
they were not '100% sure’ about their sexuality.

Finally, while many anticipated varying degrees of negative responses to coming
out, the chapter demonstrates the steps that young women continue to take in spite
of this in order to live more 'authentic', congruent lives. It has illustrated how
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interactive contexts shape these experiences, a theme that will be explored further
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX

LIFE IN NORTHERN IRELAND: SENSE OF SELF IN SOCIETY

The previous chapters have examined the diverse ways in which young women
understand and communicate their sexuality. This chapter will explore how they
interact with the institutions around them, and the meaning these offer in relation
to their gender, sexual and youth identities. Elliott notes that the 'self is peopled
with the attitudes of others' (2014: 32). This final data chapter will, therefore,
consider the ways in which the ‘cultural forms' and ‘moral norms’ within society
influence one’s developing and on-going construction of personal identity and
sense of self. Drawing on identity theories previously highlighted, it will explore
the impact of education, employment, church and community life on how young
women make sense of and live out their sexual identities, and their role in shaping
and influencing their sense of self in society.

EDUCATION

Educational institutions, particularly schools, were significant environments within
which young women learnt formally and informally about gender and sexuality.
Alongside informal 'rules’, expectations and interactions, in most instances it was
those issues or topics that were left unaddressed that communicated more to
young women than those explicitly covered in the curriculum. At the time of
interview, eleven young women were still attending formal education (School n=3,
F.E. College n=3, University n=5). While discussing experiences in the varying
educational establishments, given that all had a substantive school experience, this
is where the weight of discussion falls here.
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School

Despite different school locations, backgrounds and types8, in discussing how their
schools addressed the issue of sexualities that were other than heterosexual, the
young women identified two main methods. It was felt that these were either
ignored (not addressed by staff, nor within the curriculum), or condemned
(reflected in school ethos, teaching, comments from staff and a failure to
adequately deal with homophobic bullying). Most of the young women who
attended post-primary Catholic Maintained schools felt that the topic of sexuality
(heterosexual or other), received very little attention, and that gender was
heterosexually understood and presented. Others who received some level of
information about sexuality felt that the content and focus on family life and sexual
health privileged heterosexuality. The following comments illustrate ways in
which young women, who had experience of both school types, felt their sexuality
had been ignored within their school setting:

Kaz: There was nothing! There was absolutely nothing ... even when we
done sex education there was nothing. It was all just about straight sex and
getting married and all.

Bees: Our school doesn’t really talk about that kind of stuff, so it doesn't.
Maybe cause like it’s a Catholic school it doesn’t really talk ...

Faith: It’s a Catholic School. It's not talked about ...I don’t think being
lesbian, gay, bi or transgender has ever been spoken about in [name’s
school], I think that's just more of a taboo that you just don’t go near that
topic. It’s never really ever been a thing that a teacher has turned round and
g

Reflecting the continued divisions within Northern Ireland, alongside the prominence of a non
secular education system, the majority of students attend religiously affiliated Catholic Maintained
or State Controlled primary and post-primary schools. Along these ‘religious lines’, post-primary
pupils are also divided through academic selection into secondary or grammar schools.
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said ‘this is fine, you can be this, you don't have to be straight’. It was never
something that really factored into the curriculum ...

Jo:... our [Protestant] school certainly didn't provide a safe space, it wasn't
talked about at all as ok.... if it was ever talked about, it was talked about
negatively and usually not at all.

The privileging of heterosexuality in all schools meant that other sexualities were
ignored and/or condemned. As such, and reflective of the Northern Ireland ShOUT
Report (Carolan & Redmond, 2003), young women noted the absence of
information, advice or education regarding sexuality, beyond heterosexuality. The
writing out of non-heterosexual identities within the school setting and/or
curriculum contributed to young women’s feelings of difference. Some provided
examples of how they internalized these teachings at this time, but very rarely did
any challenge what they heard or the lack of information they received. Lily notes
that it was only five years after leaving school that she considered how her school
failed in its obligation to teach her in meaningful ways about sex and relationships:

Lily: ... It just wasn’t talked about, ever. Like sex education and stuff... it
was from the CCEA9 [Council for the Curriculum Examinations and
Assessment] and it was saying that in terms of sex education that you need
to talk about positive things but you shouldn’t avoid homosexuality so that
should be reflected in the teaching, that homosexuality is not a negative
thing. I don't think it was ever, ever spoken about, I don’t think it was ever
an option. It didn't happen.

9 CCEA guidelines state that Relationship and Sexuality Education (RSE) should be taught in
accordance with the ethos of the school. As such schools can opt out of teaching topics that do not
reflect the school ethos (e.g. homosexuality, abortion etc.). Parents also still retain the right to opt
their children out of some or all aspects of RSE.
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Other young women recalled times when issues regarding non-heterosexuality
were raised informally amongst pupils and how, on these occasions, the school
failed to adequately address the subject. Kaz, for example, notes that when she was
the target of homophobic verbal abuse within the classroom, that not only did the
teacher fail to act, but she was blamed for coming to the attention of others. In
effect, Kaz was told that being 'noticeably gay’ would result in unwanted attention
from others. Kaz learned that in order to avoid negative attention she should say
little about her sexuality in order to ensure it went undetected:

Kaz: ... it’s still not accepted in schools. Schools don't accept it... teachers
didn’t even do anything about it. Teachers were just like 'what do you
expect for coming out with that, at that age, when you’re in school?’

Chelsea also recalls receiving a 'wild load of hassle’ during her first three years in
secondary school based on rumours that she might be gay (partly based on her
gender presentation). These examples from Kaz and Chelsea highlight the failure of
the school to adequately implement anti-homophobic bullying policies. Other
examples illustrate how a lack of training and/or accountability meant that some
teachers were directly implicated in the discriminatory actions towards or affecting
LGB students. Chloe notes that on the request of her peers she was asked by a
teacher to change separately from other girls before and after P.E. Being ‘out’ or
being assumed gay meant that her peers, and subsequently her teacher, felt it
acceptable to treat her differently on this basis:

Chloe:... whenever 1 came out there was a lot of stuff happened. Like when
me and my friend were in school ... when you do PE we got took out of the
changing rooms and put into a separate one because we were gay ... there
was a few girls from the other class that sent round a wee form to get signed
to like get us out and that the teachers actually signed it themselves as well
... so that was pretty bad.
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Challenging this decision may have required Chloe to further make her sexuality
visible within the school - the reason why she had been ‘punished’ in the first place
and possibly to come out to her parents. Their unequal position in the school
environment makes it difficult for Chloe and other young women to challenge
school rules and decisions.

Unlike the silence experienced in some schools, the religious ethos of Jo’s school
meant that discussion around the school's/teacher’s theological position on
‘homosexuality’ was commonplace. As highlighted in Chapter Two the reiteration
of heterosexuality in this way, maintaining a pervasive norm that was rarely
challenged. As a result Jo felt that her sexuality must remain undiscovered. She
was fearful throughout her time there that this ‘secret’ would be uncovered:

... And I do remember in school the first civil partnership and watching that
on TV and stuff. In RE class I remember the teacher saying ‘if this is ever on
the curriculum, that I have to teach that homosexuality is not a sin, I'll retire
from my job’. Now if he said it openly to my class I'm sure he said it openly
to a lot of classes and certainly with his colleagues ...

Being known or assumed non-heterosexual (based on self-disclosure, gender
presentation and stereotypes) within school contributed to young women’s
feelings of difference. This often resulted in them being excluded by others and/or
personally isolating themselves in order to avoid further or anticipated negative
attention. Some young women reflected that while there may have been other gay
people in their school, they were certainly the only ‘out’ person;

Kaz: The whole school became aware of it... I was the only person that was
out. There was no one else who was out at all... then there was a lot of
name calling because of it, because it was just not the norm in that school to
be coming out at all ... they're like ‘why don’t you just go straight like? Stop
being different'.
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Amy: It [school] was a tough time, it was very lonely and very isolating and I
knew that I wasn’t living up to the ideal that they [teachers] wanted ... I was
the only one ...

Overall, while the majority of young women did not feel they had been physically
bullied in school because of their sexuality, based on the experiences of others
and/or the position the school had taken on the matter, a negative reaction to their
sexuality was anticipated. Young women felt they needed to be careful in sharing
this information, and considered themselves ‘lucky’ to have avoided the kind of
treatment some saw their peers receiving:

Kate: I remember I would always feel so bad about the wee girls who would
write all over the bathroom doors, you know bitching, but I would see
messages about certain people, calling them lesbo, saying really nasty things
like. It was just not nice like, the hard time that people get in school. I think
that's one of the things that put me off [coming out]...

Sadie: ... My school were really Christian. The Headmaster would go on
about this Christian family and practically the whole of the school was in the
Scripture Union, apart from us. If you can imagine what the views of the
DUP [Democratic Unionist Party] are, it was like that but in a school form ... I
just thought because there was so many people who seemed to be Christian
at the time that it probably wasn't a good idea for me to come out... I just
didn’t want to put myself through what I thought might happen if I did come
out.
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The impacts of invisibility, inaction and discrimination in schools

Regardless of whether or not they were ‘out’, young women noted various impacts
of the school’s/teacher’s failure to address homophobia. Reflective of other
research (Carolan & Redman, 2003; Stonewall, 2007), a number felt that their
educational engagement and attainment was affected by poor inclusive practices
within schools. Kaz for example, highlights a range of tactics she employed in order
to avoid attending class, a place where as she previously highlighted, homophobia
was not being addressed:

Kaz: ... 1 wasn’t even going to class cause I was that terrified, 1 was just going
to me locker, or toilets or hiding in the hall or somewhere ...

Chelsea felt compelled to leave school early despite previous plans to complete
sixth form. The lack of proactive action regarding homophobic bullying and the
fact that the 'one teacher on my side' was leaving the school, impacted on her
decision to leave too:

1 didn’t like school at all. It was filled with a wild lot of bitches, a wild lot of
dickheads in that school. 1 was planning on staying on for sixth year but
that’s one of the true reasons why 1 left and went to tech. The school is full
of dicks and really bad teachers and my favourite teacher was leaving so 1
just thought 'stuff this I’m away to tech.'

Now at university, Sadie also reflects on the pressures she faced because of her
sexuality while at school. She notes that the pressure of dealing with and
understanding her own sexuality, coupled with peer and teacher heterosexual
assumptions and expectations (see Chapter Two), distracted her from academic
goals and progression:
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Sadie: I think I probably didn't realise it at the time but I think it was a lot of
pressure ... I don’t think I realised just how much pressure it was until
recently. The reason why I'm only going to uni now is down to that, I didn’t
go to school like 1 went in but I always tried to stay off. I would just say that
I was sick and maybe not go to school for like weeks and I think 1 probably
didn’t realise it at the time, I probably just thought that 1 didn’t want to go to
school but that could have been the reason.

Like Sadie, Faith also spoke of how difficult it was to concentrate on exams when
she was trying to understand and come to terms with her emerging sexuality. She,
like others, mentioned how a lack of information regarding sexuality, and the
avoidance of this topic within school left her feeling confused, unsure and alone.
Understanding her sexuality, therefore, became of greater importance than
educational goals and expectations:

Faith: It was just one big snowstorm in my brain and 1 couldn't concentrate
on anything else; God knows my A-Levels went a wee bit to the side there,
'you can study for them later, deal with this first'.

While young women had some level of awareness that they could not be treated
differently within school because of their sexuality, many remained fearful that if
‘found out' they would be punished. This added pressure to some, like Scarlett, to
ensure that she concealed her sexual identity or carefully managed who had access
to this information:

Scarlett: ... 1 don’t make it obvious for people to make comments about it
and I don’t tell people that I know will go and spread it or tell teachers in
case they came and suspended me or something, I know they can’t do that
though.
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Amy also believed that should the teachers or minister at her school discover she
was gay that this would result in her expulsion. So as well as fearing that they
would condemn her sexuality, she was also concerned that this discovery would
have a tangible negative outcome in that she might not be able to complete school
and obtain the qualifications necessary to advance academically. Again these fears
added pressure to convincingly conceal her sexual identity, and adhere to gender
norms in order to avoid the consequences:

Amy: 1 knew that should 1 ever actually say to anyone that I was gay that I
would be out... I just knew that I couldn’t get expelled; I thought that that
would be my academic life over. So I was very quiet and, not underhand, but
1 was just aware that if 1 did anything now that it could actually harm my
progress later on ... I knew that if he [a friend she had come out to] told
anyone either the teachers or the minister that that would be me gone.

Amy felt that the highly religious way in which both gender and sexuality were
taught and upheld within her school, and her feelings of not ‘doing’ either correctly,
(illustrated in Chapter Two] contributed to her having a ‘mental breakdown' and
needing to access counselling services:

Amy: In school 1 got quite sick ... you could almost sort of call it a mental
break down, 1 just couldn't deal with anything ... the stress of being in that
school, it all just came at once and I had to deal with it. I ended up going to
counselling for a wee while ...

Faith also felt that failure to adequately address issues of sexuality in her school
had impacted negatively upon her mental health and was concerned that this could
impact other young people. Given that schools address a whole range of other
issues that young people may be dealing with, she felt that sexuality, regardless of
school ethos, should also be discussed. In her case, the lack of information and
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support, alongside her inability to understand her feelings, meant that Faith had
accessed counselling support services on a number of occasions:

I really think it should be, even if it’s not talked about by the teacher then
just get people in cause they get people in about self harm and suicide and
depression and mental health and it can all affect your mental health so
badly. 1 know for me it did as well, I ended up right back in counselling
again.

Despite the experiences of the majority, it is important to note that there were a
few occasions when young women identified positive intervention or influence by a
teacher when 'hassled' by other students or when struggling to understand their
sexuality:

Faith: So there would only be that one teacher that knows and she was ok
with it.

Saoirse:... I found that a few of the teachers that I had in the school were
very, very good at listening to me; there was actually a few times after that
that I asked to speak with them after class and, not exactly poured my heart
out but told them what was wrong and why I wasn’t 100% that day.

These examples of supportive responses, however, tended to be based on a
relationship with an individual teacher, who took an interest and/or provided
neutral or positive reinforcement, rather than a whole school response or ethos.

Overall, therefore, the lack of information regarding anything other than
heterosexuality, the emphasis on 'traditional' expressions of gender, a failure to
challenge homophobia and a general environment of intolerance, meant that most
young women felt they should conceal their sexual identity while at school. This
often entailed the performance of traditional gender presentations in order to
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avoid the ‘hassle’ they saw others experiencing or which they anticipated for
themselves (See Spoon & Coyote, 2014). Often the claimed ‘Christian’ ethos of both
Catholic Maintained and State Controlled schools denied or vilified anything
outside heterosexuality. The failure to provide relevant information contributed to
young women’s feelings of difference. As such, concealing one’s identity as a means
of managing non-conventional identities, and dealing with homophobic
interactions meant that young women would often withdraw from their academic
endeavours.

Further and Higher Education

Young women who continued into post-compulsory education generally had more
positive experiences being gay/'out’ in these learning environments. In part this
was due to these institutions often being located in larger towns and cities and
attended by a more diverse population, but also because they tended to be more
secular in nature:

Sadie: ... when you come to university or tech everyone is from different
backgrounds; you could be sitting beside someone who is from a completely
different background to you and no-one really cares. In tech and uni it’s a
really diverse environment so you don’t feel that everyone is in that same
frame of mind. Like if somebody did have a problem 1 think they’d be much
less likely to come and tell you cause there’s so many other people who
could back you up, rather than if you are at school, there you feel in the
minority. In university there has been no problems at all.

Due to their age, heterosexuality was assumed when young women started post
primary schools. In order not to be assumed heterosexual, therefore, at some point
during this period some individuals felt the need to come out. College and
university, however, enabled young women to be 'out' from the start and this 'new
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page' or 'fresh start' was valued, as it addressed much of the guilt and/or fear
previously experienced by not being ‘out’ at school:

Lily:... I didn’t have to come out to anybody; if people are talking to me I'm
going to talk about [name’s partner]. Yeah, it's fine. It's a lot better.

Sadie: 1 feel quite safe at uni to tell people. Again at uni everyone is
different and it’s not such a big deal. I think nowadays it's more of a deal if
you are against gay people than it is if you are not.

Amy also felt that diversity amongst students helped create an environment of
greater acceptance and inclusion but that it was the visibility of LGBT clubs,
societies, students and staff that made her experience of being gay at university so
distinctive from her experiences at school. In this setting her sexuality was not
something to hide or be ashamed of but rather was legitimised, catered for by clubs
and societies and reflected in the experiences of others, including staff. Therefore,
rather than sexuality being written out (highlighted in Chapter Two) of the
curriculum or her experiences, now in university it was actively being written in:

Amy: ...university is great: I love it. It’s fantastic, there’s like openly gay
professors and tutors; there’s a student LGBT group. You can just drop into
the conversation that you volunteer in the LGBT sector and they are all like
‘really? Tell me all about it.’ There’s people who study gender and sexuality
within literature - it’s just fantastic.

While almost all post-school educational experiences and environments were
considered positive and inclusive, for Chloe who left school because of homophobic
bullying, college too was a place where she would be singled out and treated
differently because of her sexuality, again resulting in her leaving:
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When I left that school I went up to tech and I got bullied there, that’s why I
left. I left there cause I was being bullied for being gay. One of the girls
found out and, well whenever 1 wasn’t there she was saying stuff she didn't
say anything to my face, but then 1 just got annoyed about it and just left.

Chloe felt, similar to her experience of homophobic bullying in school, that staff at
the college failed to take appropriate action despite being made aware of the
situation. Chloe’s account reinforces the significance of reference groups
(Plummer, 2003]. In not having a reference group to affirm or recognize her
identity (either virtually or face-to-face) she felt isolated and went on to enrol on,
but later withdraw from, a number of training programmes and schemes:

Chloe: ... staff didn’t do anything ... I told one of the tutors a few times but
she said just to ignore it, but didn’t actually do anything about it.

Generally, however, the lack of religious ethos, a more diverse population, and on
occasion LGBT groups and societies, made young women feel more confident
regarding their sexuality in Further and Higher Educational establishments. The
opportunity to 'start afresh’ was embraced by almost all and was often the point at
which they ceased to actively conceal their sexual identity. The more diverse
student population (e.g. religious, ethnic, gender, sexuality and abilities), and the
decreased focus on policing gender (e.g. through school uniforms and gender
expectations) allowed young women to express their gender and sexual identity in
ways that had not previously been possible.

WORKING LIFE

Three young women were working full-time at the time of interview while a
number of others had part-time employment. The following section highlights
their experiences of being 'out' and referencing their sexuality in the workplace. It
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examines how these discussions took place with employers and colleagues and
how the young women felt this impacted on their jobs and workplace relationships.

Lynn stated that it was a combination of working within a small team, clear and
enforced equality guidelines, and other 'out' members of staff and senior
management that contributed to her belief that her own coming out would not be
responded to negatively:

Lynn: Yeah, yeah everyone knows I'm gay but 1 work for a nightshift so our
team is fairly small... so we have quite a gay team [laughs]. So yeah, they tell
me to shut up cause I’m always going on about gay things ... so it's great, I'm
completely out in work actually, our place is very gay, there’s a couple in the
other night shift team and there's like two gay managers. So it is fairly
equal, it’s the most gay people I have ever worked with before. It's great.

On the whole, however, Lynn’s positive employment experience, within a large
international company, was the exception rather than the norm. Two other young
women who worked full-time had a more difficult experience. Alex, for example,
talked about working in a mostly male security company where her relationship
was highly sexualised by her colleagues who openly and often made jokes or crude
comments to her:

But with other fellas I work with it’s like all a big joke and they make
comments and they just say really disgusting things and so it really depends
who I work with. But actually recently in work there’s been a load of
comments, there’s a few guys who are really just like Neanderthals and they
like to make comments about my sexuality ...

Within this setting Alex did not feel confident that challenging these sexist and
homophobic comments would make any difference. In fact she believed that
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highlighting the issue would only draw further negative attention her way. As such,
she learned to accept, ignore or expect such comments from her colleagues.

Working in a church setting, Jo also faced open and direct discrimination when her
sexuality came to the attention of the minister. In her case a meeting was called
between herself and senior members of the church leadership to address the 'issue
of her sexuality’. While she was confident in her abilities as a worker and her rights
as an employee, the nature and focus of these meetings were designed to ‘stress
[her] out enough so that I would leave’. Jo explained how working in this
environment physically and emotionally impacted her well-being. Despite knowing
that her treatment was contravening employment legislation, Jo said she lacked the
‘strength’ and resolve to take the matter further.

When Jo eventually left this position she continued to experience discrimination
from this employer who contacted a potential new employer, suggesting that the
‘issue’ of homosexuality be discussed prior to any appointment. As a result, Jo
found herself having to disclose and explain her sexuality within a job interview,
both inappropriate and in breach of employment legislation. Having been
successful in this interview, despite the interference from her previous employer,
Jo is now careful that her sexuality is not viewed as contentious while at the same
time trying to balance her values and beliefs regarding this:

... it [sexuality] impinges upon my work ... I would be quite cautious ... 1
wouldn’t walk in and say something that would split the church down the
middle, so I’ve kind of said to him [minister] that I’m wise in situations but
I’ll never lie, and that's just where I stand with it.

For those young women who were not ‘out’ in work, the environment and
unchallenged anti-gay comments from work colleagues and employers made them
feel unsafe or in need of concealing their sexuality. They felt if they did not conceal
their identity that they might face harassment or have their employment status
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affected. When at college and university, for example, Sadie had a part-time job in a
small rural shop. While not ‘out’, and not directly the target of homophobic
discrimination, she recalls how difficult it was working in what she described as an
anti-gay environment:

... at work I really can’t be out cause of who my boss is. [Name] he’s an MLA
for the DUP and I know that he doesn’t agree with like being gay.

While LGB matters may not have been raised with Sadie directly or openly within
the workplace, the political party her employer was part of, alongside comments
posted on staff social media sites, made Sadie aware of his position on LGB issues.
As such the indirect actions of her employer impacted on her relationship with him
and the environment in which she worked:

... Recently, when the Marriage Bill was defeated, he [employer] put on his
Facebook that he was delighted about it and I had to go to work like an hour
after this had happened and I felt like quitting there and then ... 1 just felt
like quitting but I can’t because 1 need a job.

Like other young women, Sadie was fearful that should her employer or other
members of staff discover that she was gay, this could jeopardise her employment
opportunities, a job that she could not afford to lose at this time:

So I don't know that if he knew that, that it would change my employment,
like he can't do that but he could fire me for a different reason. And a lot of
the people that work there go to his church and they are mostly friends ... So
if 1 told one person in work and it got back to him 1 would just worry how he
would react to that and I wouldn’t want him to treat me any differently in
the workplace either.
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With the exception of a few, young women faced a number of barriers within
employment as a result of their sexuality. While, like other young women, Sadie
was aware that she could not be removed from her post solely on the grounds of
her sexuality, she was not confident that other grounds might not be found for
termination or at least differential treatment. So despite increasing equality and
employment legislation, the political positions of employers, the male
dominance/culture of the workforce and/or the religious ethos of the employer,
could make it difficult not only to 'come out’ but also to work in such environments.
Overall, these young women were aware of some employment rights but their age,
lack of confidence, need for a job and a belief that nothing would change silenced
many of them. In such instances it was felt safer to say nothing and endure
negative comments than challenge and possibly make things worse for themselves.
Despite employment protections, therefore, the lack of a visible workplace LGB
champion or ally left young women feeling exposed and potentially more
vulnerable that their heterosexual colleagues.

RELIGION

Personal faith, religious traditions and church membership were areas discussed at
length by a number of young women as significant in how they made sense of and
lived out their sexual identity. Many gave examples of how their experience of
religion and sexuality both clashed and co-existed. Some young women felt that
their religion/faith and sexuality were not contentious while for others, powerful
anti-gay positions adopted by mainstream Protestant and Catholic denominations
made it difficult to align these.

For Jo, growing up in a church setting that had a ‘black and white’ position on
‘homosexuality’ meant that she grew up not questioning much of this teaching,
stating that such topics were often ‘not open for discussion’ or 'not open to other
perspectives'. Internalising these teachings over a long period of time (as
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illustrated in Chapter Two), therefore, made it difficult for her and other young
women when they became aware of their sexuality, as their same-sex feelings and
experiences conflicted sharply with what they had learned were ‘right’, 'good' and
‘normal’ relationships:

Jo:... From 1 was a young age 1 would have been involved in like the church
context; going to youth clubs and stuff and it was the general language that if
it [homosexuality] was ever mentioned, which it wasn't most of the time, but
if it was every mentioned it would be that homosexuality is a sin, it’s just
wrong, don't do it. And at best‘love the sinner’sort of thing. That would
have been all I understood about it until 1 made a conscious decision to
explore that for myself. So there was probably a time when I almost would
have endorsed that; maybe that's just the way you’re meant to think.

For the most part young women never heard anything in church directly about
same-sex relationships. Yet an overt focus on heterosexual relationships, the open
and public condemnatory ‘religious' language and arguments used by politicians,
alongside the negative experiences of others, led them to the conclusion that being
or being ‘found out’ as gay would not be welcomed:

Kate: ... they actually asked him [a family friend] to leave the church cause
they found out that he was a practicing homosexual ...

Lily:... cause if you think Christian you think they are never going to accept
me. You think they think everything is an abomination or whatever.

Alex:... 1 didn’t really tell anyone at church cause I knew it was something;
because it was spoken of with such disgust in the church 1 knew it was
something that I wasn’t going to willingly admit. 1 told one friend at church
and there was like a whole witch-hunt.
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Further illustrative of the often unspoken anti-gay stance taken by Protestant
denominations, Lily felt it was the subtle teachings and the privileging of the
'traditional family’ rather than overtly condemnatory statements that gave the
impression that the church and homosexuality could not co-exist:

Lily:... It wasn’t like they were burning rainbow flags or anything, it just
probably wasn’t spoke about but then you just automatically assume that
they would never accept it. It would never be ok.

As such young women understood these teachings to be demonstrative of how they
would be viewed or treated should they ever ‘come out'. For Faith, who was a
regular church attender within the Catholic Church, church statements and
positions were often at odds with her personal beliefs:

Faith: ... went to Mass one day and they said a prayer for the gay marriage
rights bill not to be passed ... 1 find that really disturbing ...

Some young women spoke of the hurt caused by the subtle and overt religious
teachings they grew up hearing in churches, in schools and from some local
politicians. This was most pronounced in the accounts of those who had been
regular church attendees or who claimed a personal faith. These spoke of the hurt
they experienced as a consequence of how the topic was handled generally and/or
how the church had dealt with them personally. Alex had spent most of her teens
and early twenties attending various evangelical Protestant churches. She
commented on how important having a faith was to her and the sense of belonging
that being a member of a congregation offered. Alex recounts the lack of support
and sensitivity that was exercised when the minister in her church heard a rumour
that she was gay:

Alex: 1 had to go up for a big meeting and all with the pastor. He just kind of,
my nana brought me up, first of all he asked me was it true [rumours that
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she was gay], which I denied, cause I was just terrified and my nana was
very upset. Then he said that it wouldn’t be acceptable and all this, and the
usual reading those passages that everyone seems to hear of now and then
pretty much told me not to be involved in anything like that; and that was it
... so after that I learned never to open my mouth about it in church again ...
never spoke of again ...

Alongside the guilt that Alex felt as a result of misleading both the minister and her
grandmother, she highlighted the impact that a non-heterosexual identity had on
what were previously positive relationships with others in this setting. Until this
point she had been actively involved, was popular and respected for the roles she
undertook. Alex felt that awareness of her non-heterosexual orientation meant
that she lost the respect of many, was denied access to duties she had previously
preformed and found herself feeling the need to justify her motivation for
remaining involved:

Alex: 1 was so heavily involved and so highly respected that it all changed
overnight you know. Instead of me being great with the kids, I was suddenly
a danger to the kids, you know and that sort of thing... It went overnight
[her reputation]. 1 kind of have my reputation torn down. It used to like
absolutely cut me up like thinking about it cause 1 worked so hard and
dedicated a lot of time to the church.

The church, the roles she played within it, and the friendships that were based
there significantly contributed to in-group feelings (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) allowing
Alex's sense of identity to be authorized by others 'like' her (Coffman, 1963). Once
rumours spread about her sexuality, Alex was ‘disqualified from full social
acceptance’ within this context (ibid.: 9). She was refused roles she had previously
been entrusted with and was now viewed and treated as an out-group member
(Tajfel & Turner, 1986), stigmatized within a community that until this point, she
had enjoyed feeling part of (see Chapter Two):
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Alex:... like whenever I left [name] church, I lost about 95% of my friends.
Close, close friends 1 just couldn’t talk to them anymore or associate with
them anymore cause when you’re in that kind of circle you are in it and
when you’re out of it you don't even bother ...

Being cut off from this community and what had been her social support networks
meant that Alex now had very few people to turn to, during what was a very
’stressful’ time. This lack of support during a time of intense personal and social
change meant that feelings of isolation and alienation became intensified. Alex felt
unable to cope and spoke of the impact on her health at this time:

Alex: the stress of being gay ... 1 was extremely depressed and ... I had a
nervous breakdown. It’s been one of the most stressful experiences...

So significant was this community to Alex that she ‘tried the whole straight thing’ in
order to remain part of it and to ensure her involvement in those roles and tasks
from which she had taken so much worth. Alex went on to note that the 'straight
thing’ did not work so she concealed her sexuality, moving in and out of various
churches that were considered to be more affirming of LGB individuals. Despite
attending such churches, she remained cautious in disclosing her sexuality or
talking about her female partner, in case this may impact upon how she was viewed
and the roles she was permitted to undertake.

Other young women found more ‘successful’ ways of existing within the church
environment. Sixteen-year-old Scarlett for example was ‘heavily’ involved in the
Catholic church and took the position that she had 'as much right to be [there] as
anybody who's straight’. She talked about how she simply ignored the church’s
negative position on homosexuality and embraced those other aspects of church
life, which she enjoyed. Having only 'come out’ to her parents six months prior to
interview, it is difficult to ascertain whether this resilience was as a result of a
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relative lack of experience and personal condemnation, or a strong sense of
assurance and entitlement.

Rather than simply rejecting those teachings that conflicted with their personal
identity, such as the strategy used by Scarlett, other young women used this as an
opportunity to explore the position that different theologians or dominations held
regarding sexuality. This was a mechanism employed both to disprove the teaching
they were currently receiving and to provide a valid alternative:

Jo:... I decided to look into that a little bit... and came across a couple of
ministers who had the complete opposite perspective ... and it was just
enlightening to me that that even existed. Probably why I’m working for a
church now and not totally disillusioned ... There are other churches that
are incredibly affirming within Northern Ireland and would declare
themselves as such ...

Despite having undergone incredibly difficult experiences within Protestant
churches, both Jo and Alex still attended. Growing up in the church, a personal
faith, a desire to remain part of this community and a hope that they might change
things kept them there. This involvement, however, despite the sense of belonging
that it offered was problematic. Understanding their sexuality as essentially
biological (highlighted in Chapter Two) meant that this was a burden to be endured
and something that marked them as ‘different’ from the majority of others within
that community. As such, at various times, they went through painful processes in
‘hoping’ or ‘praying’ that their sexuality would be changed or that they would have
the resolve to turn away from it:

Alex: ... my main thing was just praying to be straight, it would be so much
more easier. Just do the typical thing, just find a man, get married all that
stuff. I’d pray all the time, 1 used to break my heart over it; it just wasn’t
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happening like.

Overall, the young women felt that churches (Catholic or Protestant) would
generally not be welcoming places for them should they become aware of their
non-heterosexual identity. As such, for those who wished to attend, the options
were either to conceal their identity in order to remain part of the in-group or to
come out and potentially face being alienated or marginalised. For those young
women who did not define themselves as religious, the religious messages
embedded within schools and propagated by authority figures nonetheless served
to define and reinforce their 'difference'.

PLACE AND SPACE

This final section explores place and space, both in terms of geographical
communities and communities of interest (LGB). It considers the impact of these
spaces on how young women understood and lived out their identity. The
connections young women made between their individual sexual identity and their
local communities were minimal, with exception of those living in rural areas
where a lack of diversity made presenting non-heterosexual identities difficult or
where there were few resources and services. One young woman who was living in
an urban working class area also noted the significance of place, in that she felt that
should her sexuality become visible that she would not be safe. Aside from these
examples young women talked more generally about life in Northern Ireland. This
is possibly due to being able to recognise the various ways in which their sexuality
interfaced with the politics of Northern Ireland in a way that they did not see at a
more local level.
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Northern Ireland: 'Backward' and 'Unwelcoming' Spaces

There was an overwhelming feeling amongst all of the young women that Northern
Ireland was 'unwelcoming' and ‘backward’ with regards to contemporary equality
matters for LGB people. These conclusions were drawn on the basis of regular
open political hostility by main parties and continued conservative heterocentric
teaching in schools and churches. Young women felt that such anti-gay attitudes,
displayed freely by politicians and civic leaders, legitimised or made more
acceptable homophobic attitudes at a public level. As such there was a feeling that
Northern Ireland was ‘different’ to elsewhere in the UK, where it appeared that
significant equality measures such as marriage equality were being discussed:

Chelsea: Everywhere else is like attempting to make things equal and they
are not bringing religion into it.

Lynn: It makes me angry that they [politicians] are just quashing the laws
without any real consideration, because of their personal beliefs.

At the time of interview, for example, marriage equality was being discussed in
England and Scotland and it was predicted that these proposals would advance
having received limited opposition. Such were young women's views on political
and religious life in Northern Ireland [both those with political interest and those
with limited political knowledge), that rather than feeling hopeful that such
advances would soon translate, they remained unconvinced that the same rights
would be afforded to people in Northern Ireland in the near future:

Lily: Unfortunately the DUP are in power and they are pretty much religious
zealots. Unfortunately that’s just the way the government is over here. The
church is running things, which shouldn’t be the case but. That’s one of the
biggest ones, DUP, and the Ulster Unionist Party. Their views are so
ingrained in people over here ... like England will pass it [Marriage Equality
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Bill] in the next 6 months or so but it's probably going to be another 20
years before it's even considered over here.

Some young women felt that this 'political backwardness’ would 'drive people
away'. A number stated that once they were old enough or financially independent
that they would themselves leave Northern Ireland:

Sadie: Like the way things are going in Northern Ireland at the minute I
really don’t want to stay here cause I feel that the majority of people, well
maybe not the majority, but I feel that there’s a lot of people out there who
really feel so strongly against who I am ... maybe just because I’m in
Northern Ireland I think it's the worst place ever.

On hearing regular political protest within the media to the introduction of similar
equality measures for Northern Ireland, some young women began to question if
these views were perhaps more representative of the views of the majority. This
thought not only disheartened young women, but caused some concern that
negative attitudes would translate into negatives reactions and personal attacks on
the basis of their sexuality:

Sadie: I think a lot of our politicians; like their views are widely known and
they are supposed to be people that are put in power by the majority of
people. So if you think that the majority agrees with them, you might not
want to come out cause there’s so many negative people around that are
going to say like that you are disgusting or that it's gross

Chelsea: I found all this research about Northern Ireland ... there would be a
wild lot of homophobia ... I had looked at a whole pile of stuff and thought
‘Jesus I am going to get bottled if I go out here.’
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LGBT ‘Community’: Gay Spaces and Places

Research has indicated the significant role the gay 'scene'10 can play in young
people’s identity formation and development (Valentine & Skelton, 2003). It notes
that the dominance of heterosexuality may mean that young people have limited
opportunities to meet and socialise with other LGB individuals. The ‘scene’,
therefore, can expose young people to this and in doing so offer alternative
'frameworks of identity’ from which to fashion their own identity from (ibid.: 852).
In other words, it can be a place within which young people interact with
significant others who are crucial to the process of taking on and fashioning a non
heterosexual identity.

Yet the 'scene’ could also be a place within which young people could 'lose oneself.
In the rush to ‘fit in’ they would conform to a new set of rules and norms associated
with this place (Valentine & Skelton, 2003). Within the interviews and reflective of
this, young women spoke of the 'love/hate’ relationship they had with the ‘scene’.
They commented that these spaces had at some points been supportive places that
enabled them to explore their identities and ultimately to come out. Alternatively
they noted how quickly these places became insular, claustrophobic and
'incestuous'.

Within their accounts both Scarlett and Amy highlighted the ‘messiness’ of this
‘love/hate’ relationship. On one hand they explained how helpful these places were
in allowing them to 'go out and be surrounded by people who were proud to be
what they were’. At the same time, however, they found it ‘extremely unhelpful’
because it was 'all drama, drama ... getting wasted and making an arse of yourself.
So while these gay spaces offered young women a majority position which they
enjoyed and drew a sense of belonging and acceptance from, the social power to

10 Commercial clubs and entertainment venues frequented by an LGBT majority
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generate conformity to group norms within these spaces often made them feel like
'suffocating' places where 'everyone knows everyone else’s business.’

For these reasons both Amy and Lynn commented that the 'scene' was only a
temporal experience for them and for many other young people. While they note
the initial excitement and 'buzz' that came from being in a place that offered them a
majority position and a place to be 'out', they also recalled what they called the
'toxic' nature of this environment:

Lynn : Now I went to [gay bar] quite a lot when I was young and just coming
out and through it was the best thing ever, very exciting ... I’ve kind of seen
the light since...

LGBTyouth groups
Outside of gay bars and clubs four young women had attended LGBT youth or
community groups. Most found these to be useful spaces in which to meet people
'like them’, away from the ‘alcohol’, ‘drugs' and ‘drama’ so often associated with the
'scene' (Valentine & Skelton, 2003). Until attending an LGBT youth group Kaz felt
like she was the 'only gay in the village’11. Through her involvement with this
group she met other young LGBT people from her area, which she found very
reassuring. This space was supportive, offered the possibility of making
friendships with other young LGBT people and provided her with the opportunity
of learning more and asking questions around LGBT issues:

Kaz: When I first went there it was kind of the realisation that... they all
lived in the same place as me and I’d never met any of them ... I had no gay
friends ... so when I went there it was like loads of other people who were
11 The only gay in the village’ is the catch-phrase of Little Britain character Daffyd Thomas.
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also gay. So that was good, and then we used to talk about other people’s
stories and that, which was very good.

Being surrounded by other gay young people and hearing their accounts of growing
up and coming out helped explain, and to an extent legitimise, many of the feelings
Kaz had been experiencing. As highlighted previously, so heterocentric was Kaz’s
understanding based on the religious teaching she had received around sexuality,
that when she first felt attracted to another girl she felt that she 'must have been a
boy ... boys are attracted to girls ... I must be a boy’. In this space, however, Kaz met
other young women who identified as women while simultaneously acknowledging
and accepting a same-sex attraction. So significant were these encounters with
other young LGB people that Kaz felt that if it had not been for this group, at this
time, that she 'still wouldn't be happy with being a lesbian'. Formal processes such
as meeting others, having her rights explained and receiving information, alongside
more social processes of finding people ‘like her’ and norms with which she could
affirm, helped Kaz feel less isolated, excluded and ‘wrong’ (feelings and experiences
that were common throughout her time at school and within her family).

Amy also highly valued the acceptance that she found within an LGBT youth group.
Prior to this she noted that the only community that she had felt part of was the
church community. As she became increasingly aware of her sexuality, however,
she was fearful that this community would expel her. Being part of an LGBT group
helped Amy to no longer feel like an 'oddball' - here her feelings and experiences
were mirrored in so many of those around her. This group meant that she was
'finally part of something and no longer needed to hide'.

From the young women’s accounts it is evident that gay spaces were a crucial
aspect (highlighted more so than any other) of their processes of self-identification.
These places allowed young women to feel 'part of something’, 'less alone’, and
'normal'. Alongside the previously noted problems with the ‘scene’, however, some
young women also commented that these were often male-orientated places. This
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was a criticism also raised about LGB services and youth provision - a ‘male
agenda’, disproportionate numbers of male attendees and almost exclusively male
leadership in such spaces meant that some young women perceived their issues or
interests to take second place to those of their male peers:

Kate: I mean it’s nice here and there's a nice atmosphere but 1 think it’s
more for guys, it helps guys more than it could ever help girls...

Some felt that the male focus within these centres stemmed from a tradition
around providing sexual health information and awareness-raising to gay men.
Amy commented, for example, that the focus of the group she attended was 'all
condoms ... and sexual health testing for men...’. The overt focus on men within
these spaces left these young women feeling like they were not the priority.
Considered as less of a risk than their male peers, 'lesbians get pushed to the side ...
we are not such a big deal ... they deal with the gay men first'. This experience
correlates with that noted in other research (see Chapter One) whereby young
women’s issues are side-lined in both youth and LGBT provision.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has examined ways in which social institutions impact young women’s
sense of self in contemporary Northern Ireland. It has demonstrated that in order
to understand how young women make sense of and live out their identities in
society, it is imperative that we understand the impacts of wider normative
structures and social institutions. Place is fundamental in developing constructions
of personal identity, self and wellbeing. This research demonstrates that in this
place, religious teachings and positions are hard to escape, evident not only within
the institution of church itself, but also underpinning school curriculum and ethos,
and entering many political and legal debates. This normalises and privileges
heterosexuality, at best ignoring non-heterosexual identities, and at worst
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condemning them. It is the degree to which such privileging is repeated across the
many institutions that young people grow up in that is significant.

This study is not, however, solely applicable to Northern Ireland. It illustrates
more generally the significant consequences of public institutions, particularly
schools, relying upon strong moral distinctions between ‘good’ and 'bad' gendered
sexualities. Further a general lack of education around sex, sexualities and
identities, alongside no formal educational input around non-heterosexual
identities, limits the ways that young women can make sense of and talk about
their identity. The ‘writing out’ of sexualities (non-heterosexual) within the school
setting leaves young women without information and plays a role in making non
heterosexualities secret and private matters. This can impact on the value that one
places on their identity and their willingness to share this information with others
(Illustrated in Chapter Two). Added to this, schools are sites of gender and sexual
conformity through the implementation of the formal and hidden curriculum.
Homophobia is often not adequately addressed. Indeed within this research,
cultures of victim blaming and unequal treatment of'difference' were evident. This
impacted on young women through enforced absenteeism (school not a safe place
to be), leaving school earlier than expected and with fewer qualifications than
predicted.

Moving beyond the religiosity and moralising of the school setting often made
young women more comfortable and confident regarding their sexuality. While
there were some more positive examples within regional technical colleges, the
most positive experiences were reported by those young women who attended
university. These places, defined by norms of academic freedom and critique,
'provide a relatively tolerant and supportive environment’ for young people to
develop a non-heterosexual identity (Valentine & Skelton, 2003: 852). Yet it should
be remembered that the university experience often remains the preserve of
‘middle class’ young people (ibid.).
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For a number of young women religion offered them a sense of belonging and
community. While some managed to negotiate their sexuality within this setting,
on the whole a non-heterosexual identity within their churches was the cause of
tension and conflict, at times removing them from the in-group privileges and
freedoms they had enjoyed and drawn a sense of worth from. This ‘rejection’ and
isolation could have profound effects on young women's mental health. LGBT
spaces on the other hand, could provide a sense of belonging, feelings of acceptance
and reassurance, and were often pivotal in processes of self-identification. Like any
community, however, these too could simultaneously be places of inclusion and
exclusion. The LGB ‘community’ was a paradoxical space - offering a sense of
belonging but conversely making invisible the experiences, needs and issues
concerning women. The ‘intimacy’ of the local ‘scene’ could also make it
claustrophobic for some who distanced themselves from it as they became more
comfortable with their sexual identity.

In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated that social norms around gender and
sexuality in Northern Ireland, as they take shape across a range of institutional
sites where young women grow up, generate significant conflict and struggle. The
normative status of strongly gendered heterosexuality confers status on particular
presentations of sexual selfhood (See Chapter Two). The pervasiveness of this, and
the authority of these institutions at a time when young people are so heavily
involved in, and monitored by them, makes experiences of growing up and ‘coming
out’ complex.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION

This research was inspired by my work with young LGBT women over the past
decade. Witnessing the changing ways in which these young women were
understanding, constructing and communicating their gender and sexual identities
and hearing their diverse accounts was what prompted the project. In order to
respond to the exclusion of young, non-heterosexual women within mainstream
research structures and theory development on LGBT issues, the research sought
to attend to the 'missing discourse of gender' (Hammers, 2015) by placing young
women at the centre of the process. Adopting a feminist participatory approach
ensured young women actively informed, shaped and fed into the study and that
those 'passed over’ or ‘avoided’ within more conventional research (Hesse-Biber &
Piatelli, 2007: 149) were brought forward (DeVault & Gross, 2007: 176).

In terms of its focus and method, therefore, this study adds to a field that has
tended to problematise LGBT identities, side-line young women and more recently
celebrate the supposed decreasing impact of homophobia and fluidity of sexual
identities among contemporary youth (McCormack, 2014). Moving beyond the
'problem' aspects of a non-heterosexual identity and instead considering how
young women construct, negotiate and manage minority gender and sexual
identities is what makes this research unique. Examining the intersections of
youth, gender and sexuality is also an important contribution to the field. Youth is
a period often defined by institutional relations and interactions (Jones, 2009;
Heath et ah, 2009) that can impact on processes of identity formation and sense of
self. Further, given not only the privileging of heterosexuality within society but
also the privileging of adulthood, the experiences of young people can be ignored,
demeaned or problematised. The position of youth, and the authority and
pervasiveness of institutions at this time in their lives was an important
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consideration in constructions of sexual selfhood, and one which was absent from
current analysis.

The implementation of a young women's working group not only grounded the
research process within the experiences of young women but has ensured that the
findings will be accessible, disseminated widely, specifically targeting young
women (see Chapter Three). While not designed as an action research project, it
was always anticipated that the study would have significant outcomes for young
women; youth; community; education; health; and LGBT professionals. The
project’s unique contribution therefore, evolves from its concern to examine the
intersection of multiple minority identities (age, gender and sexuality) and to share
the findings in order to inform and enhance work with young women.

This study is limited, however, in the conclusions it can draw in two important
ways. Firstly, issues with recruitment to focus groups meant that numbers of
participants were smaller than anticipated, as explained in Chapter Three.
Consequently, the focus group material was not analysed as thoroughly as initially
planned. Instead, the data gathered during these sessions informed the nature and
content of the one-to-one interviews. In hindsight, it would have been interesting
to more fully explore the ways in which young women made sense of these topics,
the meanings attached and how these identities were constructed in interaction
with others (Raab, 1993; Punch, 2002). It is anticipated that the content of these
focus groups might be the basis of a briefing paper published after the completion
of this study.

The experiences of transgender young women in particular were not sought within
this study. In recognition that much research that claims to be LGBT in nature
often does not have representative transgender samples, and sometimes none at
all, this study was clear from the outset that transgender individuals would not be
actively sought as participants. The dynamics of gender and sexuality work
differently in non-heterosexual and trans-gender/trans-sex contexts. The
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distinctiveness of each case is worth full consideration, before comparisons and
contrasts can be explored. A follow up study in this area, especially given the
strong themes to emerge around gender within this research, would be beneficial.

Finally, as in much research, themes emerge in the process of data collection, the
significance of which were not fully anticipated. While there was an expectation
that young women would draw on examples from popular culture (given the lack of
other visible role models), the degree to which this was discussed had not been
anticipated. Given the very specific focus of this thesis, and word restrictions, it has
not been possible to explore in detail the role of media and popular culture in their
accounts. This is, however, an area worthy of further investigation.

The remainder of this chapter will review the research aims and objectives and
present overarching themes to have emerged from the data.

Review of Aims and Objectives

The aim of the research was to explore the range of ways in which young women
construct their non-conventional sexuality in a hostile social context; how
interactions with significant others, particularly through the process of coming out,
shape constructions of difference; and how non-heterosexual young women reflect
on experiences with key social institutions as they grow up and come out. In order
to meet these aims, key research objectives included:

•

Centralise the voices and experiences of young women throughout the life of
the project through the establishment of a young women’s working group.

•

Access a range of young non-heterosexual women aged 16 - 25 years who
have grown up in Northern Ireland (considering class, religion, age and
geographical location).
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•

Conduct focus group discussions to identify key areas pertaining to the
research question that can be followed up in more depth during one-to-one
interviews.

•

Collect in-depth stories from young women relating to their sexual and
gender identities.

•

Explore the interface between these identities and the institutions of family,
peers, education and religion.

•

Analyse how young women make sense of, negotiate and communicate their
non heterosexual/non-gender conforming identities.

This thesis has illustrated the ways in which these aims and objectives have been
achieved - ensuring the central role of young women, the collection of diverse indepth accounts and exploring how these personal accounts interface with the
institutions of family, peers, education and religion.

Policy and Practice Implications: Integrating Professional and Academic Knowledge

As a youth work practitioner, it was always intended that this study would have a
practical application for those working with young women, LGB youth, those
designing policy and young women themselves. As such, throughout the course of
the study opportunities were taken and created in order to ensure that some of the
key points emerging from the study were disseminated widely within these fields.
The following provides a brief overview of how the findings have and continue to
be distributed.

Academic Dissemination

Academic papers have been presented at the Lesbian Lives Conference at the
University of Brighton; the LGBTQI Conference at the University of Manchester; the
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Sociology, Social Policy and Social Work post-graduate seminar series and annual
conference at Queen’s University Belfast; the North South LGBT conference in
Dublin and at the Ulster University Youth Work conference to an audience of
researchers, academics, and activists.

Through my work in this area I have been invited to act as a peer reviewer for the
Journal of Youth Studies.

It is envisaged that focus group data not used in this thesis (due to length
limitations) around ‘young women talking...gender' and ‘young women
talking...sexuality’ will be written up into both practice papers and journal articles.

Practice Dissemination

At a practice level there has been a range of opportunities to share the research
findings, the methods employed and the principles underpinning the research to
youth and community practitioners, social work students and staff and those
working in health and social care fields. The Youth Council for Northern Ireland
funded a research roadshow for this study across 5 locations in Northern Ireland.
Over 80 youth and community work practitioners attended these roadshows,
which outlined key points from the study and concluded with facilitated workshop
discussion around these.

The research was also heavily drawn upon in presenting inputs to social work and
youth work students around Inclusive Approaches to Work with LGBT Young
People. To date these have taken place in with Social Work students in Queen's
University Belfast and Belfast Metropolitan College, and with Youth Work students
in Ulster University (Jordanstown and Magee Campuses), Youthlink, Maynooth
University and Belfast Bible College. One-off inputs around the methods employed
within the study have also been delivered within Queen’s University as part of a
Research Methods in Practice module.
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A write up of'A different kind of girl’, an article presented at a number of
conferences was included in the Department of Educations, Curriculum
Development Unit (CDU) newsletter. This was disseminated to all voluntary and
statutory youth work clubs and organisations within Northern Ireland.

The research findings have also been disseminated on a regular basis to the
Children and Young People’s Strategic Partnership12. Members of the young
women's working group have also made presentations to the LGBT sub-group of
the CYPSP and helped in facilitating a training event.

Youth Dissemination

Research participants were given the opportunity to been kept informed regarding
the development of the research. All apart from one asked to be added to this
database and have received annual updates. A final 'youth friendly' document will
be compiled and forwarded to research participants and gate-keeper organisations
that outlines key findings within the study. It is anticipated that some of the
original young women’s working group will help with the design, layout and
wording of this document.

As outlined in chapter two the young women’s working group created a verbal
archive, SpeakOUT. To date 12 stories recorded with almost 4000 hits. This group
continue to add stories to the archive and publicise this via links on various social
media sites. Recording and making these stories available became an important
aspect of the study as it was felt that they might connect with other young women
growing up and coming out in Northern Ireland while also providing a space where
the voices of young women could be heard.
12 The Children and Young People’s Strategic Partnership is a multi agency partnership that
includes the leadership of key statutory agencies and community and voluntary organisations that
have a responsibility for improving the lives of children and young people in Northern Ireland.
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EXPERIENCES, INTERACTIONS, IDENTIFICATION: GROWING UP AND COMING
OUT IN NORTHERN IRELAND

While within each of the data chapters analytical conclusions have been presented,
it is instructive to return here to the intersection of sexuality, gender and age,
considering how 'social inequalities are created and sustained’ (Okolosie, 2014:
90). This multi-theoretical framework enabled those factors influential in
processes of identity formation and sexual selfhood within society to be explored.
It allowed for an examination of the processes through which age (i.e. youth) is
often used to discredit sexuality; gender used to desexualise and homogenise
young women’s experiences and heterocentricity used to make invisible the
experiences of young non-heterosexual women. It explores how these combine
and play out in the every lives of young non-heterosexual women in contemporary
Northern Ireland.

While not rejecting the relevance of biology in how gender, sexual and youth
identities are created and experienced, this thesis is primarily informed by an
interactionist perspective that is concerned with the social meanings attached to
these identities. The thesis assumes that the meanings given to gender, sexuality
and youth are 'socially produced, socially maintained ... and socially organised’
(Plummer, 2003: 515). Generated and maintained through social processes and
played out within specific institutional contexts, meanings are formed, shaped and
reshaped through interaction (Vance, 1989; Plummer, 2003). Interactions with
these normative social structures and institutions impact on how individuals
perceive of and present their social position (Montgomery, 2007; Kehily, 2007). As
such, ‘individuals are not born with a sense of self but develop self concepts
through interactions’ (Longmore, 1998), they are ‘the products ... of social
categorisation and self-identification’ (Weeks, 1995: 157).
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Sexuality as Biologically Fra me d

Essentialist medical models of sexuality remain dominant (Weeks, 2003). Despite
increasingly visible and less fixed sexualities, the young women in this research
continue to understand their sexuality as essentially formed. A feeling that they
were 'born this way' was evident in almost all of their accounts (Copeland, 2015).
In this way sexuality is considered inherent, instinctive and as a result of one's
biological sex (Rubin, 1984). One can see this perspective of sexuality reflected in
popular sexuality discourse and foundational in many high profile LGBT campaigns
fronted by celebrities and musicians. Illustrative of this, American pop star and
LGBT activist, Lady Gaga, tells us regarding sexuality, gender and identities more
generally, that we are ‘born this way’. Macklemore and Ryan Lewis in their global
hit Same Love,13 similarly comment that ‘1 can’t change even if 1 could, even if I
wanted to’. For some, this essentialist understanding of sexuality is of comfort
especially if living in environments and interacting with institutions in which non
heterosexual sexualities are labelled ‘not natural' or ‘perverse’. In such instances
an essentialist understanding of sexuality limits the need to justify one’s
attractions. Their feelings, desires and subsequent experiences were not their
‘fault’ but rather an inevitable consequence of their biological make-up.

Essentially understood sexuality was an 'inner truth’ to be discovered (Weeks,
2003: 7). While some noted becoming aware of this ‘truth’ in childhood, others
recounted lengthy and often difficult processes endured in order to discover what
their 'truth' was. The search for their ‘authentic’ sexual identity, one that would be
fully realized rather than considered a passing phase, was challenging. Concerned
that they might have got it ‘wrong’, and not quite trusting the ‘truth’ they had
found, age (youth) was often used by the young women and others to discredit
non-heterosexual feelings or desires. This combination of two more biological
understandings (of sexuality and age), as noted below, could cause confusion (not
13 Unofficial anthem adopted by supporters of legalising same-sex marriage in the US.
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knowing how to define), consolation (having no control over it) or some respite, in
that it was felt that their 'true' sexual identity would ‘work itself out' in time.

While a biologically essentialist understanding of sexuality helped some make
sense of their minority sexual identity, for others it was perceived as a burden they
had to bear. Young women felt that many of the milestones achieved by their peers
(e.g. first partner, school formal, getting married and having a family) were
heterosexually framed, and as such they would not experience acknowledgement
or celebrations associated with these in the same way. The privileging of
heterosexuality (Weeks, 1995; McAlister et al., 2014) through rituals and
institutions in this way brought with it 'cultural status and success’ (Skeggs, 2002:
126). In light of this, the burden of a non-heterosexual identity was the unfortunate
draw of a biological lottery in which some were rewarded while others were not.
Understood this way, and reflective of comments made by young women in Chapter
Four, their sexuality was often a thing they wished could be removed.

Thus, despite recent theorisations regarding increased awareness and acceptance
of sexual fluidity, and some high profile examples of this in popular culture, the
notion of sexuality as freely chosen was a minority experience in this research.
Likewise, celebrations, positive recognition, and sometimes personal acceptance, of
non-heterosexual identities were limited primarily due to the continued dominance
and privileging of heterosexuality.

Gender as a Biological Predisposition

As with sexuality, gender is also understood as core to an individual’s sense of self
(Elliott, 2014). Most commonly understood, femininity and masculinity reflect
what are considered 'natural' and 'typical' behaviours for women and men
(Woodward, 2000). Such ‘natural’ behaviours therefore sustain norms concerning
'normal' presentation (Furlong, 2013). Taking an interactionist approach this
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study sought to query the concept of a ‘natural’ or biologically predisposed
gendered self. Rather it sought to explore how a sense of gender developed and
was experienced through interaction with others (Longmore 1998: 51).

The research illustrated how from childhood, young women encountered
conventional gender norms within key institutions and reference groups. They
recalled how conventional/conforming gender presentations were expected within
their family and wider reference groups and how not performing gender ‘correctly’
resulted in tension. As such, within every aspect of their lives there were expected
ways of presenting ones gender, and interactions with parents and other important
figures indicated similarity or difference. ‘Successful’ presentations of gender were
often rewarded, imputing status on the individual, while not attaining these gender
expectations ‘riskjed] spoiling one’s ... identity’ (Longmore, 1998: 50).

Despite some contemporary presentations that pushed the boundaries of gender,
conventional norms and roles remain influential. As such young women
consistently recalled their unsuccessful or failed gender presentations (e.g. gender
disobedience or gender failure). Whether as a result of presenting gender
differently (through appearance, hobbies etc.) or doing gender differently (through
same-sex attractions) young women felt that they were out of line with other girls.
This contributed to feelings of difference and the notion they were somehow a
'different kind of girl’. Further, so closely tied are constructions of gender and
sexuality (Weeks, 2010) that presenting outside of conventional feminine norms
and having same-sex attractions meant that many felt 'doubly different’. The
burden associated with this could be great. Not only were they not fitting in with
their peers, and thus potentially experiencing isolation and exclusion, but many
also felt that they were disappointing their families and friends. The inherently
heterosexual nature of gender 'underpinned by an ideology of romantic love and a
discourse of femininity' (Thompson & Scott, 1999: 14) meant that many of the
milestones where one might be celebrated based on a successful presentation of
gender, became instead ‘gender failure' moments within which these young
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women’s difference was further highlighted. Those who presented more in line
with gendered expectations also experienced feelings of difference, as they were
perceived as diverting from the norms associated with a female lesbian or gay
identity. As such, the young women found themselves in a gender bind, unable to
secure affirmation of a non-heterosexual identity if they presented a conventional
gender identity, and facing the social censure of non-heterosexuality if they did not.

At a time of supposed gender equality, when gender fluidity and the queer non
identity are esteemed within popular culture and contemporary LGB youth
research (Anderson & McCormack, 2015; McCormack, 2014; Morris, 2014), this
thesis argues the continued ways in which gender is learned and reinforced
through various institutions with which young women interact. To break with
these brings feelings of personal difference, but also of failing and disappointing
others, adding to the strain that young women already experience as they attempt
to make sense of their emerging sexual selves. Importantly, strong norms exist
within all groups, and while presenting in non-gender conforming ways may have
allowed a different set of norms to be authorized by some, others because of their
more conventional presentation could find it difficult ‘fitting in’ anywhere.

The ‘Problem’ of Youth

The notion of youth and/or adolescence remains influential (See Cote, 2014;
Furlong, 2012) in presenting this period in the life course as a time of risk,
characterised by irrational, immature and experimental behaviours (Wyn & White,
1997: Montgomery, 2007; Kehily, 2007). Evidenced within this study, and
reflective of this dominant understanding, behaviours that were non-heterosexual
and/or gender non-conforming were often discredited, excused or explained as
phases in the process of self discovery, typical of youth (Wyn & White, 1997:
Montgomery, 2007; Kehily, 2007). Understood in this way, this period was not to
be trusted. Any non-heterosexual thoughts or gender non-conformity were often
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considered part of this process of self discovery rather than being 'real' and
possibly permanent. Young women (and others) felt, that time and maturity would
solve many of the problems or dilemmas they were experiencing with their identity
during this time.

While not denying the physical and emotional changes experienced by young
people, a solely biological perspective is in danger of dismissing the more complex
ways in which wider normative social structures and systems interact with young
people during this period (Montgomery, 2007). Rather attention should be given to
how young people influence and are influenced by society. Taking into
consideration cultural, institutional and environmental factors alongside physical
developments might help explain more fully why adopting or accepting a non
dominant identity might be problematic. Growing up within a religiously
conservative context and the pervasiveness of hetero-normative schooling
contributes to an environment within which non-heterosexual experiences are
stigmatized, 'disqualifying the individual from full social acceptance’ (Goffman,
1963: 9). It is these gendered heteronormative structures, rather than simply the
frivolity of youth, which should be considered in explaining why and how young
people adopt, accept or doubt and deny non-conventional identities.

So despite increasingly fluid presentations of sexuality and gender, this thesis has
demonstrated the many ways in which young women continue to be tied into
heterosexuality and gender conformity. It has illustrated how dominant
developmental biological understandings of gender and sexuality reinforce
sexuality as a thing beyond an individual's control. Age is central to this, given both
the degree to which youth is defined and regulated by institutional processes and
relations, and how youth sexuality as a time of experimentation, heightened sexual
desire and a lack of self control can call into question the ‘realness’ of any identity,
desires or feelings (other than conforming) expressed during this seemingly
unpredictable time. Examining the intersections between age, gender and
sexuality, therefore, is key to understanding how young women conceived of and
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talk about their emerging sexual identity, and experience their sense of self in
society, at this time.

Management and Negotiation of Gender and Sexual Identities in a Hostile Context

Through young women's everyday experiences and their interactions with
individuals and institutions, this thesis has demonstrated the continued power and
prevalence of dominant understandings of sex, gender and age, and the privileging
of normative hetero-gender roles. The negative impacts on young women’s
educational experiences, family relationships, emotional well-being and sense of
belonging in various contexts have been discussed. What is clear is that young non
heterosexual women, to varying degrees and at different times, experience
isolation and marginalisation. Their place, concerns and involvement often
overshadowed by that of their male contemporaries; age, gender and sexuality can
combine to reinforce this marginalisation. Even within supposedly ‘gay spaces' the
needs of young women are secondary (seemingly less urgent) to that of their male
peers. While the study did not seek to explore comparative experiences between
young non-heterosexual women and men, on those occasions when they talked
about the ‘gay scene’ these differences came vividly to the fore.

While many of the points raised so far might present a somewhat bleak and
disempowered image of the young women within this study, this was certainly not
the entirety of their experiences. As established throughout the thesis, their
accounts demonstrated a range of imaginative, effective and sometimes costly ways
of negotiating and managing their gender and sexualities within a heteronormative
environment. Illustrative of this, young women’s agency can be seen in their use of
strategic bisexual narratives, adopting a sexual categorization that would allow
them to engage in same-sex relationships without the stigma, stereotypes and
permanence associated with being ‘fully’ gay. Furthermore, their view that
'everyone is bi nowadays’ was taken advantage of by some and enabled them to
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seemingly 'experiment' with their sexuality. Claiming bisexuality also enabled
them to gauge whether it would be safe, accepted or possible for them to come out
more 'fully' at a later date.

Young women also actively employed methods of editing or concealing their
sexualities within particular interactional contexts. They did this through
removing the gender pronouns of their partners and instead using ‘they’ in order to
share stories and experiences that they felt would be read as heterosexual and
therefore acceptable. Some young women refrained from coming out to parents
until they were financially independent, and could support themselves, should it be
the case that they be asked to move out of the family home. To make up for
potential disapproval in one area of life (i.e. through not living up to the
expectations of their gender), they would invest in others areas in order to retain
the respect of significant others. Other young women managed their sexual
identities by imagining a future in which things would be different, because they
had moved to a different country or city. These imagined realities motivated the
young women to keep going in the knowledge that a positive change would
eventually come despite their current experiences. So despite the conservative
context in which they were growing up, and the conventional gender expectations
that surrounded them, this study has illustrated the many ways that young women
have managed and negotiated their gender and sexuality in spite of their feelings
that this will not be positively received.

While not wishing to negate the agency that individual young people can display,
and which has been noted above, it would be remiss not to acknowledge the
bounded nature of that agency (Evans, 2002). The particular influence of time,
place and class, for example, was important in contextualising and understanding
young women's experiences of growing up and coming out. While these specific
factors were not the focus of my study, aware of the over representation of middleclass and urban populations within recent sexualities research I was deliberate in
recruiting those living outside of cities and from working class families. As
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anticipated, the experiences of those young women who had or were attending
university, were distinct from those who were/had not. University provided young
women with the opportunity to encounter difference and in doing so to question
sameness, indeed as Woodward notes, it is through interaction with others that
individuals develop an awareness of those groups or people they identify with (in
groups) and those they are different from (out-groups) (2000: 4). As illustrated in
Chapter Four universities were less religiously organised, drew a more diverse
population and offered young women, the opportunity, away from home, to affiliate
with important reference groups (Cote, 2014; Furlong, 2012). Further illustrative
of the difference of experience on the basis of socio-economic status, young women
growing up in close-knit working class communities faced additional barriers in
straying from accepted community norms. As Coffman notes, those individuals
who 'cannot maintain the identity norm ... [risk] alienating ... [themself] from the
community which upholds that norm’ (1963: 154). For young women who had no
immediate plans to leave their community (e.g. to attend university or as a career
move), 'fitting in’ by mirroring in-group behaviours remained important.
Finally, one can see how place, both immediate and at a national level has impacted
young women’s choices and decisions, their sense of self, their feelings of difference
and their understanding and negotiation of a minority identity. Growing up in a
religiously conservative society maintains an ‘othering’ around non-heterosexual
identities. This ‘othering’ is demonstrated regularly within political, religious,
societal and legislative discourses and shapes many of the young women's
aspirations, feelings of inclusion and future plans for a life in Northern Ireland or
elsewhere. And while not entirely the product of their environment these powerful
norms shape the development of social selves and identities (Scott, 1991). While
views of Northern Ireland as ‘backward’ contributed to feelings of hopelessness
and despondency, at this time they were also seeing equality advances in other
places (e.g. same-sex marriage in England, Scotland, Wales and some states in the
U.S.) which offered hope: hope that things might eventually change in Northern
Ireland and if not, hope that there were other places where their sexual and gender
identities might be more fully embraced.
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The thesis has demonstrated that it is within cultural contexts and social relations
and interactions that sexuality ‘attains meanings' (Weeks, 2010: 90). Heterogendered norms are so deeply embedded within cultural processes and social
structures that advances elsewhere in Northern Irish society in relation to equality,
human rights, shared space, inclusivity etc. have not translated to gender and
sexuality issues. So despite globalised media representations of diverse sexualities
and gender presentations, the impact of religious teachings and social norms in this
place, alongside the dominant view now informing LBGT lobbying that non
heterosexual individuals are 'born this way', limits the possibilities (and sometimes
the desire) to creatively remake gender and sexuality. Overall the research has
demonstrated that in contemporary Northern Ireland gendered heterosexual
norms confer status on particular presentations of selfhood that are reflected,
reproduced and privileged across many institutions. It is in drawing from this that
an individual’s understanding of non-heterosexual identities is shaped and partially
achieved. The pervasiveness of this, and the authority of these institutions at a time
when young people are so heavily involved in and monitored by them, makes
experiences of growing up and 'coming out’ more complex than some
contemporary theorisations might imply.
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Appendix One: Focus Group Session Plan
Aim: A participative workshop that will support young women in thinking and
talking about coming out, being non-heterosexual and how this fits within a
Northern Ireland context.

1. Introduce self - Thank participants and explain the aim and layout of the
workshop - talk through the information and consent papers.

2. Opening Circle - Name game type exercise e.g. name and favourite band/TV
programme etc.

3. Group Contract - Word storm, as a large group, what needs to be agreed in
order to create a safe, participative environment. Points to include -limits
of confidentiality, disclosure, participation

4. Coming Out - Brief wordstorm to explore participants understanding of
coming out.

5. Snakes and Ladders - Film. Prompt questions - i) The idea behind the film
is that coming out is like a game, that goes well for some, ok for others and
not well at all for others still. What do you think about that in relation to
coming out? Do you agree/disagree? Have a different metaphor? General
thoughts on the themes within the film, ii) What do you think are some of
the snakes and ladders that young women might face in relation to coming
out in Northern Ireland? iii) If coming out is to play the game (and risk
facing the snakes) what might the alternative be? Why would people choose
that option? iv) Some people decide that regardless of the snakes they are
going to come out. Can you identify some of the pros and cons to coming
out?
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6. Big Body - Participants are asked to write/draw inside and outside the
outline of the body. Prompt questions - What kind of labels/language do
young women use to describe their identity? And sexual orientation?
(record these inside the outline of the woman). Do these labels sit
comfortably with you? Which ones do not? Explore these. Does it matter?
What is the impact of these labels? Is there anything specific that stands out
for you in relation to being female and being_____ (use whichever label
they have used). Look to pull out gendered messages received by young
women - write these messages around the body. Do you think boys and
girls growing up and coming out in NI have different experiences (Explore
where these messages and ideas have come from).

7. Society & Rights - Image flash cards. Using the images provided, pick a few
pictures that illustrate how you feel Northern Ireland is at in relation to all
things gay! There have been lots of changes in the law recently in relation to
how LGB people are treated within society e.g. civil partnerships, protection
within employment etc. How important is that? What impact do you think
it might have? What difference do you think it will make in society? How
easy/straightforward is it to be a non-heterosexual young woman in
Northern Ireland? What are some of the barriers faced by young gay
women in Northern Ireland (may have be previously covered in section
one).

8. Recap - Anything else they want to say but didn’t have the opportunity to
raise during the session.

9. Closing Exercise - Light but related. Draw attention to the little leaflets of
help and thank participants for their input.
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Appendix Two: Interview Schedule

Aim of the research: Research tells us some of the issues faced by LGB people in
Northern Ireland. Much of this research focuses on the experiences of men or the
health 'problems’ associated with being LGB. Much less is known about young
women’s experiences of being other than heterosexual. This research seeks to hear
young women's stories (highlight the information sheet).

Consent: Highlight the areas outlined on the consent sheet and obtain signature.

Purpose of audio recording: What will be done with this and who will have access
to this (highlighting that it is optional). In order to listen to you fully during the
interview a tape recorded is used to record the information. This tape will be typed
up (without names or other details that might identify you). Once typed up the
original tape will be deleted. While some people may have access to the typed
material only 1 will hear the tape.

Scope of research (what will be done with the information you share): All of the
interviews that I conduct will contribute into an overall report which will highlight
the experiences of young women growing up and coming out in Northern Ireland.
This report will be used for my studies at QUB but it will also be used through
voluntary youth and community organisations to inform and improve services,
policies and procedures for non-heterosexual young women.

Check-in: Check that the participant is clear regarding the focus of the research
and what they are being asked to do. Ask if they have any questions about it and if
they are happy to proceed.

The following interviewee led approach, focuses on overall ‘conversation’ topics to
be explored within the interview. The researcher will ask the participant to share
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their story and use prompt questions, from a number of categories, to facilitate the
participant in developing and further considering various aspects of this account.

Growing up and 'coming out'
in Northern Ireland.
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Introduction - Tell me a bit about yourself (age, school, work, background).

Coming Out - As mentioned the aim of the research is to hear young women’s
stories in relation to coming out. Is this something you feel you have done, if so can
you tell me more about that?

If not, can you tell me a bit more about that?
What did it mean for you to 'come out’/tell people about your sexual
orientation?
Can you tell me more about significant moments in the process of coming
out?
Who were the people/organisations/institutions that supported/helped you
in coming out. Did you have any particular role models?
Who were the people/organisations/institutions that proved to be a barrier
in your coming out?
Stress associated with coming out - what were you fearful of in relation
this?
Listen out for who has been told and those who have not - explore further.
Consider the impact or reference to school, church, family, friends in the
coming out story (what has been mentioned/what has not - possibly
explore further).
The place of the 'scene' in this story? (pros & cons of this).
Values and beliefs that you grew up with how have these impacted on your
coming out process/being gay.
Some people say that coming out is a process - what stage would you be at
and why? (Poss. explore where they would like to be and how they could
get there and the things that are currently standing in their way).

Identity - One of the reasons you have been asked to take part in the interview is
because you identify as other than heterosexual/straight. Can you tell me more
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about this and how you came to identify in this way (likely raised in section above weave in some of these questions)

•

How did you understand your sexual orientation growing up? How (what
language) did you talk about it?

•

How would you identify your sexual orientation?
(e.g.gay/lesbian/queer/dyke etc). Is that a label you are happy with? Were
you always happy with it? Are there other labels you would/wouldn’t use to
describe yourself? Why have you chosen this over others ways to explain
your sexual orientation?

•

What did you learn about being gay within your family and community?
What were the messages about gender (what did you learn about what it
means to be a girl/young women? What was the impact of these messages).

•

Significance of‘gay’ identity? (explore phrases such as ‘I’ve always been a
bit of a tomboy’ or 'too girlie to be gay’).

Society - What are some of the barriers faced by young women coming out in
Northern Ireland today?

•

What could be done to make coming out easier for young women?

•

Do you think that the experiences of young men/young women are similar
in relation to growing up and coming out as other than heterosexual?
Explore this further - why do they think that? Where do they get that
message from?

•

How easy is it for a young woman to grow up and 'come out' as other than
heterosexual in NI?

Rights - Over the last number of years there have been many major changes to the
law in relation to LGB people (e.g. decriminalisation, employment law, goods &
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facilities, civil partnerships, adoption - pending). Are you aware of any of these
changes? What impact do you think these changes have on young women who
identify as other than heterosexual?
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Appendix Three: Participant Information Sheet

Information Sheet
Who?

My name is Gail Neill. I am a student, at Queen's University Belfast, undertaking research
that aims to capture the experiences ofyoung women growing up and coming out in
Northern Ireland.

In order to capture these experiences I am looking to talk with young women aged 16-25
years who identify as other than heterosexual. I would like to talk with them in small groups
(focusgroups) about general issues relating to sexual orientation, coming out and attitudes
towards lesbian, gay or bisexual people in Northern Ireland. Alongside this I will also talk
to a few young women on a one to one basis (interviews). Within these interviews young
women will be asked to talk more specifically about their own experiences.

What?

There is very little research undertaken in Northern Ireland that focuses on LGBQyoung
people. That which does exist tends to focus on the experiences of men or concentrates on
issues around the mental, physical and sexual health of LGBQ people.

This research project therefore seeks to explore the experiences of non-heterosexual young
women and capture their stories of what it is like growing up and coming out in Northern
Ireland.

Why?

The purpose of the study is to have a greater insight into the lived experiences of young
women, to better understand the issues they face and the support they receive. The
project aims to go some way in addressing the gap in information that currently exists in
relation to young women. It is hoped that such insight will inform services, policies and
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programmes (e.g. school & youth work programmes and curriculum; health services,
information & advice etc).

Where & When?

Throughout 2013 focus groups and individual interviews will be carried out. These will
take place at a time and venue that suits participants best and will be arranged in
consultation with you. Both focus groups and interviews will last around one hour.

How?

Whether you are asked to take part in a focus group with your peers or are interested in an
interview, your involvement is voluntary. That means that you can opt out at any stage
and that nothing will happen as a result - you will not be asked to give your reasons for
this.

If you agree to take part, with your permission, what you say will be recorded. This
information will be stored securely and only listened to by the researcher. Once these
tapes have been typed the recordings will be deleted. While parts of what you have said
may be written or talked about, all names and other information that might identify you
will be removed.

What you talk about will be confidential. The only situation in which confidentiality will
not apply is if someone were to reveal that they were at risk of harm. If such a situation
arises I would discuss this with the individual first.

If you would like more information or are keen to take part please contact
gneill04@qub.ac.uk
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Appendix Four: Participant Consent Form

CONSENT FORM
TITLE OF STUDY: The experiences of young women growing up and coming out in
Northern Ireland.

EXPLANATION OF TITLE: Local research tells us some of the ‘problems’ faced by LGBQ
people in Northern Ireland and the experiences of men coming out. Much less is known
about young women’s experiences of being other than heterosexual. This research seeks to
hear young women’s stories.

I understand:
•

that participation in the study is voluntary, which means that I do not have
to take part if I don’t want to and that nothing will happen to me if I don’t;

•

what the study is about and have been given an information sheet about it;

•

what types of things we will talk about and am ok with that;

•

there are no right or wrong answers and that I do not have to answer
anything I do not want to;

•

any time I want to stop or withdraw from the study that it is ok and I do
not have to give a reason;

•

that if I agree, the interview will be audio recorded and that only the
researcher will listen to this;

•

that some of the things I say might be used (written or spoken about) but
that my name will not be used;

•

that any personal information will be kept private;

•

the circumstances under which things cannot be kept private;

•

that if I have any questions about the research that I can talk to Gail and/or
my youth worker about them.

I understand what this study is about and I agree to take part.
Signature:.......................................................................
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